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On New Year's Day, 1948, a New York Times edito~ial conceded
that a review of the previous year called for a comment or two
about the weird phenomenon that had become known as "flying
saucers," a mess that meant a double gulp of aspirin for the
military.
Referring to a Dr. C. C. Wylie's address before the America n
Association for the Advancement of Science a few days earlie r ,
the Times found itself agreeing with the professor's sentiments
that~confused conditions that prevailed during the previous
summer were apparently due to the laxity of government agencies.
The Times editorial expressed a prejudice in favor of the idea
'that~"saucers" were simply ordinary objects or natural processes erroneously perceived and warned authorities to handle
future sightings more promptly and efficiently. This criticism
was tempered, however, by a rather confident feeling that the
" s aucers" were now old stuff, the Times deploring any hint tha t
'the "problem" might somehow survivert'S apparen't death, the cor pse
given a faint pulse by a smattering of "fanciful li1:erature." 1.
The great New York paper would have been shocked i f i't could
have foreseen the tidal wave of "fanciful l i ter:-at:ure" jus't over
the publishing horizon. The first real t'ipple was the maiden
issue of a magazine t:itled Fate that had just gone t:o press and
was due to hit the newsst:ana-early in the spring, a publishing
event: that would be t:he vanguard of many mor"e magazines, books,
television shows, and even motion pict:ures, that would excite,
puzzle. inform, and too often misinform, persons the world over,
and accompaning the increase in fame would b e the growth of
intrigue concerning the official investigation of the strange
aerial objects.
The numerous inquiries made by Air force Intelligence during
1947 had been conducted under increasing difficulties. The skills
of the military experts relied on known 'technology and c o uld not
cope with anything that could perform like t:he report:ed flying
discs. Official investigative actions pert:aining to the s aucer
matter limped along in a condition of "organized confusion." 2.
Moreover, uncertain'ty about the European "ghost rocket:s" (a
mystery apparent:ly a close kin to the saucer riddle) and t:he
phenomenon's possible relaTionship with a poten tial Russia
threat, were dep'ths of st:rangeness that continued to bemuse
penet:ration as more such "missile" ac'tivit:y was report:ed. On
January 3rd a brief message from Finland about a fiery object
in the sky over that country produced this snippet by U.S. Air
force evaluat:ors:
"Informat:ion given here is not sufficient to establish even vague identification.
"The object seen could have been a fireball. al'though
the length of time of observation seems unduly long.
Perhaps t:his is subject to considerable error?"3.
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The actual report follows. The unusual grammar is characteristic of cfficial teletype messages:
"He l s inki p!'ess l Ot:h January report:s observatio n of
light ph~nomena vicinit:y Vaasa 3rd January. A brightly
shining object with long tail moved west to east visible
for 30 seconds. Another shining object seen Pietarsaari
Sth January observed 10 seconds from north to south.
Eyewitnesses state flames were ejected and grey streaks
left in sky."4.
The American military had these additional comments:
"Finnish press now using term flying saucer reference
light phenomena.
Last report was 20th December in Utsjoki
northern Finland near Norwegian border.
"Evaluation press reports impossible however press
claims many wil:nesses.
May be revival o! another series
of alleged flying phenomena."S. *
On a national level the UFO subject had not received a significant treatment in the American press since July of 1947, which
was a good thing with military Intelligence in disarray over the
mystery, however, abruptly the saucers were news again in a big
way.
Even the New York Times, with its branding of the aerial
plat:ters as lud1crous delus1ons only a week old, ran the news
story on the saucer's reappearance under the sensational headline:
PI I..OT KILLED IN PURSUIT OF fi..YING SAUCER .•
For ar. incident that had the experts puffin& their cigarettes
w~th chain-frequency, it had an innocent beginning.
Four P-Sls of the Kentucky National Guard had been grounded
at: t-la.rietta Army Air Base in Georgia on December 30, 194 7. A
week later some Kentucky Guardsmen volun~eered to fly ~he four
fighters back to their home base a~ Standiford Air Field in
no r~~ern Kentucky.
The leader of this fer!'y mission was a
Capt ain Mantell who filed a visual flight plan for ~he ~rip
north and about midday January 7, 1948, ~ook off f~om Maritta
in his Mustang warplane leading three other similar fighters.
The flight of four P-Sls formed up into two pairs and took up
a northern course. The flight planned to mai~tain a low 4,000
foot altitude for the entire t:rip so nothing was done about the
oxygen sup~ly aboard the aircraft. Captain Mantell's wingman
was a l..t. Hend r-ic!<s . Clo se by were -::he o-;;he!' t;.rc ?-Sls pilot"eC
by a l..t:. Clements and a l..t. Hammond.
Support personnel returning
to S~andiford left Maritta Army Air Base shortly thereafter in
a slo;.r C-47 transport that had airlifted all the Guardsmen to
Georgia the previous afternoon. 6.
At 4:15 CST the support: personnel arrived at S~andiford Field
and were startled to learn that three of t:he P-Sls in the ferry
rr.ission had not yet landed. Instead the aircraft: were engag~d
in a chase of a strange object in the sky above the southwest
tt
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horizon. That's all the airmen knew until S:OO p.m. when Major
Doyle of the Air National Guard unit received a phone call from
Standiford Operations. The Major was stunned to find out that
Captain Mantell was dead! 7.
Just before Captain Mantell's flight crossed the Kentucky/
Tennessee State line, a UFO alert had electrified the Blue
Grass State. The Indianapolis News described the commotion
thusly:
"Dozens of persons on the ground in the area of
Madisonville, Ky., had been telephoning police to report
seeing a circular object hovering overhead and giving off a
brilliant red glow." 8. Civilians had notified the Kentucky
State Police at 1:00 CST to report something odd soaring over
Elizabethtown, Ky. Some ten minutes later phone calls from
more excited witnesses came in from places like Lexington
which suggested a high altitude for the UFO due to the widel y
scattered points reporting sightings at approximately the same
time.
State police contacted military police at Fort Knox to tell
them an "unusual aircraft or object, circular in appearance and
over 250 feet in diameter," was speeding through the air on a
westward course at a "pretty good clip" just south of the military installation. The MPs dialed the orderly room of Godman
Field, Fort Knox's airstrip, to inform the commanding officer
there, Colonel Hix. The clock on the wall showed 1:20 p.m.
'
when the phone rang in Godman Tower. Chief Control Tower
operator T/Sgt. Blackwell answered. A Sgt. Cook of Colonel
Hix's office was on the line and he told Sg~. Blackwell abou~
the UFO and requested a check with Fligh~ Test Operations at
Wright Field, Ohio, to determine if there was anything experimental in the air that might correlate with the reported aerial
object. When contacted, a Captain Hooper at Flight Test Operations replied in the negative, saying that the only thing in the
region they had was a conventional aircraft on photornissions,
however Flight Service did provide Sgt. Blackwell with more
UFO reports from cities west of Fort Knox, Irvington and
Owensboro, that matched the previously mentioneq sighthings in
regards to size and appearance.
About 15 minutes to two o'clock, Sgt. Blackwell caught sight
of something in the Southern heavens and turned to the other
man on in the tower, PFC S. Oliver, to ask for confirmation.
Private Oliver saw it, whatever it was, but could not believe
his eyes. Sgt. Blackwell urged a closer look. The Private
did and became convinced he wasn't imagining things. The two
enlisted men then summoned their Detachment Commander, lst.
Lt. Orner, who was working in a ground level office.
Lt. Orner
was just finishing discussing the UFO in question with Kentucky
State Police when Sgt. Blackwell called, so the Lieutenant
didn't have to be asked twice to go and take a peek at the
sky enigma.
Lt. Orner went quickly to the tower and peered
to the southwest where there was a "small white object" apparently stationary in the sky. Using field glasses, Lt. Orner
was still unable to tell if the object was generating its own
light or reflecting it. Of the image, he said:
" ••• it partially
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appeared as a parachute does with the bright sun shining on the
top of the silk, but there also seemed to be red light around
the lower portion of it."9.
Downstairs a t the traf f ic desk was the Operatior.s Officer, a
Captain Carter, who heard Lt. Orner excitedly announce over the
teletalk box at 2:07 p.m. that more observers were needed in the
tower. Captain Carter rushed upstairs and took his turn with the
field glasses. The commotion a lso attracted a Mr. Duesler and a
Lt. Col . E. G. Wood. The two joined the others already in the
tower . This was at about 2:20 p.m.
Captain Carter sa id of the object: " ..• it appeared round and
whiter than the clouds that passed in front o f it and it could
be see n thru circu s clouds ." PFC Oliver remembered that there
was specu lation over what the sky object could be . To him the
thing appeared like:
" . . . an ice cream cone topped wi1: h red . " 10.
Since no one could come up with an adequate explanation, it
was finally decided that the Commanding Officer of the Air Base
should be summoned. The CO, Colonel Hix , quickly arrived and
took a look for himse lf . He would say:
"It was very white and looked like an umbrella.
I
though t it was a celestial body.
I can't account for
the fact it d\dn't move.
I just don't kno~ what it was.
It appeared about ~ the size of the full moon and white
in color. Thru the binoculars it appeared to have a red
border at the bottom at times, a red border at the top
at times.
It remained stationary, seemingly for l~
hours." 11.
At this time those in the tower heard Cap1:ain Mantell's four
plane flight roar pass Godman Field on its way to nearby Sl:andiford.
Captai n Mantell had switched from the radio channel his wingmates
were using , which wa.s "C" channel, over to "B" channel, so he
could contact Standiford Tower for landing ins tructio~s. At
that moment: Godman Tower's radio was open 'to "B" cha:-~nel and
Mantell's voice boomed out"of the loudspeaker. Colonel Hix
and the others stopped their scanning of the southern ho~ izon
to listen.
Captain Carter suggested that the passing P-5ls be ~sked to
investigate the UFO .
No one offered any objec1:ions, so Sgt.
Blackwell grabbed the radio mike and b egan to talk to Mant ell,
telling the National Guard aviator about the strange target to
the south and requesting an aerial check on it if 'the P-5ls had
the fuel.
Mantell replied: " Roger I have the gas and I will take
a l ook if you give me the correct heading and any information you
have on locat ing it."l2.
Although Mantell was agreeable to a little side t~i? after
the humdrum flight: up from Geo~ gia, his wingman, Lt. Hendricks,
was very low on fuel and begged to be excused so he could land
at Standiford as scheduled. Permission was granted and Lt.
Hendricks broke off from the formation.
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As for the other two pilots, they were unaware of what was
happening.
Lt. Clemments could see his flight leader's lips
moving but had heard nothing of what Captain Mantell had said
over "B" channel, and was still ignorant as Sgt. Blackwell gave
Mantell a course heading of 210 degrees. Capt. Mantell banked
to 'the southwest and "poured on the coal," with his two bewildered
wingmates, Lt. Clements and a Lt. Hammond, lagging behind.
Immediately Mantell started a sharp spiraling climb at 14,000 feet to
zoom straight and steep on a 220 degree heading.
About 2:45 p.m. Mantell radioed Godman Tower that he had
spotted the UFO ahead of him and above, so that more climbing
was necessary.
One of the other pilots broke into Mantell's
radio transmission to ask:
"What the Hell are we looking for?" 13.
As the trio of fighters gained altitude, the air began to thin
out. Either Clements or Hammond, official records do not identify
which, was overhead on the airwaves to say:
"This is 15,000 feet.
Let • s level out." 14. Instead Mantell s'tepped on the gas, maintaining a climb heavenward at 360 miles pe~ hour while radioing Godman
Tower that:
"The object is directly ahead and above me now moving
about half my speed or approximately 180 miles per hour."lS.Godman
Tower could hardly make out the dark specs of the P-5ls and Lt.
Col. E. G. Wood noticed that the UFO seemed to be at least a
tenth the size of the full moon, a huge thing compared to the
shrinking dots of the P-Sls approaching it.
Mantell now felt he was no longer closing on the UFO to his
reckoning. He radioed his opinion that the:
" ••. the object was
going up and forward as fast as he was .•. (and that he was) going
to 20,000 fee~ and if no closer would abandon the chase." 16. Those
are the last words uttered by Mantell heard by personnel in the
tower that can be found in Air Force files.
Captain Carter is
the reputed listener.
Mantell's radio transmissions were being piped north by Godman
Field to various Air force Commands, an unusual procedure. Many
Air Force personnel eavesdropped on the excited voices, which at
times were mixed in an incoherent babble. Some said they discerned: "I'm closing in on the object. It's gigantic and it's
metallic."l7.
Another radio transmission rarely quoted and of uncertain
origin states that Mantell said the UFO would "rest" and then put
on a "burst of speed." This enabled the UFO to stay ahead of his
straining P-51.
If true, it would explain why Mantell kept attemptinR to close the distance since he was being "lured~ on ever
upward. 18.
Lt. Clements and Lt. Hammond grew very concerned. They looked
down and recognized the city of Bowling Green which indicated the
extent their little side trip was assuming.
Passing 22,500 feet
altitude the pilots found breathing very difficult.
Lt. Hammond
just happened to be equipped with an oxygen mask because he preferred the mask radio mike to a throat mike, however there was
little oxygen in the system.
Lt. Clements, like Mantell, had no
oxygen at all and 20,000 feet was the danger limit for flying
without breathable air.
Lt. Clements urged an end to the pursuit.
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Mantell answered back, asking that they chance a climb to 25,000
feet, there level off for 10 minutes, and only then start down.
This didn't sit well with Lt. Clements who, with Lt. Hammond in
agreement, nosed back down when they reached 23,000 feet. Mantell
said something but his transmission was garbled indicating that
brain numbing anoxia (lack of oxygen in the blood) may have
already started to take its toll of the flight leader's judgment.
As Lt. Clements dived, he glanced back at Mantell's P-51 still
climbing at full power toward a shiny spct in the sky near the
sun.
As Lt. Hammond and Lt. Clements approached Godman Tower at
3:20p.m. on their way back, they radioed that: the UFO:
"
appeared like the reflection of sunlight on an airplane canopy."19.
The four to midnight Control Tower crew began to arrive at this
time and swing shift supervisor, Captain A. T. Jehli, was briefed
that a "disc," or balloon, or some sort of strange object, witnessed by many personnel, including the CO, Colonel Hix, was
being hunted down by military aircraft.
Lt. Clements and Lt. Hammond landed at Standiford where the
former refueled and took on supply of oxygen, lifting off again
at 4:05 p.m.
Setting his P-51 on the original 210 degree course,
he requested the latest information from Godman and was informed
that the base weather station theodolite had lost track of the
mysterious UFO behind some clouds. Zooming to 33,000 feet,
Lt. Clements raced southwest for a 100 miles trying over and
over to raise Mantell on the radio. Reaching the Bowling Gree~
area he contacted Godman Tower and reported no visual confirmation
of anything strange in the atmosphere. There was .no sign of
Mantell's aircraft either. What had happened to Mantell?
A Mr. W. C. Mayos, living on Lake Spring Road outside franklin,
Ky., heard an odd roaring at 3:15p.m. that sounded like an aircraft engine under great stress. He put his head back and gazed
up into the azure where he saw a P-51 circling in a lazy fashion.
The plane was so high he could hardly ~a~e it cut. One expert
would later surmise that Mantell had blacked out, and was close
to death having succumbed to suffocation. On the ground, Mr. Mayos
watched in fascination as Mantell's plane faltered, slipping
into a dive, the aircraft doing a slow rotation on the way down.
At full throttle the P-51 gained more and more velocity in its
earthward plunge. The scream of the dive increased as the yursuit craft's speed approached the sound barrier. About half way
to the ground the SLress was too much as the P-51 tore apart
with a loud boom. The tail section and one wing ripped free.
A Mrs. C. Phillips, a resident of a farmhouse just outside the
city of Franklin, bolted from her chair in her living room and
rushed to the window at the sound of the explosion. She watchec
in horror as a big mass of metal slammed to earth just 200 yards
away.
Witnesses dragged Mantell's body from the wreck. The pilot's
shattered wrist watch had jarr~ed to a SLOP at 3!18 p.m. fatrolman J. Walker of the Franklin Police Department rushed to the
scene and took charge.
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It took over an hour for word of Mantell's fate to reach
Standiford Field,at which time news of the tragedy was relayed
to Maxwell Flight Service and the rest of Mantell's unit. Air
Force investigators immediately arranged for a flight to Bowling
G~een where, when they arrived, a State highway patrol car whisked
them to the crash site five miles southwest of Franklin. Witnesses were rounded up and questioned while their memories were
still fresh.
It was now 6:15p.m. At this stage there was no
way of knowing if Mantell had met death by accident or by a
hostile act. Was Mantell "shot down?"
A Lt. Col. J. F. Brady who drew up the report on the Mantell
crash leaked a little emotion in an otherwise straight-laced
summary with the following line:
"So much for the accident-now hold on to your hat!"ZO. What he was referring to were some
events reported just after the crash at Franklin. About 230
miles northeast of •he site of Mantell's wrecked plane and some
150 miles northeast of Godman Field, two other UFO incidents
were to cause some excitement that evening.
Near Wilmington, Ohio, is the Clinton County Air Base. At
7:35p.m., on January 7th, the same day as the Mantell UFO chase,
a S/Sgt. J. P. Haag was walking near the Clinton Control Tower
when he became aware of an unfamiliar point of light in the southwest. He checked the weather and noted a low velocity southwest
wind was blowing. The sky to the southwest was overcast, but
right overhead it was clear of clouds. He guessed the overcast
height at 5,000 feet and the cloud layer some 1,000 feet thick.
Seen with the naked eye the puzzling light'appeared to be about
five miles away and between 15,000 to 20,000 feet high. It
looked to be stationary and appeared to be casting off a crimson
glow that resembled a plane on fire. This possibility sent him
scurrying to the control tower. Upon reaching the control room,
atop the tower, he used field glasses to take a better look at
the red light. A careful observation convinced him the phenomenon was not a comet or a meteor; furthe~mo~e, the light was now
"dancing," an odd straight up and down mo tion that occurred some
three to four ~imes. A color change fro m red to green, when the
thing moved, was also discernible. After it stopped "bouncing"
the light sped to the southwest on a course of 210 degrees. It
was screened momentarily by clouds but the phenomenon could s~ill
be discerned since the rays of light it threw off were strong
enough to penetrate the overcast. It paused a few moments on
its way to the southwest and then it fled quickly over the horizon
at 7:55p.m. No sound was heard.
A Cpl. J. H. Hudson, on du~y in the control tower, also watched
with binoculars and in a signed affidavit detailed his own version
of the UFO's appearance and motion. He es'timated, for example,
the UFO's nearest approach at four miles and stated that the UFO
was white in color when first sighted, but soon changed to a red
hue.
No shape was discernible until the UFO suddenly dropped
down, at which time it assumed a cone-shape with the point-end
down. The dimensions of the object appeared to be some 40 X 100
feet. When it ascended, the UFO reversed its position to a pointend up, or "pyramid" configuration. The shifts of position left
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a green mist trailing behind. The whole UFO seemed to have a
glowing aura of burning light. There was no argument among the
witnesses as to the fast elevator-type motion of the UFO.
One
witness compared the sight to a flare being violently tossed
about by a thermal air current. When compared to the stars, there
was a decided difference, the object brighter and of a distant hue.
T/Sgt. Le Roy Ziegler on duty in the tower basically agreed
with the othe~ witnesses calling the UFO a ''circular thing, bright
and star-like, only bigger than a star." 21. Net sure of its exact
size, he still felt it to be very large. He said he noticed red
and yellow colors. Surpised at the motion he said that it: " •••
seemed to go up and down and side to side at what seemed to be
very great speed." 22. He also saw a faint exhaust trail which
was visible only when the UFO was moving.
Since 4:35 p.m. news of the Mantell crash had flashed over the
communications network in the Kentucky/Ohio region.
Control ~ower
p~rsonnel all over were eavesdropping on official exchanges of
information about the disaster. At 7:45 p.m. Patterson Operations
was on the air to Olmstead Flight Service discussing the Mantell
case when two air traffic observers at Lockborune Tower at
Columbus, Ohio, to the southwest of Clinton, interrupted to say
that something strange had appeared near their airbase and had
just left the area. Godman Tower, wide awake after the events
o f the afternoon, t1eard that remark and intervened itself over
the interphone to announce they ~ow had visual contact with
something too.
The Lockbourne story:
·A R. L. Stirr spotted what he though~ to be an emergency flare
to the southwest seemingly hovering over the Lockbourne Power
Plant. The light also caught the eye of a civilian technician
by the name of Boudreaux at about 7:15 p.m.
It seemed odd and
Boudreaux observed it carefully for 15 minutes. The thing lef•
"bluish streaks" to one side and briefly vanished while an aircraft had landed. The VHF/OF operate~ at the end of the one ~un
way saw the thing too and listed its first appearance as 7:25 p.m.
Prior to its departure, the thing was noticed to have dropped
very close to the ground at a local geographical feature known
as Commercial Point, hovering there for about ten seconds and
then shooting skyward back to its original altitude where it
le~eled off and became obscured hy some clouds in t~e overc ast,
but not before taking up a heading of 120 degrees as its de~arture
course. The speed of the UFO was estimated to have reached 500
miles per hour.
It was as silent as a night hawk. The color
of the thing was amber and the glow was so inter.se it tended to
block out the object's profile. An exhaust trail of amber hue
was left behind when the UFO moved forward.
Another person who rushed to the Lockbourne Tower was F.
Eiseler, an airways operator, an official that kept tabs on the
weather and position reports of aircraft. When the light had
vanished momentarily and reappeared, Eiseler saw it at its new
position some 15 degrees above the horizon in the southwest.
It was his opinion that the UFO was outshining any of the stars
being equal to a runway light in brilliance. Moreover, he said
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he saw the "tail," a thin ruddy red wisp that: changed to an amberyellow at: various times. The UFO seemed round and shifted in an
elliptical clockwise course. He agreed that it seemed to be five
miles away.
All of the Lockbourne observers were mistified because the
cloudy overcast prohibited the possibility any celestial body
was responsible for the light.Z3.
Their concern gained credibility when the voice of Air Force
flight N99~~ boomed out of the radio speaker at Lockbourne Tower
at 7:53 p.m. A C-45 over Columbus, cruising at 5,000 feet,
reported something odd. Air Force records state:
"Lt. C. W. Thomas and Lt. Sims were making a regular
cross country flight. They reported in to Columbus
Airways who asked them if they saw any unusual object
irr the sky. They could see a large bright light off to
the west.
They estimated it to be below them, or about
3,000 feet. It: seemed stationary. The light was amber
and looked like a large star or planet. It was about 15
miles away from them. The night was dark and overcast."24.
Helping to add to the strangeness of the episode was a report
from another aircraft in the same area which was in the landing
pattern for the airstrip. The aircraft in question was piloted
by a Captain McGee who told authorities:
"At about 7:25 p.m. on January 7, 1948, I turned to
runway 23 for a overhead approach at traffic altitude
(1,800 feet). Just prior to break away, I saw a very
bright white southwest of the field.
I began my 360
degree approach. It st:ruck me that the light was very
unusual and it was not on the ground so I looked in its
direction again from my base leg position. It appeared
the same as though it were about 3,000 feet in the air.
While on my approach it flashed on and off again
immediately." 25.
After deplaning Captain McGee went to Lockbourne Operations
where he heard of the Eisele and Boudreaux sightings. He then
contacted the two men in the tower and was told the light had
reappeared after his C-~5 had set down. McGee went to the door
and looked out. Sure enough the light was there.
Besides the pair of aerial sightings, the most damning testimony to a conventional explanation was that of the previously
mentioned A. Pickering, Lockbourne's VHF/DF operator.
His affidavit tells us that the UFO made three 360 degree
turns and then glided over to another position where it resumed
its circling. Each orbit took half a minute and compassed a
couple of miles in diameter. When the UFO shifted to a new
position, it left a visible trail that streamed behind approximately five times the object's diameter which was believed to
be the size of a C-47 transport. Now a critical element in
these accounts is the estimates of distance between the
observers and the UFO. Without reference points and not
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having the slightest idea of what was being observed, any guesses
would be highly inaccurate. This bears heavily on a possible
celestial explanation, t~ say nothing ~fan aerial flare, a
reflection, or an aircraft. Subsequent interviews, long after
the dust had settled on this case, tend to resolve the distance
question and contribute to the high strangeness of the UFO
incident.
Pickering granted an interview in 1977 and dwelled at some
length on his experiences that January evening in 1948. He
described his duties, one of which was the monitoring of electronic devices in a small shack way out at the end of one of the
runways at Lockbourne. He recalled the blackness that nighT due
to the heavy overcast that lay like a dense lid over the airfield
some 1,200 feet high, th~ ebony effect increased by ~he need to
work without interior lighting that would only bleach out the
phosphorescence glow of the dials and meters on his VHF/OF equipment. With the limited air traffic that night due to the poor
weather, Pickering laid down to rest on a cot and idly gazed up
through a skylight at the black swirling vapor of the overcast
some 1,000 feet above. Suddenly to his astonishment something
huge, round, and a glowing red color, popped through the cloud
ceiling almost directly overhead. Instantly he feared a falling,
flaming aircraft.
Reflexes had him up off the cot at once and
fumbling with his radio mike, but Lockbourne Tower was ale~t
and a voice abruptly yelled over the "swank box" the exclamation:
"What the Hell is that?" 26. Within seconds Pickering
realized that no aircraft was in trouble but that something
very weird was out there in the darkness. The "thing" hove!"ed,
then it began to maneuver in the manner previously described.
Pickering watched the show with gooseberry eyes. 27.
After the fantastic ball ~ade a high speed, six mile circle
of the entire airbase, it returned to its original posi•ion over
the runway where it drifted around awhile and ther. dipped down
touching a grass strip that was a cleared extension of the runway.
When the UFO ente~ed the overcast for a time, Pickering felt
it may have wanted to hide from an aircraft that had just arrived
in the area. 28.
Officially it was later suggested that the planet Venus had
danced over Columbus that night because: " .•• it is incredible
that it could have been anything else."29.
By this time official apprehensions surfaced. Air Force
files reveal that investigative agents: •• •.. contacted Ol~stead
Flight Service Center and gave them all the information available to deliver to the Air Defense Command at Mitchellfield,
Hemstead, New York.
"Later we received a call fro~ St. Louis,/Missouri, Tower
advising that a grea~ ball of light was passing directly overhead--Scott Tower also ve!"ified this." 30.
"We then received a call from Air D-:!fcnse Cornman.:'! through
Olstead Flight Center advising us to alert Coffeeville, Kansas
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Ft. Smith, Arkansas, and Kansas City, Missouri, and that they had
plotted the object as moving WSW at 250 miles per hour." 31.
In addition an unofficial source was referred to:
"St. Louis ATC advised of an article printed in the
Edwardsville Intelligencer, Edwardsville, Ill., describ~ng an object over the ~own at 0720 of aluminum appearance without wings or control surfaces which was moving
southwest. This object remained visible for about 30
minutes. This article went on to describe the amazement and wondering of the editor regarding this
object .•. " 32.
The forementioned Lt. Col. Brady who was typing out this document added:
" ... and you can bet he (the editor) was no more confused than I am at this moment." 33.
Hopes for an easy solution were slim,it seemed. Any information of possible use was pounced on. An article in the local
newspaper about the recent appearance of a comet was given a
mention and then discarded. A better lead was provided by the
Maxwell flight Service that learned:
" .•• a Dr. Seyfert, an
astronomer at Vanderbilt University, had spotted an object SSE
of Nashville, Tennessee, that he identified as a pear-shaped
balloon with cables and a basket attached, moving SSE, at a
speed of 10 miles per hour at 25,000 feet. This was observed
between 1630 and 1645 (4:30- 4:45)."34.
Similarly, a resident of Madisonville, Ky., had contacted
Godman AFB to say that he hed used an eight inch Finch telescope to inspect a cone-shaped object over the city he estimated was a 100 feet from top to bottom and some 43 feet across,
sailing southwest at a slow 10 miles per hour at 20,000 feet
altitude. The time was given as 1:10 p.m.
(There may have
been some confusion with Dr. Seyfert's report.)"35.
As it turned ou~ the very first wire s~ory on the inciden~
ignored balloons and leaned toward a planetary rescue of officialdom's peace of mind. According to ~he Associated Press
dispatch dated January 7th, personnel at Godman Field, including the base commander, Colonel Hix, had seen a "UFO," quoting
the CO as saying: "It was to the south and near the sun, very
white and looked like an umbrella."36. Another quote attributed
to an unnamed Army officer stated that the UFO "didn't move."37.
Annexed to the story was a sta~ement by a University of
Louisville professor, Dr. W. L. Moore, who had made it known
the planet Venus was near the sun when the UFO was reported. 38.
With so many sightings of a bright light low in the southwest,
Venus was a prime candidate. On the other hand, the "cone-shaped"
descriptions lend themselves to a balloon explanation but such
plastic giants were not well known at the time.
Pickering, like the other witnesses at Clinton, was ordered
to Wright-Patterson Air force Intelligence headquarters for
intensive questioning. This happened to Pickering three times.
Agents at Dayton asked him questions in relays and of~en used
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tricks to trip him up. Hassles often developed over minor dis crepancies and when it was all over, Pickering was warned not to
discuss the UFO incident with anyone. Since he was in the Civil
Service at the time, he meekly complied with the imposed censorship. 39.
It goes without saying there ~as a startling alternative to
balloons or comets.
Perhaps a super machine had lurched about
the heavens that day, ducking in and out of the clouds, a h ostile device of a mysterious origin?
The next day a note of caution was evident in a wire service
story:
"National Guard Headquarters emphasized, however, that
in its opinion there was no connection between the plane 's
explosion and the flying object it was seeking to invest igate.
"Meanwhile, Godman Field Commanding O:ficer, Col. F.
Hix, revealed a group of Louisville scientists will join
him in watching the skies for a possible reappearance of
the 'flying saucers' reported over Kentucky Wednesday." 40.
And watch they did, for at least six more months when another
UFO paid a visit, but that is an August story and will not be
discussed here.
Meanwhile, the UFOs popped up elsewhere in a continuing mystery.
Buzz bomb?
A call to the FBI office in Atlanta, Georgia, detailed a "buzz
bomb" encounter in the air by an Eastern Air Lines passenger plane,
midnight, January 9th, over Acworth, Georgia. The EAL DC-3 en
route from St. Louis was droning along an airlane at 3,000 feet
when something resembling a concentratedmass of blue flame in a
circular shape, except for the top quarter which was flat (i.e.,
po t-shaped), crossed the airliner's path on a course of about 10
de g ~ees below the horizon,al and at a speed of about 400 miles
per ho~r. After crossing in front of the airliner, the "blue
flame sputtered and turned immediately earth~ard •.. and died
altogether." The pilot of the E:AL plane, who had wartime experience in England, said the thing may have been a "buzz bomb" like
that fo~merly used by the Germans. 41.
The United Press asked: "Flying Saucers Again?" This was in
reference to a spectral spectre over Wilmington, Ohio, and then
the newsservice threw in some similar news from Youngstown:
"Lt. Col. F. Pierce of the Army Reserves said he saw orangeyellow lights which appeared to converge from the north and the
northeast toward the center of an imaginary circle .•• "42.
Profusions of Illusions?
Early in January, a pencil-sha?ed thing, spewing smoke anc
sparks like a beautiful fireworks display, boltec straight across
the heavens dazzling two witnesses in Danville, Ky. 43.
Elsewhere a Captain Kenneth Heltcn and a Captain James ?argoe
of Squadror: "D" of a unit designa~ed Air Evacuation, Atlantic
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Division, Air Transport Command, were at the controls of a transport aircraft flying over Hartford, Connecticut, on January 11th
when in broad daylight they witnessed the passage of a strange
object diving down through the atmosphere at a 45 degree angle.
Although the thing flashed by at a high velocity, the pilots
said they made out a red colored, disc-shaped craft with a blue
tinted central portion. No vapor trail was noticed. 44.
Northern Denmark experienced "visitations" on January 19th when
objects immersed in halos of blue light that tapered off into
green wakes soared over Hjerring, Hjerup. Some witnesses termed
the phenomenon rocket-like in appearance. While under observation
one of the mystery objects ca.me to a halt and then suddenly exploded. 45.
An Air Force comment, evidently written much later in 19~8 when
unexplained "aerial flares" appeared in the skies of the U.S.
southwest, stated:
"There is nothing in the meager description of this
incident that precludes the possibility of the objects
being meteors. The description would also allow for
their being rockets. However, the explosion of the
objects favors the meteoric hypothesis.
"It might. be well to note the similarity of this and
other Scandinavian reports of the 'green flash' objects
reported from New Mexico."46.
"Green flash" objects over New Mexico???
Project Sign became completely activated January 22nd. 47. If
there was any 1nclination to jump to conclusions in the months
ahead, it would be hampered by a planned compartmentalization.
An official spokesman admitted later:
"All told, at one time or another, some two hundred
people were engaged on Project Sign. It was agreed among
them that they would not pool their ideas.
'We didn't
want them influencing each other .•• (because) we had
enough suggestibility on our hands as it was.'"48.
This resurgence of official activity produced a directive on
February 4th from Air Defense Command, Mitchel Air Force Base,
New York, to FBI headquarters in Washington, which read:
"Investigations will be coordinated with the FBI
office concerned in accordance with instructions contained in letter, this headquarters, D 333.3 Ex, subject, 'Cooperation of FBI with AAF on Investigation of
Flying Disc Incidents,' 3 Sept. 1947."49.
The Liaison desk at the FBI manned by Special Agent S. Wesley
Reynolds put through a call to Lt. Col. C. P. Martin of Air Force
Intelligence to remind the military Hoover wanted no part of the
saucer business. 50. Col. Martin was apologetic and explained:
" •.• apparently the Air Defense Command at Mitchel Field was not
aware of the fact that the Bureau was no longer conducting investigations regarding flying discs." 51.
January 21st the Danish newspaper Aft:enbladet reported a
sighting made by three farmhands near Vejle of a high speed
silvery thing that zi?ped overhead only 600 feet high.
No
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other verification of the low altitude sweep was forecoming. The
American military attache. Colonel Earl C. Ewert. forwarded this
evidence of continued European UFO ~ctivity to the Pentagon.S2.
Further word from Europe caused more tha n coffee-cup comment.H·y at Air Force Intelligence, although the data did not arrivE'
through official channels, but in a rather mundane way--a newspaper clipping:
"ROUEN, France, Jan. 29--(UP) Police said today they
wer~ investigating peasants' reports that mysterious
white balls cf light, airplance flights and descents
by parachutes had been s e en in the neighborhood of
Roucn." S3.
A. C. Loedding, the technical expert at Air Force Intelligence,
immediately dispatched instructions to military agents in france
asking:
'' ( 1) l.Jhat were the exact purposes of the parachute
descents? State number of personnel involved
and equipment carried.
"(2) What type parachutes were used? Obtain design
and construction d e ~ails.
"(3) What type aircraft were used? Troop, transport,
etc.

What c.lused the 'rr.ys'terious white balls of light?'
(a. )
Is ther~ any information conne c t inB this
incident with the flying discs?· If so,
sta~e the exact location, date, time,
weather, number, shape, color, and size.
Any photographs or ske tches should also
be furnish e d, alon~ with inform~ tion
regarding any sound, exhaust trail or
effect on the clouds 'that were obs erv~d."54.
Meanwhile, with the UFO in the Mantell case only provisionally
identified as Venus, othe~ saucer shenanigans in the region delayed the Air Force's recovery of its composure.
Th~ee weeks after Mantell's death, on Februa~y lst, a metallic
looking disc some 60 feet across and generating a bright orange
glare, was supposed to have b~en se e n hovering over a farmhouse
ju!;'t o~;tside Ci~clevill e , Ohio. SS.
The saucer situation up to February 17th was the pursuit of
an elusive "super airplane" or a "step rocket." Air Forc e
Intellitence evaluation teams consisted just of engineers even
though they were author-i1. ed to enli~t aid from other sources.
Edward Ruppelt once clarified this point a bit :
" ... the primary function of the Air Technical
Intelligence Cente~ is not, as some pe ople believe,
analyzing the UFO mystery. It is charged with the
prevention of technological surpise by a foreign
coun t ~y.
It studies ~11 the data it can get on
enemy aircraft, guided missil e s, and t echnological
advance s on anything t hat fliP.s. It got the s~uc c r
proj~c t because the one thing that eve ry o~s e rv e r
agr~ed on was--the things fl~w." S~.
"(q)
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There seemed no pressing reason to call in scientists to help
at this time.
It was true there had been reports of some odd
"meteors" but they were very liberally interpreted as natural
phenomenon. The flying saucers were thought of as something of
a conventional missile or aircraft within the understanding of
the military experts. This comfortable arrangement didn't last.
The heavens torn asunder, panic in the hen house, and a "crackpot" letter.
February 18, 1948:
The Earth hung securely on strands of attraction and counte~
attraction in its stellar region. The sun shone down upon the
green terrestrial orb as it had done for eons. A pleasant panoply of blue hung over the American midwest, the inhabitants
going about their business with a sense of security with expectations of yet another commonplace day. And then out of the
whirlpools of darkness that fills the infinitudes, it came.
BOOOOM!
The concussion terrified residents in a wide area. Many flee
their homes as windows shattered. Throughout six states, buil d ings swayed and the ground shook. A vast blue-tinted cloud
billowed out 35 miles above in the upper atmosphere. The edit o ~
of the Weekly Norton News at Norton, Kansas, at first thought a
gas stat~on on the corner had blown up. Numerous small detonations rumbled about the heavens after the initial violence just
like a thunderclap. Stunned people stood in the streets of
c ommu~ities like Norton and stared up at an evil-looking vapor
trail twisti~g over upon itself in crooked spirals high in the
atmosphere. Airfields sent search planes aloft believing that
an airliner had exploded in their vicinity. Near Norton and
Norcatur, Kansas, close to the actual point of the aerial blas:,
a pair of Army B-29 bombers circled in the sky until sundown
while country roads leading to the area filled with autos
carrying the curious as rumors of a major catastrophe spread
rapidly. A frightened few were very vocal about their fears
that the "flying saucers'' were responsible for the sky blast
as ~hey gazed at the B-29s flying orbits around the lingering
cloud of smoke. 57.
Since no meteor fragments were immediately discovered, the
tremendous explosion carne under suspicion. The military took
instant interest in the aerial spectacle and sought testimony
from various witnesses. Most gave meteor-like details, however,
some accounts were quite odd. One man living east of Norton
said that just prior to the big blast:
" .•. he heard someth i ng
roaring in the sky to the west of him, far away and very high ...
(and) that it resembled a rocket traveling northeast toward
Norton." 58. Similarly, another person at the time that was
14 miles east of Norton, testified that he was:
" ..• riding his horse in a pasture, when he heard
something queer, a sound coming from the sky.
Looking
up to the southwest, he saw what appeared to be a rocket
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(emphasis the Air Force), just like he had seen during
the war in Europe. It startle9 him, and he jumped off
the horse. He then remounted, watched its course, almost
on a level but losing altitude a little, and then it exploded with a big cloud of smoke, apparently over Norton,
from where he was, south of Prairie View .•. " 59.
An additional note related that an:
"eastern Kansas newspaper
carried a story about six days ago of one just like this (above
mentioned object), coming from the south to the vicinity of lola,
Kansas, where it turned west and disappeared into <:he sky." 60.
The next story is simply fantastic:
"My name is ... (deleted), and I live on a farm 14
miles west of Stockton and 1 mile north, off US 24.
"On February 18 at about 5 p.m., I was standing :1ear
my hogpen about 100' east of my house, when I heard the
pheasants raising a disturbance and the chickens all
rushed to the henhouse.
I looked around toward the
house to see what was causing it and saw something
hovering just above the house.
I ran toward the house,
and it then lowered over the north end of the house,
and settled toward the ground.
I was then very near
it, approximately six feet, when it stopped about level
with my face, and just_wobbled around for an instant,
fire belching out of it and sucking back in. The thing
was about 4 feet long, shaped something like a funnel.
There was a pipe sticking right at my belly.
Suddenly
there was a lot of sparks showe.::-i:1g from it, and the
fire increased as if a fuse might have lighted, and it
t o o k off in a no~~hweste~ly directi o n very f~st, gainin g
altitude as it went. My wife heard it leave and ran out
wher-e it s toad, and we watched it. go, leaving a trai 1 of
smoke all the way. Suddenly there was a great cloud of
smoke in the sky, not more than 40 seconds after it left
my yard, and in a second or more, we hea~d an explosion.
I then stepped offfrom my house to where it had been,
and it was five steps. Yes, it was hot, I could feel the
heat from it. Had I not been washing my car prior to the
occurrence, wetting the ground, there would have been a
bare spot in the yard where the thing started up because
there was a great rush of fire from it when it left. It
must have been quite high when it exploded.h61.
Aside from the forementioned astonishing story, at the outset
it was clear the Air Force was dealing with something from the
very depths of space, as far as the majority of accounts indicated, since the mushroom of smoke had been calculated to have
had been at a height of 30 to 35 miles.
On February 20th an individual living in Pueblo, Colorado,
composed a long letter to the U.S. Army Chief of Staff in
Washington, whose office in turn forwarded the missive to Wrigh~
Patterson for consideration. Oddly enough the fellow's ideas got
a hearing. His fundamental assertion was that the Norcatur object
was anomalous. He then proceeded to build a series of suppositions
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In the first postulation he dwelled on what he reckoned to be an
odd peculiarity. Apparently military Intelligence share~ a somewhat simi~ar feeling, otherwise the ramblings of this layman would
no doubt,notbe fo~nd preserved in Air force files for that period.
This missive from Pueblo read:
"A sketch-diagram of the earth and moon's orbit
reveals a peculiarity in connection with the object's
appearance, which may be significant.
"If a line is stricken at right-angles across the
meridional position of the site of explosion of this
meteor at the hour angle four o'clock local time and
this line be considered the west-to-east course of the
object, then it will be seen that if this line is continued outward into space toward the orbit of the moon
it will intersect the lunar orbit at a place near to
where the moon would be at from 80 to one hundred hours
after the explosion took place . "62.
At this point he makes his sensational suggestion:
"If this thing is a rocket of some kind headed for
the moon, it might first have been seen as a streak of
smoke, then later as a ball of fire, and lastly as a
tremendous explosion when it at last reached sufficient
speed and elevation for take-off.
"The writer has in mind the various and unexplained
reports on 'flying saucers,' and bases this speculation
upon a long consideration of various oddments of reports
whose significance might be of space-cra'ft from other
worlds of space."63.
As an example he pointed out the "rigid formation" of the
famous meteor passage of February 1913 over the northeastern part
of the United States, a series of star-like dots that sailed
majestically through the heavens like, as some described it, "an
airplane race." With that case in mind, he proposed yet another
scheme:
"If a line is projected backwards along this line
of flight it will be seen that this line 'comes o ut'
at the position of the moon at the time. The 1913
phenomenon occurred in the mid-period of a series of
reports on dirigible aircraft of appearance like zeppelins which were seen over England and whose appearance terminated--or reports on the a?pearances sto pped-just prior to the inferior conjunction of Venus of April 24,
1913." 64.

More of his moon ship mullings;
"This is of course speculation. But has anyone yet
explained the 'flying discs' in terms of all the prettywell proven facts in connection with them? I submit that
the Army needs men who are capable of recognizing the
anomalies beforementioned when they occur, even if only
to aid in speculation regarding them."65.
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Oddly enough the "moon-ship" idea could conceivably explain
some otherwise strange sightings. The experts may have actually
asked themselves whether or not mysterious craft were making
round trips from the moon to the earth and back, dipping into the
earth's atmosphere for awhile and returning to their home por~.
There had been reports of inexplicable "ghost rockets" accompanied
by explosions over Scandinavia during the summer and fall of 1946,
and again early in 1947. Now, a year later, more such activity
was being reported. During the week of February 25 - 26th, enigmatic activity took place in the skies of Norway, Denmark, and
Sweden. Air Force Intelligence said of the European phenomena:
"Information given here is too limited for any conclusions to be drawn. The stated heights, the occurrence at the same tl.rr.e each night, and their specific
direction makes explanations of the objects as meteors
unlikely. The green tails are also not characteristic
of typical meteors, but would fit into a description of
rockets or flares." 66.
More specifically, the Air Force experts stated:
"Some of the data on the case reads that the 'flying
missiles,' emitting a green flame but leaving no trace
in the sky, have been reported recently over Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark, coming from the direction of
Peenemunde, generally at 2130 hours, at altitudes ranging
from tree-top level to 20,000 feet, at an estimated speed
of one to two miles per second." 67.
•
Edward Ruppelt, whose writings on the UFO mystery are widely
considered authoritative, named the UFO encounter in ~he night
sky over Alabama on July 2~, 1948, as one of th~ all-time classic
cases and leads up the episode by referring to a UFO flap in
Europe ear!y in 19~8. However, he avoided dwelling on European
sightings of mysterious rocket-like objects, and instead chose
t o emphasize European reports of ztrange "balls of fire" in the
ai~.6R. Yet, ~he lone available reference in t~e English lang~age
p~ess makes no mention of fiery ''balls" but uses the term "rock~~"
instead. In the London Times it was announced:
"Scandinavian visitors to this country report that
rockets have recently been seen traveling at very high
speed over Sweden, Norway, Denmark and coas-ral waters,
coming from the direction of Peenemunde, the German experimental centre where V-1 flying bombs and V-2 rockets were
developed. Peenemunde is now in the Russian zone. The
missiles are almost invariably seen at 9:30 a.m.
"The rockets have been seen at various heights, ranging
from just over the tree tops to 25,000 f e et. They emit a
bluish-green flame, but unlike the V-2 rockets--leave no
trail in the sky. Their speed is estima~ed at between two
ar.d three kilometers a second, equivalent to about 4,500
to 6,750 m.p.h. Observers say that th~ir tra j ectory
appears to follow the curvature of the earth's surface.
"Such missiles have been noticed three times in recent
weeks by pilots of D.N.L., the Norw~gian Air Lines. One
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was seen a few days ago off Skagen, the most northerly point of
Denmark, by the pilot of a D.N.L. aircraft, Captain A. Harvedt,
president of the Norwegian airline pilot's association, who
during the war served with the Royal Norwegian Air Force from
British bases. He and his co-pilot noticed a missile flying at
between 20,000 and 22,000 feet. They timed it with a stop watch,
it disappeared over the horizon in four seconds.
Peenemunde is
on the Baltic coast of Germany, about 60 miles northwest of Stettin
and 25 miles northwest of Swinemunde, opposite Rugen Island."69.
Within a week, on March lst, further information arrived from
overseas, this time through official channels:
"An ONL plane en route from Aalberg, Denmark, to Oslo,
Norway, sighted a projectile coming from the southeast,
passing along the Swedish Coast and disappearing over
Norway. The missile was at 20,000 feet and disappeared
over the horizon in four seconds. It emitted a bluishgreen flame but left no trail in the sky. The projectile seemed to follow the earth's surface.
"Similar missiles have been observed at Hjuken and
Finge, Norway.
"In this connection, it is interest to know that
heavy water is currently being produced in Hjuken. 70.
The military experts penned:
"The description given here is entirely too fragmentary for any conclusions to be drawn. The object sighted
could have been a meteor, a rocket, or a,guided missile.
The fact that it left no trail in the sky argues against
its having been a meteor."71.
Another story, that may or may not have had a bearing on the
mystery, was contained in an official summary late in February.
It read:
"A British European Airways Plane, flying from
London to Lisbon, was hit in the air by a 'fireball'
which hit the nose of the aircraf~. shook i~ violen~ly,
and made a hole in the elevatc:.r." 72 .
What about Europe anyway? So far relatively untouched by the
aerial controversy compared to America, hardly a word was heard
from ~ha~ side of ~he Atlantic. An exception could be found in
an English journal.
"Brain Trust."
At a meeting of the British Interplanetary Society on March 5,
19~8, a series of questions were put ~o some members of the Society
of superior reputation dubbed ~he "Brain Trus~ ... One of ~he
posers went:
"What are t:he views of the Brain Trus1: on flvin"
saucers?" Scpposedly the answers ! given represent the most
informed opinion i~ the British Iles at the time. Of the five
members of the "Trust," ~hree chose to answer.
Briefly put,
Ovenden, B. Sc., F.R.A.S., warned that it was unwise to be dogmatic and that some reports may have a concrete basis, although
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he personally leaned toward physic-psychological delusions.
R.A. Smith, another illustrious member of the Society, gave the
lqngest reply, which said in part: "I prefer to keep an open
mind on matters where I do not have sufficient evidence to form
an opinion ..• " He, however, conceded the possibility that the
saucers could be "reconnaissance tenders" of visitors from deep
space which he understood to be the proper course of action for
a Martian general. He found the greatest favor, none the less,
with the idea that the sky furo r was simply a "silly-season"
journalism antic. The name most Americans would recognize,
Arthur C. Clarke, gave the third and last comment. For some
reason many of the biggest names in science fiction, for which
Clarke is world famous, have always been adamantly anti-saucer
and Clarke is no exception. In this instance Clarke ex?ressed
an unqualified preference for the mass-suggestion theory i l lustrated so aptly by H. Cantril's classic study of the 1938 Orson
Wells "Invasion from Mars" broadcast, for he saw as a prime antisaucer argument the apparent fact that 90 percent of the flying
objects were being reported over America and not over the rest
of the planet, an unlikely condition for an alien visitation. 73.
The question of distribution was compounded by an odd frequency
on occasion. A March 5th case at Bakersfield, California, illustrates this. Military experts commented:
"While this report taken alone, with allowances made
for subjective reporting, could be considered as applying to a disintegrating meteorite, the occurrence of at
least three very similar incidents at the same location,
over a time interval of a few days, is sufficient to make
this hypothesis cowpletely untenable.
"The description applies more closely to the 'sta!."
shell' (a projectile which after disintegration emits
a pa!."achute to bring instruments safely to the grou~d),
with which this investigation was :amiliar during the
war, than to anything else." 74.
By March 13, 1948, military Intelligence sought advice from a
scie~tific authority after having reached an impasse using only
engineering expertise. It was something of a milestone.
Hajo!." Melvin Faulk interviewed the Secretary of the National
Meteoritical Society, Oscar B. Monnig, and zeroed in on the sky
explosion of February 18, 1948. The Major broached the subject
using the words "supposed meteorite" since as yet no evidence in
the way of recovered fragments existed to the military's knowledge.
Hr. Monnig examined photographs of the fireball's dust cloud and
read eyewitness accounts. Thi~ evidence was sufficient to convince him that a ~eteor was responsible for the aerial blast.
To explain his stand, he described the fiction-heating process,
air pressures involved, and the gases that produced the atmospheric explosion. As for fallen particles, or meteorites, he
related how to calculate impact ellipses which depended on the
inclination of the meteor's flight path. That nothing had been
recovered so far did not surprise him since the residue of such
a fall, he said, usually consisted of silicates the size of stones
on the order of just a few ounces.
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Major Faulk made a note recommending the acqulSltion of known
photographs of meteor trails so Project SIGN would have some reference material for future comparative purposes. Before terminating
the interview, Mr. Monnig:
" ••• quoted the book, 'The Book of the Damned' by Charles
Fort as an interesting collection of unexplained aerial phenomena. He said that the incidents are authentic, but that
Mr. fort's conclusions and interpretations are fantastic."75.
Dr. Lincoln La Paz, Director of the Institute of Meteorites,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, was contacted
on March 30th concerning the "crackpot" moon rocket letter received
by the military late in February. The person forwarding the missive to La Paz was the DeputyExecutive Director of the Committee
on Geophysical Sciences, Research and Development Board. Excerpts
of La Paz's comments are part of the Air Force's investigative
files.
They are summarized here.
The University of New Mexico professor termed certain aspects
of the letter as fantastic, as one would expect, based as they
were on untrustworthy newspaper accounts, however, he allowed
that perhaps one percent of the flying saucer reports may be
"real." The fireball procession of 1913 he identified as a rare
but not unknown type of meteor fall. That creatures from Venus,.
and/or the Moon, were invading, he refused to take seriously and
doubted any others of his profession would do so either. He ~hen
agreed wi~h Monnig ~ha~ the exceptionally large sky blast of
February 18th would in due time be proven ~~ be a conven~ional
meteor event, although admit~ing that the rocket hypothesis had
the support of three control tower men at McCook Field in Nebraska
that perceived the fireball as:
~ ••• a black objec~ with an ext:remely bright jet: of flame pouring out of the rear. 1' 76.
As for the Stockton, Kansas farmer* who had rubbed his eyes in
disbelief when he (allegedly) came face-~o-face with a "flying
funnel" that belched fire and frightened his chickens, La Paz
remarked:
"A determined effort is under way to chec~ up on --(name deleted) veracity (and sanity!) .• Confessing that he had
not personally talked with the farmer, La Paz rela~ed the impressions of a colleague that had done so and had considered the
farmer sincere and very badly frightened by the experience.
La Paz wrapped up his opinions with:
"While I still cling ~o
the meteorite hypothesis (concerning a numbe~ of extraordinary
falls in the previous few years), it is clear tha~ which ever
alternative is the righ~ one, the situation cries aloud for
thorough investigation." 77 .

i•An uncensored documen't elsewhere in Air Force files names this
wi ~ness as a ".Norman G. Markham." There is also a "Norman G.
Markham" listed as a Fortean Society member who authored speculations about alien spacesphips visiting the Earth and apparently
lived somewhere in mid-America since he corres~onded with Texas
newspapers quite of~en.
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The official creation of Project SIGN must have been welcome
by Air Force investigators even though it was only funded at a
mere $34,000,78. for it came just in time to help head off adverse
public reactions to the Air Force's handling of the UFO problem.
Outside the offices of Air force Intelligence the first few
speculations since the Summer of 1947 from civilian sources
appeared.
UFO speculations would prove to be potent literary
material for every kind of book, magazine, or tabloid.
A good
start was a short piece in Sir magazine by fortean Vincent H.
Gaddis, a specialist in offbeat topics who submitted an essay to
the publication which was printed in the March 1948 issue under
the title:
"Apparitions of the Atomic Age." Gaddis, a writerinvestigator who eventually was termed an able and conscientious
disciple of the famous UFO pioneer Charles Fort by Fort's biographer Damon Knight, felt compelled to bring to the American
public the subject of the sightings of strange "burning plane"
type meteors seen over the nation during the 19UO's, the weird
foo fighters that stalked Allied aircraft during ~he war, the
ghost rockets reported in the skies over Scandinavia in 1946,
and accounts of a night flying "ghost plane" that baffled England
in the early Spring of 1947. He sugges~ed that all these diffe~ent
riddles were blood brothers.
In his summation Gaddis penne~:
"All conceivable explanations are startling.
If
secret flying bombs and rockets experimentation is
taking place, we are experiencing a minor preview of
what will occur in the next great conflict; if mass
hallucination or hysteria is responsible, we see
reflected in these visions the universal fear and
worry that lies like a heavy, dark cloud over the
people of earth.
"And if the final report of the Swedish government,
as well as numerous American observations are correct,
then we are witnessing an unprecedented shower of visitors from the vast void beyond--meteors thac ere novel
and refuse ~o obey the known laws of celestial mechanics."79.
from major articles it wasn't long until whole issues of va~ious
periodicals were given over to the UFO subject, like the Spring of
1948 issue of Fate magazine.
Oriented
toward what the edi~ors
considered the strange and the unknown, the first issue of the
periodical splashed the flying saucer mystery eve~ its front cover.
Ray ?almer had joined forces with a Curtis Fuller to start Fa:e
after departing ~he publishers of Amazing St:ories, Ziff-Dav~SO. *
Here, in this first issue of Fate, was a complete rundown on
the Kenneth Arnold sighting, a fa-{rly reasonable analysis of experimental aircraft that ~ight explain the sky riddle, a~d a discussi o n
of the mystery's implications. 81. It marked the begir.ning of a
heated and enduring debate that would quickly gain uotoriety on
a deserving scale.
Another article in the same issue wri~ten by the editors
strongly suggested the possibility that excessive official
censorship exis~ed although not much evidence of that could be
ga~hered at this point.
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Fate's treatment of the mystery was fleshed out with a 30 page
account of UFO sightings made during the Summer and Fall of 1947.82.
Yet another assessment of the UFO problem came from a tiny
group based in southern California headed by a Mr. Meade Layne,*
that called itself the "Borderland Science Research Associat:es."
As small as it was, the band had nonetheless done some limited
data gathering and interpreting portending much bigger efforts
by civilian organizations.
Findings by some of BSRA's members
were made public in the early part of 1948, although the publishing was such a limited affair such material would be collector
items if found today.
In June 1948, BSRA published a booklet
titled:
"The Mystery of the Flying Disks." Also, in certain
1948 issues of the group's newsletter, Round Robin, there were
articles like:
"A Study of Aerial Phenomena" by a Vaugn Green,
and "A Graph of Disk Flights" by a Max Freedom Long.
A more substantial group, the Fortean Society, with its nationally distributed newsstand magazine Doubt, could have had
some impact on public opinion if it hadn~en for its editor,
Tiffany Thayer. A5 editor of Doubt, a publication devoted t o
the unexplained and the criticrsm-Qf conservative thought,Thayer
should have considered the saucer mystery just his cup of tea,
yet he took a dim view of the aerial fuss.
He was besieged with
mail from the readers of Doubt about saucers but early on Thayer
had become enamored with some-speculation that blamed the UFO
business on the Pentagon, the so-called mystery just an invention
of some generals. Anti-war, anti-Pentagon, and "anti" a lot of
things, the idea that "the powers that be" were trying to put
something over on. the American public was an idea that: sui ted
him fine. He admitted, nevertheless, that many credible people
were on the list of saucer sighters, thus at various times he
gave grudging notice to some strange incident. His readers
carried the ball from there, showering him with letters proposing
an array of theories. To stem the tide, Thayer decreed that the
fortean Society would not take sides and conduct: no crusade, in
short:, would pay little heed to "the excitement.
It was, perhaps,
an unfortunate decision because a freewheeling debate on UFOs
within the pages of Doubt might have turned up some interesting
information during an otherwise litt:le-covered period of UFO
history. Only occasionally would Thayer relent and make brief
acknowledgments that the UFO story continued to make news.
Late
in June, for example, eastern Texas was visited by "phantom lights"
in the sky and Thayer would give the readers of Doubt little more
than that in the way of detail. 83.
----The Forteans could have taken advantage of the first signs of
public unrest. An irate reader of the Oakland (California} Tribune
wrote the editor of that paper to compla1n about the lack of followup on such mysterious phenomena as the huge sky blast of February.
The writer surmised that the UFO situation must be: " .•• so grave
that 'hush! hush!' had been applied to it."R4.
<:Meade Layne, founder and first director of the organization with
its journal Round Robin, set up the group in 1945. A Riley Crabb
asst!med directorship of "BSRA" on June 1, 1959, when Layne became
ill. Layne died on May 12, 1961, at the age of 78.
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This concern was understandable for little of anything remotely
substantial had appeared in the press, radio, or other sources.
The prestige of the military was at one of its historic highs
just after World War II, however, so generally it was thought
that the UFO problem could be no more than a mere thorn in the
side of the Pentagon. Whet slight comment ~here was available in
national publications was tiny indeed. Coronet magazine in its
February 19~8 issue carried a small contrJ.!:lutJ.on to UFO awarene ss
with its article:
"Mystery Stories of the Sky," by Joseph A.
Murphy, an essay devoted primarily to reports of strange lights
and aircraft over the United States between 1908 to 1910. So
diminutive was the article and so dated the material, its influence on the public could not have been aything but ineffectual.
On the other hand, sensational UFO events in large doses would
prove heady stuff but much of the more important information
remained hidden from public view being contained in confidentia l
official reports, messages, and letters, exchanged between military and government agencies.
The Haunting of Holloman (continued):
Right in the middle c! the Air Force's meteor musir.g, sky ghosts
appeared over Holloman AFB, New Mexico, the Sth of April, which
drew attention to t~e U.S. Southwest. Word had been received of
unexplained objects a~ an altitude of 200 miles above Holloman!
Here was a breed of UFO that merited measurements by a meteor
yardstick. Two of Wright Field's top people left for New Me'l<ico
immediately. They were Lt. Col. James C. Beam and civilian technical advisor/investigator Alfred C. Loedding. A teletype message was flashed on ahead by Col. Clingerman of ATIC to alert
Col. Paul Helmick, Commanding Officer of Holloman, that representatives of the Air Force's Project SIGN were on the way by
military air because:
"Hr. Za~riski o! this HQ indicated that
Dr. J. W. Peoples of the Watson laboratories has infomratior. tha~
would be of vital impor~a~ce to the !~~elligence departmen~."8S.
After their arrival at Holloman, Col. Beam and Mr. Loed~ing
learned that Professor Peoples had been transferred to Hax~ell
AFB at Montgomery, Alabama. The two ATIC representatives had
departed Wright Field so quickly word of Peoples' unavailab ility
had not reached them in time to abort the trip, but while at
Holloman they did obtain the names of various witnesses to the
UFO activity in the New Mexico region before enplaning for a short
air hop to ?hoenix, Arizona, to fill out the file on the July of
19~7 Rhodes saucer photos.
At the Rhodes residence in Phoenix,
Col. Beam and Mr. Loedding talked with the ma~ to ascertain h~s
sincerity and to examine the fellow's "panoramic Research Laboratory and Observatory." Mr. Rhodes made a gooc impression personally and the "laboratory" with the fancy name turned out to be a
well equipped facility for its size. Was Rhodes on the level?
The three men stood in Rh~des' backyard as the man that had
taken the two famous 1947 sauc~r pies made gestures to describe
the exact paths of approach and departure cf the flying craft that
July afternoon nine mon~hs before. Rhodes had the following to
incorporate into his original repor~:
" ••. when the object turned
directly away from hi~, he o~served what appeared to be one larg~
opening, or vent across the ~ntire trailing edge ."Sfi.
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On a later trip to the Southwest, Col. Beam had a chance to
speak with three employees of Watson Laboratories that had done
the actual observing of the strange objects over Holloman
(Dr. Peoples having been erroneously identified as a witness).
The tri o had seen something odd bur not 200 miles up. The names
are deleted from official files but we know that two of the men
worked for the Watson Radar Laboratory Section and the remaining
one for the Watson Radar in some other capacity. The viewing of
the UFOs occurred the afternoon of April 5, 1948, during a search
for an experimental balloon. All three men were emphatic that
the UFOs were not balloons. Paragraphs listed 3 - 6 in the official document on the case contain the meat of the report;
. "Mr. --- (deleted} was the only one of the three who
saw two objects. When he first perceived them they were
going straight up, then one veered to the right, started
down, and was lost to view. Directing his attention
to the other object, Hr. --- (deleted) saw it arc into
the west at terrific speed and disappear suddenly.
Mr. --- (deleted) described the object as being of
a golden hue, rather indistinct in outline and possessing somewhat the appearance of a major's insignia,
that is, irregularly rounded and slightly concave on
top.
"l'l.r. --- (deleted) saw only one object: which was
evidently the one that veered to the right and down.
He was able to keep it in sight longer . than did Hr. --(deleted) and described its maneuvers as co~plet:ing a
large loop after its downward descent, then soaring
upward and disappearing suddenly. To him it appeared
gray-white in color, its vaguely defined form giving
~he appearance of a large objec~ a~ a great distance.
"Presumably Mr. --- (deleted) saw the object that
did not veer t o the right. He stated that this o bjec'
made three vertical loops upon completion of which it:
disap peared in a large arc to the west at tremendous
speed. He admitted that at first glance it seemed to
resemble a balloon but in his considered opinion it
was definitely not that. He stated that it was absolutely silent on the desert that afternoon and that no
audible noise was heard from the object. Neither was
any signal nor atmospheric noise heard on the 400-meter
receiver to which he was listening at the time. He
further stated that the wind at high altitude that
day was very calm being only 10 to 15 miles an hour
from the west at 65,000 feet. As for analogous size,
if the moon were considered the size of an orange , the
object would approximate the size of a dime.
"All agreed on the following:
the object was very
high, moved faster than any known aircraft, possessed
a rou~ded, indistinct form, and disappeared suddenly
rather than fading away in the distance.
It was
definitely not a balloon and apparently not manned
judging from the violent maneuvers which were performed at a high rate of_ speed." 87 .
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Although he had not observed the UFOs himself, Dr. Peoples
placed great credence in the witnesses and urged the establishment of a radar/optical watch at Holloman in case of repeated
appearances of the UFOs, but Col. Beam did not feel the frequency was sufficient enough to set up the required instrumentation and the assignment of personnel. Dr. Peoples promised
to keep Wright Field advised of further manifestations and
Col. Beam countered with assurances that if UFO reports intensified he would reconsider the professor's suggestions.88.
Before moving on we should say that the story of something
200 miles high was contained in a statement prepared by an Air
Force communication officer which detailed the spectacular claim:
" •.• the objects seen were not moving at an excessive
speed, but rather were motionless at an altitude somewhere in the vicinity of 200 miles. When these were see~
on the radar scope of the CPS-4 (Modified) the angle of
elevation of the radar antenna was approximately 70
degrees from horizontal.
"During the latter part of August 1947, this organiation was carrying on several test r~ns with a modified
SCR-270 at this base.
I had released a corner reflector
and two balloons and was watching them in flight as they
driftec to the southeast from this base. While watching
the balloons through a pair of ten-power binoculars, a
white object, appearing to be round, came into my field
of vision.
I followed the object as far as'possib!e,
but lost it within seconds a!ter picking it up. The
object was traveling at an unprecedented rate of speed
and appeared to be several ~housand feet over the top
of the Sacramento mountain range, traveling in horizontal flight so•Jth to north.
"There have been other times when manning the M-2
Optical Tracker, that I have seen round or flat-round
objects that were unexplainable."89.
A follow-up put a damper on things and the Lieutenant's statements took on less of a mysterious aura which probably contributed
to Colonel Beam's lack of enthusiasm for a special effort in the
area:
"Mr. --- (deleted) of the Radar Laboratory was interviewed on June 4, 1948. His statements do not check
very closely with those contained in Lt. --- (deleted)
who was one of two observers on a modified CPS 4 Optical
Tracking Device. The observations Lt. --- (deleted)
reported seeing on this equipment could not be confirmed
at any time by the other tracker, Mr. --- (deleted) who
passed . off the 'ghost pip' he personally obse~ved on
the radar equipment as merely the illusion of the equi?ment. He explained that this 'ghost' did not move, and
was possibly the echo from a distant mountain on a side
wave of the rada~ equi?ment. He also spoke of 'crazing'
which is the effect on radar by the white gypsum sand
in the area directly west of the Air Base. He also mentioned another form of 'ghost' called 'Angels' which
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have been detected and which are believed to be caused
by changes in air density. Such phenomena have been
observed and reported from Camp Edwards." 90.
Impressive or not, the UFO reports coming out of the New Mexico
region would have at least one strong characteristic. They would
occur again and again.
Meanwhile, back East things were as~ir. Indiana State prison
had a UFO visitor April 28th, and six more of the rascals were
sighted over Homer, Michigan, the same day.91. But, to back up
a bit, something of greater interest erupted some two weeks prior
to the forementioned cases.
More and more mystery spindles:
Persons living in Ashley, Ohio, on April 12th, sighted something in the blue sky they described variously as:
" · · · a long
cylindrical body like a stick of firewood ... (and) but when the
sun was shining on it it looked opalescent like Mother of Pearl."9 2.
Another person said it:
" ••• looked like a vertical cylinder,
larger at the bottom and narrow at the top with streamers or
streaks of vapor attached to it." 93. Still another witness remarked:
"··· it looked to me like a spherical 'blob' with streaks
above it. It was white and clearly outlined but it did not look
like a balloon."94. One witness was a Protestant minister who
stated:
"My first reaction was that it was a.plane on fire
as it seemed to be an object surrounded by a vaporous
substance. After studying it for a few seconds, it became clearly outlined and looked like a vertical cylinder, larger at the bottom and narrow at the top with
streamers or'streaks of vapor attached to it. It gave
the appearance of a white cloud but it did not behave
like . a cloud as it retained its shape and maintained
a steadv movement on a straight course against the
wind." 95.
Finally, a woman in Delaware, Ohio, testified:
"It was very white and there were no shadows on it,
and it was so unusual that I called to my husband to
come out and see it. It was cylindrical in shape and
seemed to have vapor around it at the top. When I
first saw it, it appeared to be leaning at an angle
and then it seemed to right itself and moved along
perpendicular to the ground."96.
The military evaluation disregarded testimony that the object
in question moved against the wind (surface winds at least) and
filed this statement: "···one can surmise that there is a strong
possibility that the object was nothing more than a short, vertical daytime meteor trail. These trails are known to persist for
half an hour or more, and drift with prevailing winds aloft."97.
Speaking of meteors:
An otherwise routine request
the February 18th smoke cloud
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Technical Intelligence Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, on
April 15th, contains this sentence: "This Command is currently
engaged in an intelligence study involving the identification
of meteors and meteorites."9R. Apparently ATIC was taking reports
of meteor-like objects very seriously. And while we are on the
subject, the first tangible evidence establishing the true nature
of the February 18th phenomenon was the discovery of four and
one quarter pounds of meteorites which was soon followed with
the find of another big batch of space rock weighing 109 pounds
in a clover field in Kansas on April 2~th. H. H. Hininger had
made the first ground surveys that helped to pinpoint the fall
area, while Dr. Lincoln La Paz followed up by examining the finds
of stony debris.99. All this confirmed Dr. Monnig's judgment
that the spectacular sky blast had only been a big meteor yet,
while this demoted the February episode to an explained UFO case,
there continued to be "meteor mysteries."
The Memphis "meteors."
Col. Bea.m had no sooner returned 'to Wright Field from his trip
to the southwest when the teletype machine at HQ began a nervous
rapping.
Fort McPhe~son, Ga., was alerting its Air Force comrades to the passage ~f mysterious aerial bodies over Memphis,
Tennessee:
"The display was described essentially as small shiny
star-like objects moving at high altitude in a straight
line from west to east with the apparent velocity of
shooting stars. Occasionally one would devfate (?!)
from its course making sharp angular turns. They ~eemed
to disappear in the distance rather than turn out and
disappear suddenly. The witnesses believed they had
observed a meteor shower."lOO.
Estimates given mention ~he number of objects at between 50 to
60! 101.
For once civilian guesses ~ere even more conservative than the
military's. While Memphis citizens thought meteors, the Air Force
experts sought more advice before jumping to that conclusion.
Checks ~ere made with military installations in the region to
rule out any mass flights of aircraft. After that, only one
possibility seemed logical; the one the folks in Memphis ~ere
entertaining.
Typing up his memo on the case later, Col. Beam explained why
he stopped in to see a Dr. Paul Heget of the Cincinnati Observatory in Ohio:
"This visit was made in an effort to ascertain the
possibility and the p~obability of individuals sighting
meteors during daylight hours with the unaided eye.
Dr. Heget stated that such sightings ~ere a ve~y rare
occurrence and when it did take place it almost invariably occurred in the afternoon with the observer looking toward the west. Th i s time and position assured
the most suitable conditions and the relatively slow
speed occasioned by both earth and meteor traveling
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in the same direction. The meteor would appear as a
dark spot in the sky for a period of two to four
seconds. Dr. Heget expressed serious doubt that the
50 or more objects observed 7 May 1949 in Memphis
were meteors. He was unable, however, to offer any
explanation as to a possible identification of the
objects."l02.
Dr. Heget suggested that the Air foce seek the continued cooperation of Dr. Lincoln La Paz because of that expert's outstanding reputation in the study of meteors, moreover the Cincinnati
astronomer recommended another scientist the military might find
especially valuable.
Enter J. Allen Hynek:
Dr. Heget wanted the Air Force to consult with J. Allen Hynek
of Ohio State University who was already conducting photographic
studies for the Air Force in an attempt to take pictures of stars
during the daylight hours.103.
Not only would Dr. Hynek be signed to an Air Force Project
SIGN contract, he would find himself still laboring on the UFO
problem some 20 years later. Once while reminiscing, Dr. Hynek
characterized himself as "the innocent bystander that got shot."l04.
Redundant Russian rumors and dead dogs in Turkey:
The U.S. Air Force attache in Ankara had a note delivered to
him from the Pentagon requesting that he investigate fully, with
the help of the Turkish General Staff, the death of a dog in a
village near Adapazari. An item in the Istanbul newspaper Yeni
Sabah on May 5th told of strange doings in the sky over the
eolilrt"ryside:
"There have been reports lately to the effect that
shining objects like meteors have been sighted in various parts of the country. Some people suggest that
these might be rockets.
Information received from
authorized circles reveals that such a thing passed
over Adapazari and was seen to explode in the air.
Parts of it fell into a village nearby and killed a
sheep dog. The thing was found to be a rocket and the
debris will be inspected by experts.
"Observers say that the rocket which is claimed to
have come from the Northwest was flying at an altitude
of 200 meters over Adapazari before it fell.
"According to rumors, it is possible that the rocket
is connected with the 'flying disc' experiments being
conducted by the Russians at the station on Mt. Alagos
close to the eastern frontier."lOS.
Classified "secret" the episode was named the "Adapazari Incident
in an information request to the Air Force Chief of Staff, which
asked that inquiries be made concerning rumored:
"··· experiments
by Russians on Mt. Alagos . "*106.
~Nothing

further on these supposed Russian saucer experiments is
contained in Air Force records for this period.
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On the other hand:
In an Intelligence message f~om Moscow o~iginating f~om a source
merely designated as "The friend," and classified: SECRET, wa::;
data that had the effect of putting Soviet saucer speculato~s at
sixes and sevens. Was Moscow just as mystified as Washington
about UFOs? The date of this message was June 10, 19~8.
It
read:
"MOSCOW, USSR, 'WP.! L.E IN MOSCOW THE FRIEND HAD MET
WITH MEMBERS OF THE MOSCOW IZVESTIYA EDITORIAL STAFF,
AT WHICH TIME HE HAD LEARNED THAT THE CENTRAL PARTY
COMMITTEE IS MAKING A SPECIAL SECRET STUDY OF TEE
AMERICAN 'FLYING SAUCER' STORY AND THE 'ROCKETS OVER
SWEDEN' INCIDENT. SOURCE HAD NOT HEARD Of THE 'FLYING SAUCERS' IN AMERICA AND SO WAS COMPLETELY IN THE
DARK AS TO WHAT THE ' SEC RET STUDY' 11IGHT IMPLY."107 .
Air Force Intelligence urged the following:
"Request AMC continue any followups deemgd necessary by h e adquart e rs, USAF, regarding followups on Turkish repo rt will be f o rwarded to P.ir
Material Command {Classi~ication of these remarks: SECRET.). 108.
What the Pentagon did~'t know:
"That Incident."
Another strange story from Russia, which reached Western ne ws
journals three decades later, tells of a Soviet aircraft--UFO
encounter that took place on June 16, 19~8, neaP the C~spian .
Sea. Russian combat veteran Arkadiy Apraksin was stationed at
Kapustin Yar, also near the Caspian, where ne put the latest
turbo jet fighters through flight tests. He was doing this when
at 15,000 feet he caught sig~t of an "incomprehensible type" of
flying object which he described as resembling a "cucumber" with
trailing light beams. The thing crossec the sky ignoring Sovi e t
ground station radio warnings to de~lare its intentions. Aprak si n
was ordered to attack the intruder. After closi~g within a f e w
miles, the l i ght beams enanating from the rear portion of the
"cucumber" flashed aver his plane. At the same time his plane
was bathed with the light, all electrical circuits in Apraksin's
jet went ceac disabling his craft. While the Ruassian pilot
glided to a landing, the UFO was seen arcing upward into a clou d ,
but things weren't over for Apraksin. He was qcestioned extensively by experts from the Soviet Air Force Directorate, Ministry
of Defense, in regards to "that incident" as the encounter was
referred to. During t h ese in~~rrogations, Apraksin said h~ was
shown a report about an identical aerial encounter b y another
Soviet pilot with an "elongated," or "dirigible-shaped" craft. 10~.
While the Pentagon went in ignorance of Apraksin's ordeal, it
did receive word from south-central Eurcpe, specifically a repol't
from the Yugoslav-Greek frontier dated May 7th. Air Force exp ert s
noted however:
"Information given h e re is entirely too lirn it-:!d
for any concl~sions to be drawn. Possibly the obje~t was a
meteor." 110. It was hare! to evaluate e'lents 30 far- from home
but there was no lack of interesting reports close at h a n d .
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"Graf Zeppelin "
Halfway between Westfield and Clare, Indiana, on May 12, 1948,
a private pilot found that he was sharing his air space Mith something unknown but resembling, he said, the "Graf Zeppeli~" in
appearance, but sughtly smaller in size.
It had a bright finish
and zoomed faster than an airliner.lll.
An ''oblong oddity."
Over Wilmington, North Carolina, May 31st, a woman viewed an
"oblong object" emitting smoke and traveling at an "awfully high
speed." It came from the direction of Bluethenthol field a't
great speed 'to a point over Cape fear River where it veered,
·slowed down, and left in the direction of Wrightville. The CAA
discredited suggestions an airplane had been in the area. 11 2.
The Air Force felt inclined to explain the case as a meteor
sighting. The reported shape, however, see~ed to give the military e xperts some trouble. They wrote : "The apparent oblong
shape might have arise~ from persistence of vision of a rapidly
traveling bright object. Is there a government testing field
for guided missiles near by?"ll3.
Within two months another such case would occur in this region
of America that would excite the nation. At the moment the public
had been lulled into a tranquil state by the lack of information.
When the calendar showed June 24th the uro mystery, or to be
mo!'e accurate, the expression "flying saucer" had its first
birthday. The aviation editor of the Bosie, Idaho, Idaho
Statesman, Dave Johnson, demonstrated once again his-unrlagging
cur~os~ty in the aerial enigma by writing an anniversary article.
Another personality one might note was the news~an and radio
commen'tator frank Edwards who would help blow the uro story wide
open the following year. Edwards was a persuasive showman and
had an access to the media that would give him influence far
exceeding ~he value of his personal research and conc lusions.
Books later au~hored by Edwards on the uFO subject would achieve
best seller ranking. They would be done in a popular writing
style which breezed to sensational conclusions, but one has to
seriously credit him with generating public concern about the
UFO problem over a period of many years when other newsmen looked
down their noses at the whole business.
Edwards' personal introduction to the sky myste!'y came early
in 1948 according to his account. He happened to be vacationing
in Alaska in January photographing ~he beau•ies of nature, and
while engaged in such endeavors, he happened to learn from some
bush pilots a bizarre story of how they had sigh~ed and chased
a strange, wingless, flying spindle. Always curious, it being
second nature to a man of his profession, Edwards ques~ioned
Alaskan military authori•ies only to b e told that the unusual
craft he had sighted must have been something the Pentagon was
secretly testing and unknown to the Alaskan command. Much later
Edwards admitted he had accepted 'the explanation that January
in 1948 at face value and only after two years had passed wa s
he able to make amends for not checking further into the queer
story. 114.
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UFOs and the press circa:

June 1948:

Perhaps a single case can be isolated and used to generalize
about the press in the country.
Project SIGN conducted interviews concerning platter-like things soaring over Uniontown,
Pennsylvania. The case boiled down to thin:
"At approximately 11:00 p.m. on the 29th of June,
--- (deleted) saw a luminous oval-shaped obj e ct similar to a meat platter rolling along on its edge.
It
appeared to be going very fast since it dis.:1ppcarec
in about S to 10 seconds.
It was without sound or
odour but seemed to have a tail which extende d about
a yard or so. Five minutes later, witne sses saw a
second object and after another five minute interval
a t hird object was observed.
They appeared in the
Southwe st and flew to the Northeast. The we athe r
was cloudy with lightning and rolling thunder. The
obj ec t s flew over the Oak land St. are a or ju s t to the
side of it. They traveled at about 1,000 feet and
then disappeared behind the houses across the street
from the witnesses."llS.
When Air Force investigator Lt. Wallace Shirey Appeared at the
door of the office of the Pittsburgh Pos~-Gaz e tt e asking abo ut the
Uniontown sky c~jects, the editor s e emed about as astonishe c as if
one of the famous overgrown manhole covers had flown in the window.
The editor, evidently one of those who considered talk about the
mys t ery as more loose than lucid, was attentivc'wh~n the Lieut~ntan ·
remarked that cooperation would be appreciated ~incc such investigations cost big hunks of the taxpayers' dough. The head boss of
the Post-Gazette mad e scme rough mental computations and came to
the c o ncluslon that avi a ting discs were indeed a very expensive
joke :. f the y were not the real McCoy. I H1.

uros

were being taken very seriously by the military at this
£vents were building up to a climax and the next case
would have contributed had it been known outsid~ of Finland:
j•J:-~cture.

" ••. a Finnish Army Officer. Major Vaine Perri, and
his wife, saw a large cigar-sh~ped object. The time
was between 9:00 and 10:0~ p.m. local time (mid July
19~8) cut it was still bright, the sun being jus t on
the horizon. The object passed over the Perri~ at
moderate speed, and was seen to be like a thick
cigar with shiny metallic sides and enveloped by
a reddish-bluish glow.
It was as large as an airlin~r,
but had no wings, end made no noise.
It was
trav c J i ng on a west to east course across 130 - 1~5
d~gr e es of sky, and remained visible for 15 - 35
seconds."ll7.
Not knowing about the above Finnish e pisode, the U.S. Air Force
nonetheless castcdnervous eyes in the direction of Europe. On
June 29th Chief of the ATIC's Ope rations Section, C . A. Griffith,
notifi e d the military's representativ es in Norway to state:
~It
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is requested that the employee of the Office, OMA, Oslo, Norway,
be interrogated as to the 'falling stars' she observed the night
of 13 December 1947."118.
Moreover:
"Should any other phenomena be observed the questions
itemized could form the nucleus of future reports. Any
comments by qualified personnel--particularly from the
University of Oslo--both in regard to the incidents of 12
and 13th Dec. and any possible future would prove most
helpful." 119.
Ever since the ghost rocket mystery of 1946 the theory of Russian
machinations loomed large, but by mid-1948 the concept had worn
pretty thin. A report from Holland in July finally tipped the
balance in favor of another consideration.
If Moscow's missiles were cruising around and causing the UFO
reports, why would the Kremlin generals pick ~-~erican airspace,
or in the following case, the sky over Holland which was right
in the lap of the Western Powers? Certainly Dutch territory was
no place for their secret craft to run out of gas or to have
engine trouble. It seems that in air over Armheim, !he Hague,
on July 20, 1948, at 1:30 in the afternoon, two Dutch citi~ens
sighted a strange spindle-like airship. The incident report
reads:
~one observer saw an object intermittently through
clouds four times. The object had two decks and no
wings, was said to be very high, with speed comparable
to a V-2."120.
Official comment took a negative shading:
~The information given here i s too limited even for
guess work. It is extremely di f ficult to take at face
value ~he repor~ of an aircra!t with two decks and no
wings traveling with supersonic speed, even if 'seen
four times through clouds' by ~he Chief of the Court
of Damage and his daughter. It seems much more probable that the observers had a subjective impression
of ordinary aircraft or a fireball.
Even though
these two items are at opposite ends of the scale,
there is nothing in the evidence to favor one or the
other.'' 121.
For the Project SIGN people this latest series of UFO reports
was the camel-breaking straw in spite of the skeptical tone of
the official solutions to the reports. A co~~unique was dispatched immediately through the RAND organization. The message,
designated as Air Force Letter No. 80-10, and dared July 21st,
authorized a contractual arrangement for the hiring of scientists to:
"··· evaluate the remote possibili-::y that some of
the observed objects may be space ships or satellite vehicles." 122.
Ghost Rocket!
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It's early morning on July 24, 1948. A DC-3 with 20 passengers aboard drones through the darkness at 5,000 feet altitude.
The sky is clear with a bright moon peeking through broken clouds
(4/lOth coverag~) forming a layer 1,000 feet above the cruising
airliner. The pilot, Captain Clarence S. Chiles, gazes straight
ahead into the blackness. Suddenly he sights what he at first
believes to be another aircraft approaching out of the ebony
depths. Captain Chiles quickly nudges his co-pilot, John B.
Whitted, as he exclaims:
"Look, here comes a new Army jet job."
The next 5 to 10 seconds, however, were instead like something
out of a Halloween eve.
Because of the controversial nature of the forementioned few
seconds, the exact statements of both aviators will be reproduced as they are preserved in official records:
Captain Chiles:
"At 2:45a.m., we were cru1s1ng at 5,000 feet when
there came what looke c like a je~ type aircraft to our
right and slightly above meeting us.
It was a clear
moonlit night with the visibility excellent; therefore, we were able to view the ship as it passed for
a period of around ten seconds. It was clear, there
were no wings present, that it was powered by some
jet or other type of power shooting flame from the
rear some fifty feet. There were two rows of windows, which indicated an upper and lower deck, from
inside these windows, a very bright light was glowing.
Underneath the ship there was a blue glow of light.
"After it passed it pulled up into some light
broken clouds and was lost from view. There was no
prop wash or rough air felt as it passed."1Z3.
Captain Whitted:
"I was flying co-pilot for Capt. Chiles on Trip
576 which left Houston, Texas at B:~O p . m., Eastern
Standard Time, Friday night July 23, 1948. At 0245
EST, we sighted a strange object coming toward us at
a high rate of speed. We were at 5,000 feet and our
position was 25 miles southwes1: of Nontgomery, Ala.
The strange object had a stream of red fire coming
from its tail.
I assumed that it was a jet type
airplane of the Army or Navy but as it came nearer
I could see that it was much larger than any Army
or Navy jet that I have ever seen or read about.
It passed us on the right side of our DC-3.
I
estimate its speed in the neighborhood of 700 mph
but this is purely a rough estimate. We were holding a compass heading of SO degrees and the object
passed us going in ~he opposite direction. To me,
the object seemed about a hal·!-r.tile from us, flying
straight and level.
I could see no wings supporting
the object.
"The object was cigar-shaped and seemed "to be about
a hundred feet in length. The fuselage appeared to be
about three times the circumference of a 9-29 fuselage.
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I~ had two rows of windows, an upper and a lower.
The
windows were very large and seemed square. They were
white wi~h ligh~ which seemed to be caused by some type
of combustion. I estimate that we watched the object
at least S seconds and not more than 10 seconds. We
heard no noise nor did we feel any turbulence from
the object. It seemed to be at about 5,500 feet
(This would put it about half way between the airliner and the layer of broken clouds at 6,000 feet.)."l24.
After ~he "thing" had whizzed past, the pilots had the following react1on. Chiles remarked:
"After it passed us we must have
sat there for five minutes without saying a word, we were so
speechless." 125.
Also, another quo'te given in the press stated: "The light of
the plane (UFO) and its jet flames was so bright it almost gave
them 'lightning blindness,' they said, and they han to turn up
their inst:rumen't panel lights in their cockpit."126.
Whitted shattered the silence asking Chiles what sort of eyepopping stratospheric Loch Ness monster was that. Chiles, no
less baffled, clicked his mike and tried to explain what had
just happened to the Eastern Airlines radio post at Columbus,
Ga., requesting that Lawson Field at Fort Benning, Ga., be contacted about a possible experimental aircraft trespassing in
commerical airlanes. Within minutes Lawson Field replied that
it was ignorant of any such military air traffic. More puzzled
than ever, Chiles chatted with Columbus explaining that:
"
it looked like some type of rocket ship." 127.
Whitted later would be quoted as saying: "If you look at one
of those fantastic Flash Gordon rpcket ships in the funny papers
you've got a picture of what we saw."128.
After the pilots regained their composure, they left the DC-3's
controls and went to the passenger cabin to se ~k o~her wi~nesses,
finding only a C. L. He Kel vie awake. 129. Me Kel vie later- told
military Intelligence that:
" ... the pilots seemed quite excited
and they appeared nervous over the episode."130. An Air Force
interrogator filed the following report on Me Kelvie:
"He was occupying the 5th or 6th seat from the front
of the plane on the right and would periodically glance
out the window. There was a full moon which illuminated
the gro und and skies and the ground could be clearly
seen.
Frequently they passed cumulus clouds. On one
occasion as he was looking out he observed a sudden
streak of light moving in a southeastern direction
across the airway above the plane. He wondered if it
were lightning but observed the flame moved in a
straight line and not in a flare(?). The color
was bright: flame--he thought it was probably a
light cherry red--although the edges were more of
a yellow flame.
He shifted his position in his seat
for better observation, momentarily losing sight of
it. Then he saw it again. He estimated the flame
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to be about one-half as far above the plane as the plane
was above the ground. He saw no physical shape--only a
streak of flame moving in a straight line. The whole
experience was· momentary so that detailed observation
was absent. He heard no sound but stated that th~ vibration of the plane was much greater than normal and
that it was not possible to hear any sound from the
outside." 131.
After landing at Atlanta at 3:~9 a.m., the pilots· attempted to
impress others with the strangeness of their experience, but those
who listened remained incredulous. The aviators were emphatic
when they said they had observed a machine. They were quo ted
as stating: "It was a man-made thing all right."132. And:
"
they were certain it was not a meteor or comet, because they had
seen them before in the air." 133.
Chiles and Whitted checked into Atlanta's Henry Grady Hot el
but they got little rest. The two were soon in the radio studio
of Atlanta's WCON being interviewed by the station's news direc tor, Lockwood Doty. The next day the ci t y's newspaper, the Atlanta
Constitution, splashed a big headline across its front page:
11
ATI....A.NTA PILOTS REPORT WINGLESS SKY MONSTER." Other newspapers
a round the country picked up on the story and foll owed suit.
Reaction was rapid. Response carne in from various quarters.
A Washington Air Force spokesman remarked:
" •.• obviously this
country has no plane resembling a double-decked, jet-propelled,
wingless transport shooting a 40-foot flame ou1: ·of its back end." 134.
Another:
"Out at Santa Monica, California, the famous Gen. George
C. Kenney , Chief of the Strategic Air Command, was bearded in his
den. His eyes -twinkled. No, he said, cautiously, it wasn't one
of his planes. The Army as yet hasn't got anything like the thing
seen over Montgomery.
'I wish we did,' the GPneral said wis-tfully.
'I sure would have liked to see that thing.'"l3S. From a civilian
source came this remark:
"William M. Allen, President of the
Boeing Aircra:t Co., up at Seattle.
'I'm pretty su~e it wasn't
o ne of our planes,' said Mr. Allen, modestly." 136.
Incredibly, authorities momentarily tried to fall back on an
old standby to explain the sky bogey as both the Pentagon and the
local Weather Bureau at Maxwell Field at Montgomery, Alabama, were
quoted as asserting:
" ••• that the Atlanta pilots had flown pas t
an air radar weather observation balloon. Those things, they exp l ained, are 10 feet in diameter and have square, tinfoil b o x es
fastened to them. The boxes reflect light and 'give strange
illusions' as they twist and turn."137.
The fact that wasn't:
One aspect t~at was sure death to the meteor theory was the
estimated closeness of the aerial monster. Chiles:
"It passed
us about 700 feet to our right and about 700 feet above us •.. "138.
Whitted:
" ..• within a one hal!' mile."l 3!l . Unfortunately some
early statements offering definite proof 0f a near brush with
the aerial monster which turned up in the firs~ news accounts
was later declared false by the two pilots. How or why the
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statement came to be is not clear. Early press stories credit
Captain Chiles as saying:
"As the aircraft {the sky monster)
passed them, their DC-3 fluttered in the prop-wash, jet-wash, or
rocket-wash.
It sent out tremendous shock waves."140. The subsequent denial of such statements was double checked by the late
Dr. James E. McDonald. The denial still stands. 141. ~
The "rocket shock waves" was an aspect seized upon by Donald
Keyhoe, an author that used the assertion with great effect in
his writings to build up the mystification of the Chiles-Whitted
incident as late as 1960 142. Keyhoe cannot be faulted too severely
since the same bit of data was included in an official memorandum
released in April 1949, which reads:
" .•• its prop wash or jet
wash rocking our DC-3."143. The exact words of Capt. Chiles taken
d own on August 3, 1948, and since preserved in Blue Book files,
states: "There was no prop wash or rough air felt as it pass ed."l44.
Whitted: "We heard no noise nor did we feel any turbulence from
the object.
It seemed to be at about SSOO feet."l 4S .
The final official evaluation resorted to the meteor hypothesis,
as did an arch-foe of UFO apparitions, Dr. Donald Henzel, who displayed a rooted aversion to the sensationalism su~rounding the
Chiles-Wnitted episode. Henzel wrote:
"There can be no doubt that Chiles and Whit-ced misinterpreted the appearance of an unusually brilliant
meteor, its body glowing white (the momentarily persisting luminous train of a meteor often has a veined
or fibrous structure that could easily have suggested
the 'lighted window' and 'cockpit') and blue incandescence {the glowing 'undercarriage') as it rushed through
the atmosphere some fifty miles or more away, shooting
off flaming gases {the 'exhaust') and vaporizing from
the friction of the atmosphere. Flashing beyond their
range of vision ('pulling up in~o the clouds'), it proba b ly burned and disintegrated befo~e it reached the
earth." 146.
The we akest part of Menzel's explanation is the last point he
referred to. Could the departure upward have been an illusion?
Chiles was not fuzzy on this as he plainly stated: "After it
passed it pulled up into some light broken clouds and was lost
f rom view."l47. Interrogated again on November 2, 1948, Chiles
said the object's depart ure in more precise terms:
"Excellent-well coordinated gentle climbing turn into clouds prior to disap pearance."l48. To make sure a special sketch was drawn of the
object's climb and made part of Air Force records <see the illustration accompanying this text).
·
Here questioning obtained other details not found in the firs~
accounts. Chiles:
" ..• thought it had a 'snout' similar to a
radar pole on the front and he had the impression there was a
*Ruppelt states that the DC-3 hit an eir pocket i~~ediately after
the "sky monster's" pass at the airliner. This writer has not
found this mentioned in the official files or newspaper accounts.
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cabin with windows above--much like a pilot cornpar~rnent--except
that: it appeared brighter •..• he sa.w no occupant nor did Whitted.
Visible from the side only was an intense, fairly dark, blue glow
running the entire length of the object beneath the fuselage. 149.
Moreover:
"The exhaust was described as a red-orange flame, the
lighter color (orange) being predominant about the outer
edges. Chiles thought the flame flared out from a nozzle
in the rear which he thought he perceived. The flame extended some 30 to 50 feet behind the object and became
deeper in intensity (redder) and increased in length as
the object pulled up into a cloud."lSO.
Whitted's version of the exhaust went:
"He saw the •exhaust' as a parallel wide flame which
appeared to come from the entire rear of the object
rather than from a nozzle never growing any wider than
the width of the object itself, although he noticed the
increased length of the flame as the object 'pulled up.'"lSl.
An Air Force officer associated with the Pentagon's UFO investigation in the 1950's revealed:
"According to the old timers at ATIC this repo-:-t
shook them wo~se than the Mantell incident. This was
the ~irst time two reliable sources had been really
close enough to anything resembling a UFO to get a
good look and live to tell about it."l52.
Before the military investigators could become embroiled over
the subtleties of the Chiles-Whitted encounter in the sky, a
ground report carne to their attention providing some thoughtprovoking, supporting evidence that enhanced the strangeness of
the "sky monster" mystery.
The Robins Air Force Base Incident:
"At 0945, 10 August 1948, Lt. Colonel Cropper, Acting District
Commander, 6th District Office of Special Investigations, interrogated Mr. --- (deleted), Robins Air Force Base employee, regarding an aerial phenomena witnessed by --- while on duty at Robins
Air Force Base on the night of 23 July 1948. The following is a
transcript of this interrogation:
Q. 1. What is your name, age, address, and employment?
A. 1. --- (deleted).
I am 23, unmarried, and live at---,
~aeon, Georgia.
I am a member of the Transient
Maintenance Alert Crew on the midnight shift - 2400
to 0800 hours.
Q. 2. Do you recall the date and the time you saw this object?
A. 2. It appeared on Friday night, the 23rd of July 1948,
between 0140 and 0150 hours, Eastern Standard Time.
I was standing fire guard on a C-47, directly across
from Operations, and I had to take down the take-off
time which was between 0140 and 0150.
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A.

Q.

3.
3.

What was the weather condition?
Good visibility and no clouds.

Q.

It.

A.

lt.

Were there any lights around you? Outside lights or
beacons?
I am not sure whether the flood lights on the hanger
were on or off. I was facing the north looking away
from any possible lights.

Q.
A.

5.
5.

In what direction did you see this object?
It was coming out of the north.
I was facing the north
and actually didn't see it until it got overhead, but
it came out of the north and was in my view for about
twenty seconds. The last I saw of it the object was
taking a southwest course.

Q.

6.

A.

6.

Describe in your words what you actually saw from the
time it appeared until it disappeared.
The first thing I saw was a stream of fire and I was
undecided as to what it could be, but as it got overhead, it was a fairly clear outline and appeared to
be a cylindrical-shaped object, with a long stream
of fire coming out of the tail end. I am sure it
would not be a jet since I have observed P-84 1 s in
flight at night on two occasions.

Q.

7.

A.

7.

Q.

8.

A.

8.

Q.

9.
9.

Approximately what was the height and altitude of this
object?
Three thousand feet--it could be lower or higher, at
night it is difficult to judge distance.
What was the size and shape in comparison to the trail
of fire?
The trail of fire was longer than the cylindrical shape
of the object.·

Was the entire object illuminated? Describe its shape.
I noticed a faint glow on the belly of the wingless
· object--a phosphorescent glow.
Q. 10.
Are you familiar with shooting stars?
A. 10. Yes sir.
I thought at first it was a shooting star or
meteor, but a shooting star falls perpendicular. This
object was on a straight and level plane. When it disappeared it disappeared from sight due to distance,
than drop.
A.

Q. ll.
A. 11.

Q. 12.
A. 12.

Q. 13.

A. 13.

How did it differ from a shooting star or meteor in size
and shape?
I have only seen one or two meteors and they appear to
be round or more or less ball-shaped and this object
was long and cylindrical in shape.
What was the color of the light?
It was a trailing faint blue flame.
Was there any moonlight at this time?
I didn't pay too much attention to the moonlight.
wouldn't say for sure whether there was a moon.

I
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Q. 14.
A. 14.
Q. 15.

A. 15.

Q. 16.

A. 16.
Q. 17.
A: 17.

Q. 18.
A. 18.

Q. 19.
A. 19.
Q. 20.
A. 20.
Q. 21.
A. 21.

Q. 22.
A. 22.

Q. 23.
A. 23.

Q.

2~.

A. 24.

Q. 25.
A. 25.

Where did the light that illuminated the shape of the
object seem to come from?
It looked like i t wa s close to the bottom deck.
Did it give you the impression that there were windows
or holes and did the decks appear to be divided into
sections?
I am not sure.
It would be hard to tell if there were
windows and a divided deck could not be recognized from
the ground.
Did you read the newspaper account of the civilian
pilots who saw this strange object about the same time
and did the paper's description seem to refer to the
object you saw?
I read the write-up about the rate of speed. I don't
see how they could tell if it had square or round windows but the description seemed to fit my impressions.
Was there anyone with you when you saw this object?
No sir.
I was standing in front of No. 2 engine and
I tried to call the co-pilot's attention to the object
in the sky. He had already put his headgear on before
I could get his attention and the object was gone.
With whom did you first discuss this matter?
I called the tower and asked them if they saw it. They
didn't.
What was their reaction regarding this object?
They thought I was drunk or seeing things.
Were you unusually fatigued at this time?
No sir. I had been merely reading Air Force magazines
prior to this time.
nave you ever had occasion to read much or study Air
Force magazines, experiments with guided missiles objects, or similar material?
No sir, only what I could get out of Air Force and
Aviation magazines.
Were you in "the Air Force during the we:-?
Yes sir.
I was an Aircraft Engine Mechanic with a •
rating of Buck Sergeant in the Ninth Air Force.
Is there anyone else on the Base who saw this particular
object that you know of?
No sir.
What type of construction, color, size, material did
this object appear to resemble?
I would say that it looked like it was about the size
of a B-29.
It might have been a little larger, in
circumference.
It was too large for a jet. It seemed
to be a dark color and constructed of an unknown metallic type material.
What would you say its speed was in comparison with
other types of aircraft?
About seven hundred miles per hour.
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Q. 26.
A. 26.

Q.
A.

27.
27.

Q. 28.
A. 28.
Q. 29.
A. 29.

Q. 30.
A. 30.
Q. 31.
A. 31.

Q. 32.
A. 32.

Q. 33.

Q. 35.
A. 35.

Q. 36.
A. 36.
Q. 37.

A.

37.

How did you arrive at that estimate?
I have seen P-BO type aircraft flying but this was one of
the fastest objects I have ever seen.
I saw German V-l's
in the Summer of 1944 and they were fast, but this one was
even faster.
This object was much larger. A V-1 is very
small and only made about three hundred miles per hour
speed.
How did it disappear?
Just like an airplane in normal flight fading away from
normal vision.
Was there any sound or odors at the time?
I heard no sound and everything was quiet.
No engines
were warming up at the time.
How about the maneuverability and exhaust trail of this
object?
It was flying straight and level and took a changing southwest course while in sight.h The flame seemed to be longer,
maybe due to the object moving through the air.
Had you consumed any alcohol in the preceding four or five
hours?
No sir.
I do not drink.
Did you ever see any planes in 'Buck Rogers' comics that
resembled this object?
Maybe the length and roundness resembled, but as far as
the wings, I couldn't tell if this object had any.
What did you say your educational ~ackground and Air Forc e
experience was?
I am a high school graduate and I was in the Air Force fo r
four years.
How long --- (questions 33 and 34 concerned his personal
work record.).
Is there anything further you would like to add to aid in
this evaluation?
Yes sir.
During the Battle of the Bulge, a Sergeant and
myself were on guard duty and saw something that resembled
this object in question. We later found that we had witnessed the launching of a German V-2 rocket.
It carried
a stream of fire that more or less resembled this object.
This object looked like rocket propulsion rather than jet
propulsion, but the speed and size was much greater.
Did the altitude, speed, and size of this object have any
similiarity to a meteor or shooting star?
No sir.
What else did you associate your thoughts with when you
first saw this object?
It looked like a rocket and was the shape of an XS-1 but
it was too large for an XS-1. My final conclusion was

* Not e that h e c l aims the object changed course!
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Q. 38.
A. 38.

Q. 39.
A. 39.

that it was energized by rocket propulsion.
Were you excited when you told the other people about
this object?
No sir.
They more or less kidded me about it and I
was informed that Flight Service wanted to see me.
Who did you talk to in Flight S~rvice?
I talked to a man over the interphone system but did
not know his name.
He wanted to know whether I was a
civilian or military and asked me a few questions. I
think Flight Service turned it over to Air Defense
Command the next morning." 153.

Military Intelligence observed that both the Chiles-Whitted
encounter and the Robins AFB sighting were:
" ••• officially made
within a period of time that precludes any chance of impressions
being gained from radio or newspaper repor1:s." 154.
More specifically:
"Special Agent Cassidy contacted Capt.
H. R. Daniels, Public Information Officer, Robins Air Force Base,
Georgia, to determine whether or not any publicity releases were
given to the reported sightings at Robins Air Force Base. Captain
Daniels stated that no press releases were given o:~t: on this information at least until •.. (August 9th). lSS. Since the Robins case
was an hour before the Chiles-Whitted encounter, conceivably the
two pilots could have been inspired by the sighting, but as we
have seen there had been no chance of that.
Major General Cabell, Director of Intelligence, AFOl, at WrightPatterson, immediately dispatched a team of investigators to
Atlanta; a group made up of Major R. A. Llewellyn, Project SIGN
officer, Mr. A. Deyermond, Technical Assistant to Col. Clingerman ,
Mr. A. C. Loedding, Assistant Deputy for Technical Analysis Division,
and Capt. R. J. Groseclose, Security Officer. When they arrived
in Atlanta, the team questioned Chiles and Whitted at the Henry
Grady Hotel where they obtained signed statements and had the two
pilots produce sketches of the object on hotel stationary.
Major
Llewellyn sought also to have a chat with passenger Clarence
McKelvie but didn't catch up with him until July 31st. 156.
While the military was slowly setting its investigative wheels
in motion, popular author R. DeWitt Miller was way ahead of official speculations and already had the ear of a stringer for United
Press. A year before during the height of the flying saucer flap
(July 8, 19~7) Miller had achieved recognition by the press when
h e pro posed a l o ng list of poss i ble explanations for the re p orted
sky phantoms. This time, however, he narrowed the options by,
for example, dismissing the idea of an Army experimentation program, or the theory that the thing zooming over Alabama that night
was the product:
"··· of some strange group of super scientists
work ing in a secluded Shangri-La." Instead, Hiller thought only
of the possibility of something emerging from an unknown dimension, or about something arriving from Mars or somewhere else
beyond the Earth. 157.
As previously indicated, perhaps of even greater importance is
what Miller brushed aside as it seems the news media was now
inclined to do at the moment.
There was no entertaining the
illusion, natural phenomenon, or hoax theories.
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The composure of the military Intelligence team in Atlanta
may have suffered a little July 26th when something swept over
Georgia while the Intelligence team was still there and still
trying to determine what happened the 23rd and the 2~th in the
skies at that locality. Official files state:
"This object was observed between 2100 and 2300 hours
26 July 1948 at Chamblee and Augusta, Georgia, by observers--- (names of six witnesses deleted). This object
was not thought to be a meteor in that it maneuvered.
The glow was described as varied in color but predominantly brilliant blue-white. The course was described
as generally 'southern.' Although the dates seem to
indicate that this sighting could not be the same as
that described in incident Nl (Chiles-Whitted), yet the
major portion of this testimony refers to a 'blue white
light. 1 Observatio~s in the first instance describe
a 'blue glow' running the entire length of the fuselage. Wnen viewe d from the ground i t is l o gica l to
assume that the blue glow would be mos-rly visible."lSS.
The evaluator was attempting here to match this sighting with
that of the Chiles-Whit'ted "sky mons'ter" 'that was supposed to
have had a blue glow along its undersurface, yet another bit of
data that increased the strangeness index of the case.
Additional descriptive information from other witnesses in
the Chamblee and Augusta areas mention the phenomena as, for the
most part, a football shape.with a green light and silvery tail
racing along to the southwest in level flight.
If the thing was a meteor i~ certainly had to be one of ~he
slowest in recorded history. The night editor for the Augusta
Chronicle was working on ~he next day edition of the Chronicle
1n h~s office when his nocturnal routine was disturbed July 26th
by a series of phone calls beginning at S:50 p.m. concerning a
fiery ball in the heavens. Finally he peeked out his office window and immediately spotted an odd bluish light. Peering closer,
this is what he saw:
"The light was sighted southwest and was moving in a
southwest direc-rion, bobbing and weaving in flight.
It
was not traveling in a level plane bu~ seemed to go
slightly up and down. The speed was approximately
that of an average passenger aircraft.
I judged the
object's distance from us to be approximately five
miles. There was a slight trail follo~ing the object which seemed to burn itself out in the course of
its flight.
The object itself gradually disappeared
from sight as a normal aircraft might do in flight.
The altitude was approximately 5,000 feet."159 .
In a written wrap-up of the case the following paragraph was
inserted:
"On 12 August 19~8, S/A (Special Agen't) Montgomery,
lllth CIC Det., contacted personnel at the Atlanta
Naval Air Base and adjoi~ing municipality regarding
a reported aerial phenomena.
It was generally agreed
that the phenomena resembled a shooting star, despite
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the fact tha~ course and altitude did not correspond
~o the characteristics of such an aerial phenomena."160.
The origin of the confusion was from accounts like that of the
Chief of Communication at the CAA station at Daniel Field who
sighted the same phenomena apparently moving to the northwest
while he stood on the porch at his home. To him the thing was
large, about one-fourth the size of the full moon, a brilliant
multi-colored sight trailing burning fragments. He believed it
to be a meteor and estimated its speed at 10 - 12,000 miles per
hour during the 2 - 3 seconds it was in view. 161.
One is te.mpted to accept the above account and write off the
report by the Chronicle editor since it seems to come down to
making a choice between an expert observer and an untrained layman, but consider the next account by an expert observer named
"Avery" at the Atlanta Naval Air Base, Chamblee, Ga. He had
been on duty in the base observation tower on July 26th at 10:00
when he spotted a blue-white light:
"··· the light was very high,
traveling very fast, and maintained a uniform altitude and speed.
The light looked very much like a shoo·ting star except for the
fact that it maintained a uniform altitude."162.
So far there was nothing intriguing in the testimony and
evidently this is all many persons in the Atlanta area observed
but it just so happens that "Avery" goes on to say that suddenly:
"The light appeared to gain altitude and then turned sharply to
the south .•. "1.63.
The July 26th case:
"An attendant at the Atlanta Naval Air Station
reported he saw the apparition twice. He said the
first time he saw it about 9:00p.m. near Stone
Mountain. The operator, who was asked that his
name not be used, said he thought 'it was a falling
star' until it started climbing and banked sha~ply
to turn away from the city.
"He said the 'bluish streak of light' was traveling
very fast and very high. He added it did not look like
any jet plane he has seen in night flight. He saw it
again ~5 minutes later."l64.
Extensive checks of air traffic in the southwest area at the
time of the Chiles-Whitted encounter turned up something from an
airliner that was cruising an airlane to the north of the EAL
plane. !he time in the report is a guess but if it is any where
near correct then it would play havoc with the meteor hypothesis
since it indicates that th~ object in question was traveling at
subsonic velocity. Did it take the object some 15 minutes, instead of seconds, to travel from North Carolina to Alabama? The
report reads:
hAt about 0230 (Chiles-Whitted encountered their
object at 02~5) --- (deleted) and I (Louis Feldvary),
as pilot and Captain on 571/23, saw what I believe
was an unusual meteor.
It was brighter than any I have
seen before, and traveling in a horizontal direction,
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slightly above the horizon.
I estimate that I saw it
for about three seconds before it died out. At no time
did it appear to travel in a downward direction. ---(deleted) and I talked about what we had seen and discussed the fact that a meteor, caused by gravity, could
still appear to be traveling horizontally."l6S.
The pilots had just checked with Blackstone, Va., ground station so they said the time is approximate, based as it was on the
Blackstone transmission. The document continues:
"At the time of this incident we were traveling
between Blackstone, Va., and Greensboro, N.C. The
sky was clear and the visibility unlimited. We were
on a magnetic heading of 2~0 degrees and I estimate
that the object was on a bearing of about 210 degrees
from us (Chiles and Whitted put their object on about
230 degree heading), that is, about 30 degrees to the
left of our heading.
It appeared to be traveling in
a southerly direction , about but close to the horizon."l~6.
The trail, which to the pilots appeared to be a jet or rocket
trail, covered an 80 degree to ~0 degree arc laterally. 167.
The initial evaluation of the Chiles-Whitted report stated'
that of all the strange light sightings in the area during late
July, it was:
"The only incident which possessed absolute intelligence significance ... (and) it is obvious - that this object
was not a meteor. There has been no evidence to support
any findings of unreliability, nor have there been any
major inaccuracies on the part of the witnesses." 168.
The first conclusion rendered on the case was:
"After extensive investigations and studies; and
consideration of all possible approaches and data
pertinent to suggest at least one valid hypothesis
or explanation to the sighting were exhaus~ed--th e
incident was appropriately classified as a true
'Unknown. '" 169.
There exists extensive official comment on the conclusion which
may be instructive:
"••• there is no astronomical explanation if we
accept the report at face value. The sheer improbability of the facts as stated, particularly in the
absence of any known aircraft in the vicinity, makes
it necessary to see whether any other explanation,
even though far fetched, can be considered. The
two reliable pilots obviously saw something.
If
one extracts from their reports parts of the description--'tremendous bursts of flame,' 'cigar-shape,'
'disappeared into a cloud,' 'orange-red flare,' time
in sight five to ten seconds,' the explanation could
be satisfied by a brilliant, slow-moving meteor. The
orange-red flame is particularly suggestive.
It is
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pertinent also, that the only passenger awake at the
time the two pilots sighted the object gave a description that does not tally with that of a 'space
ship' but does agree with that of a meteor.
"It will have to be left to the psychologists to
tell us whether the immediate trail of a bright
meteor could produce the subjective impression of
a ship with lighted windows. Considering only the
Chiles-Whitted sighting, the hypothesis seems very
improbable. However, not included in the summary
but mentioned in the voluminous collateral material
is the report of a qualified Robins Air Base observer,
who stated that he saw a cylindrical object t r ailing
a red flash of fire, but did not disce rn any windows
or a double deck, (admittedly, from the ground he would
have had less opportunity to do so). The time of his
observation is exactly one hour earlier, if both times
are given in EST as is stated. It is interesting to
note, however, that Macon, Georgia, and Montgomery,
Alabama, are both on the line of flight as described
by the Montgomery observers. " ·170.
The same official comment goes on to say:
"If those two sightings refer to the same object,
there are two possible interpretations: one is that
the object was some type of aircraft, regardless of its
bizarre nature. The distance between Macg n and
Montgomery is approximately 200 miles.
From all
reports the object was traveling definitely faster
than 200 MPH, so would have covered the distance
between the two ooints in much less time than that
noted.
(The sch~dule is, if course, correct for an
o r d inary aircraft.)
"The other possible explanation is that the object
was a fireball, in which case it would have covered
the distance between the distance from Macon to
Montgomery in a matter of a minute or two.
If the
Montgomery observers had been using daylight savings
time (do regular commercial airlines connecting
cities using daylight savings time operate on it?),
then there would be no discrepancy in the time.
"The conclusion seems to be this:
If the difference in time is real, the object was some form
of aircraft traveling at 200 MPH. If there is no
time difference, the object must have been extraordinary meteor. The observation from two such
widely separated points is the focal point of the
investigation--if one assumes that the same object
was observed in the two cases. That there were
two separate objects can most likely be ruled out
by the sheer improbability of more than one such
extraordinary object being seen on the same night,
traveling over the same course, exactly one hour
apart." 171.

Sketch showin g the uo~ard depart ure of the Ksky monste
as report ed by Chi les and Whitte d. This is a critic al r"
bit of eviden ce in the case agains t the me~eor explanation .
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The military evaluators also wrote a note on the fiery phenomenon seen near Blackstone, Virginia; although assuming it to be
a meteor, these remarks were added:
"It should be noted that this object was traveling
in the same direction as the one reported in ••• (in the
Chiles-Whitted case), although separated by some 400
miles. It is not unusual for a fireball to be seen
along a path several hundred miles long. There is a
time discrepancy of 15 minutes between the observations, however, any connection between ••. (the ChilesWhitted and the Blackstone, Virginia case), in considering the meteoric hypothesis, necessarily hinges
on whether this time difference was real or no't."l72.
Thus, it is quite evident military Intelligence was cognizant
of the ill-fitting nature of the various eyewitness accounts which
were at variance with a meteor answer.
One report of a ball-like thing came in from Te xas on July 2 6th
when it was reported that a "mystery globe" had hovered over the
town of Alice for two whole days. A newspaper clipping of the
event reached Fortean Society Secretary Tiffa.ny Thayer who
chuckled at the oddment and wisecracked: "Explanation:
the
Chamber of Commerce wanted visitors." 173.
The levity of Thayer was not shared by a concerned part of t he
Air Force Intelligence team at Wright-Patterson that composed
Project SIGN. The third type of UFO prompted the most startling
Intelligence document ever written, an "Estimate" drawn up to
explain the rocket-like flying objects.
The continuing case for the curious cylinders:
"At 9:15 July 30th, a resident of Worthington, Ohio
spied something slowly coming from the direction of the
southwest horizon at about 3,000 feet, a fairly low
altitude. It remained visible for 15 miles in a sky
strewn with scattered clouds. The object appeared to
be cylindrical in shape, with no apparent wings or
tail surfaces. There were no standard marker lights
displayed, and no engine noises. The object did, however, emit a steady silver glow."l74.
The military made a strong effort to understand this incident
and shot off a telegram to a dirigible company at Lakehurst, New
Jersey, where craft of a similar shape were operated. The military said they:
"···would appreciate information on operations
of your lighter-than-air craft in vicinity of Columbus, Ohio,
during the period of 30 July to 3 Aug. ~8. Please direct reply
govn collect H Q AMC."l 75.
The answer came back negative. The Goodyear people replied
that the nearest airship had been in the Chicago area at the
time. 176.
Mr. Loedding of Project SIGN strolled into the office of the
Vice-President of Eastern Air Lines July 30th and flashed his
military Intelligence credentials, asking for information on
EAL's pilots, Chiles and Whi'tt:ed, and any further data the
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company could add to the "sky monster" case of July 24th plus
a company policy statement concerning UFOs. Before complying
with Loedding's request, the executive contacted Eddie
Rickenbacker, President of EAL, for an okay. The famous
World War I air ace authorized full cooperation with the Air
Force. 177.
No one can guess exactly what went on in the minds of those
Air Force evaluators who were burdened with the difficult problem
of coming up with an answer to the UFO riddle. The amount of
data that had piled up, the pressure from the media, and the bad
effect of imposed official silence (that threatened to generate
wild theorizing by civilians), no doubt applied an enormous push
to those who wished to stay uncommitted to any definite hypothesis.
furthermore, the Chiles-Whitted "sky monster" was, if one accepted
the two pilots' testimony without question, a "rocket ship," a
machine of some sort. Providing a significant boost to the idea
was the other "rocket ship" report from Holland just before the
Chiles-Whit:ted encounter which also mentioned a "double-deck,
wingless craft." There seemed to be no way the 1:wo pilots could
have known about the Dutch sighting. Moreover, there were other
UFO reports in Air Force files that told of cigar-shaped objects
during the same general time period. The information gathering
routine at ATIC continued but some of the experts there were
mulling a possible solution to the UFO riddle.
In compliance with the orders of the Director of Intelligence,
AFOI, Major General Cabell, Wright field did an analysis of time,
geographical location, and descriptions of the objects sighted
in the U.S. Southeast in July. This produced a collated data
chart. 178. A glance at this chart shows that many of the sightings indicated the same object, or objects very similar in appe2rance, were responsible for the fl~rry of strange aerial activity.
Had it been just a meteor shower? Many thought not, and they
had their reasons.
Moscow mystery.
As fate would have it, at the very moment Air Force Intelligence
was studying stories of mystery spindles, an intriguing dispatch
arrived at Air Force Intelligence headquarters datelined Moscow:
"MOSCOW, USSR: 'AT ABOUT SUNSET ON 3 AUGUST 1948,
ABOUT 25 KILOMETERS NORTHWEST OF MOSCOW, AN EXPERIENCE:D
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER REPORTER SAW AN UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT
AT A VERY HIGH ALTITUDE. IT WAS LONG AND NARROW AND
PROCEEDED AT A GENERALLY SOUTHWEST-NORTHEAST ~IRSCTlON.
IT SHONE VERY BRIGHTLY PROBABLY FROM RErLECTED SvtlLI GHT.
NO WINGS COULD BE SEEN AND NO SOUND WAS HEARD. I T
LOOKED LIKE A RIGID AIRSHIP, AND WAS SO IDENTIFIED
BY A RUSSIAN ACQUAINTANCE WHO SAW IT AT THE SAME TIME.
THE REPORTER, HOWEVER, IN SPITE OF THE APPEARANCE Of THE
OBJECT, WAS OF THE OPINION THAT IT WAS NOT A RIGID AIRSHIP DUE PRINCIPALLY TO ITS HIGH SPEED. HE HAD NO
THEORY TO OFFER, AND COULD ONLY SAY THAT IT WAS A
MYSTERY, LIKE THE AMERICAN 'FLYING SAUCERS.'" 179.
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Intelligence experts commented:
"This object might have been anything.' Its speed
seems insufficient for a guided missile, but it could
have been either a jet or conventional airplane, as
unusual light conditions and fore-shortening frequently'
give aircraft a freakish appearance. The possibility
that it was a dirigible, as suggested in reference
(A), should nat be excluded. "180.
This Russian case did not enhance the idea of a Kremlin secret
weapon theory to explain UFOs.
Instead a mind boggling Air Force
document proposing quite another origin was just then completed
and 'turned over to the High Command.

(Originally the first six months of 1948 were to be publi shed separably.
Qur story resumes on p.SO.)
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Early in this century a little known American writer researched
a mystery which he recognized as: " •.• accounts of moving lights
in the skv. of such duration and repetition that anything of ameteoric nature is excluded." lRI.
After years of labor in libraries,
he arrived at an amazing postulation which was published in an
obscure limited-edition book in 1919. Seven years later in lf26
the author was given a hearing by none other than the New York
Times which printed the man's theory under the headline that
asJC'e'a the question: "HAVE MARTIANS VISITED US?" And, in a subheading, the Times declared that a certain literary investigator,
a ~lr. Charles~: "ARGUES IN THE AFFIRMATIVE AND SEEKS NEWS
OF FUTURE MANIFESTATIONS." Fort was quoted as stating: "
explorers from other worlds whether Mars or Venus or somewhere
else, have often sailed to this earth, and have traveled back
and forth in the sky, hours at a time, day after day .•. " I R2. The
vast majority of Times readers no doubt considered Fort something
of a lunatic for proposing such a notion.
Fort died in the 1930's but if he had just lived another decade he might have felt a sense of vindication.
The date: August S, 1948. The place: U.S. Air Force Intelligence headquarters, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Events had reached a point where something had to give. A zoyear advisor to the Air Force on UFOs, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, tells
us:
" .•• two schools of thought about UFOs quickly developed at ATIC in Dayton, and in intelligence circles elsewhere. One school felt that UFOs should be taken very
seriously. Their belief was so strong that a Top-Secret
'Estimate of the Situation' was sent to Washington stating that flying saucers were probably interplanetary and
that the military should be put on the 'alert' footing.
Some didn't go as far as that, but were ready to accept
that flying saucers were real." 1R3.
Author and UFO expert Donald Keyhoe claims to know some further
details even more amating. He asserts that he obtained his information from: Captain E. J. Ruppelt, former UFO Project Chief f o r
the Air Force; Major Dewey Fournet, Headquarters Monitor of the
Air Force's UFO Project; and Lt. Colonel George Freeman, former
UFO spokesman attached to the office of the Secretary of the Air
Force. Keyhoe's sources confirm that some of the military Intelligence people both in and outside of the UFO investigative project were sold on the extraterrestrial theory to explain the UFO
mystery, moreover many of those same people believed that the
helmsmen of the strange craft were probably engaged in an extensive survey of the earth and its inhabitants thus the government
had time to make an accurate assessment of what it was up against,
so it would be in the military's best interest to maintain some
control on the release of information about the momentous event.
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According to Keyhoe, some military officers felt that the slow
release of available information about UFOs should be initiated
immediately, a gradual program of public education that would
forestall the great shock of an overwhelming UFO incident, mass
landing, etc. 184.
The e~traterrestrial advocates at ATIC drew up a document,
an "estimate of the situation," that seriously proposed an
alien visitation. E. J. Ruppelt described it thusly: " ..• a
rather thick document with a black cover and it had stamped
acrcss the front the word s TOP SECRET." 185. Supporting testimony
of the dccument's txisterlce later came from Dr. J. Allen Hynek,
who told West Coast journalists Robert B. Klinn and David Branch
in 1972 that not only did he know about the document, but that
he had even read it. 186. Keyhoe, evidently using the influence he
had with Dewey F~u~net, got a peek at a th~ee·page summary of
the "estimate" due to a sympathetic colonel in Air Force
Intelligence. 187.
An'f'Aay, this Top Secret "e3timate of the situation" was pas s e d
up the chain of command to the Director~te of Intelligence, Majo r
General Cabell. From there it ended up on General Hoyt Vandenbe r g ' s
desk. As Air ForceChief of Staff, Vandenberg vetoed any drastic
official action that acceptance of such a document would entail.
The evidence, hcwever convincing, was still circumstantial.
Keyhoe•s sources a5'sert: "The General 5'aid it would cause a
stampede. How could we convince the public tha~ aliens weren't
hostile when we don't know it ourselve~?" Moreover, again
according to Keyhoe's informants: '' ..• he (General Vandenberg)
said we didn't have physical proof like a captured spaceship,
an~ a lot of ~Eared people would grab at this to clai~ the cone 1 us ion "'"as wrong, in spite of all the expert evidence. •· 188.
At this poi~t the Air Force investigation had stalled. Where
coulJ it go from here? Well, there was the analysis of the space·
ship hypothesis contracted out to a grou? of scientists. Whe~
that study was completed perhaps 5ome meaningful recommendat i ons
could then be made. Until then, the military investigation limped
forward with uncertain objectives.
On August Sth a routine UFO report from Columbia, South Carolina,
prompted an official request for an investigation containing the
usual list of salient factors to be documented. What m3kes the
request a little different is the following statement which seemed
to be a !>it more intense than similar ones: " ... in the interest
of national defense, all publicity surrounding this investigat i on
is to be stringently avoided.'' 189.
Weird objects were drifting and darting high in the heavens,
ever evading, ever out of reach. Each day ulcers were becoming
more prevalent in the offices of ATIC as those Intelligence
people responsible for the notorious "Estima:e" smarted from
the rebuke by the top boss. General Vandenberg, who could not
be inveigled to accept a theory he construed as circumstantial
fabrication, but such a rejection did not oblitera~e the ques·
tion still lurking in the oinds of many of the militarr experts:
was there an alien invasion i:~ the works in spite of lack of
concrete clues? One has to admit that just the postulation
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of such a possibility was strong stuff for Americans of 1948, a
period when the Moon had not yet gone out of style as a green
cheese ::-omance.
Leave it to the saucers to pick this moment to tease the disc gusted UFO hunters at ATIC. Furthermore, the FBI, after a selfimposed multi-month eclipse, emerged from the shadows to play a
role in the sky drama due to the Bureau's superb crime labs; and
the disc desperados, which had made trespassing an art, would
again disappoint Hoover.
Ever since the Fall of 1947 when J. Edgar Hoover became upset
over the Bureau's assigned role in the flying disc investigation,
the famed agency had very little to do with the UFO problem.
Soon after the onset of the sky mystery flap of the Summer of
1947 it seemed clear to the FBI that no subversive activity was
involved making the Bureau's participation superfluous, a mere
Sisyphus stone- rolling endeavor. The foreign power theory
suffered a decline in interest during the Spring and Summer of
1948 among Intelligence personnel and only in the Fall would
such ideas regain favor. That did not, however, mean that Hoover' s
people would again be tapped for investigative duty. Instead
the military called on an organization of its own to conduct
field investigations. This organization, the Office of Spec i al
!nvestigations, or as it is bet~er known through the use of it s
initials, the "OSI," did more than an adequate job. For example,
when an alleged flying disc witness in San Francisco made a
report to the authorities in the Fall of 1948, the OSI took
over and conducted a background check on tfiat particular
individual as well as doing an interrogation to obtain all
the details concerning the supposed sighting. According to
Air Force files the OSI in this San Francisco case, examined
the records of: "G-2 6th Army, Presidio of Sa n Franc isco,
California; the FBI Field Office, San Francisco, California;
the Harper-Knowles (Civilian Subversive Files Source); and
the Criminal and Subversive Files, Police Department, San
Francisco." Furthermore, the OSI interviewed fellow employees
and acquaintances for information on the informant's character,
integrity and 1 oyal ty. 190 . Moreover, e 1 sew here in off ic ia 1 records an inter-office memo of the U.S. Army explained the use
of the OSI in the following fashion. Besides having access
to aircraft and observation facilities, as well as being in
coordination with the Geophysics Laboratoryft of the Air
Material Command, the 051 also had: " ..• a direct reporting
channel to Washington .•. "l91.
A Minnesota story, however, brought the FBI back into the
UFO investigation for a brief moment.
The principles in the drama consisted of a farmer, his two
sons, and the Postmaster of the Minnesota city of Hamel. After
a chat with the farmer one afternoon, the Postmaster alerted
*The Geophysics Laboratory was very active in the Air Force's
UFO investigation. The reason for this intense involvement is
not clear to this author.
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the FBI office in St. Paul saying: "you better hear this sod
buster out," or some such comment. Anyway, the st.ory, or yarn,
take your choice, is detailed in military archives. The farmer
said of his t.wo youngsters:
" •.. on August 11, 1948, between 1200 and 1215
hours, CST, --- (deleted) and --- (deleted) were
playing in the backyard and they noticed an object
in descent approximately twelve feet fro~ the ground,
which was descending between the two of them. This
object settled to the ground gently, much as a balloon. Upon hitting the ground, the object spun
once, made a sort of whistle, and then shot straight
up into the air approximately twenty feet, halted,
and again made a whistling noise. The object then
shot upward to a height of about thirty feet, and,
in this ascent, maneuvered around tree branches
and telephone wires. On reaching a height of
approximately thirty feet, the object shot off
in a northeasterly direction. The object approached from the northwest.
"The boys described the object as 'approximately
one foot thick, two feet wide, and round.' The object had no windows, wires, or any visible appurtenances. The object was a dull gray in color, and
when it hit the ground, it made a slight clanking
noise, much as metal hitting against metal.
"1-lr. ••• (deleted) and Mrs. --- (deleted) stated
. the ~oys were visibly frighten~d when they ran into
the house and were afraid to tell what they had seen.
Upon close questioning, the boys related the above
story to them. "192.
The story had a convincing ring to it, of sorts, so the St.
Paul FBI office immediately sent Special Agent M. B. Rhodes to
Hamel. Rhodes left us these words expressing his impressions
of the case:
"When this Agent arrived on the scene, he was
taken to a spot covered by a washtub which Mr. and
Mrs. --- (deleted) advised was the spot where the
alleged 'flying saucer' had landed. This spot was
approximately two feet in diameter and appeared to
this Agent as though some heavy object had landed
there or set down there, as the ground was dented
and rocks protruding from the ground had been
leveled.
"This Agent advised the --- (deleted) family that
the matter would be reported to higher Headquarters
and requested them to keep the matter confidential."l9~.
For quite a while the FBI had nothing to do with the "disc
mania" and then in mid-September, 194S, the Air Force mailed a
package to the FBI's famous Washington cri~e laboratory. Inside
was a specimen that had been forwarded for an analysis by the
Bureau's peerless technicians:
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"
a sample of soil said to have been taken from
a depression reputed to have been caused by a 'flying
saucer' described as being approximately two feet in
diameter and one foot thick which supposedly settled
gently to the ground, rebounded to a height of twenty
feet and then continued on its journey." 194 .
As indicated, the Hamel case had not been taken lightly. The
following confirms this. Colonel William M. Creasy, Army Chief,
Chemical Corps Research and Engineering Division, notified the
office of the Director of Intelligence, GSUSA, Washington, D.C.,
that the above-mentioned UFO case, the Hamel, Minnesota incident had:
" ••• aroused the interest o£ some of our scientists
who would like to have more details of the reported
occurrence.
Photographs of the spot where the alleged
'flying saucer' landed, and samples of the surface
material of the dented spot are desired if practical
to obtain them at this time." 195.
From the poverty of further comment in official files, one
assumes nothing of value was learned. Only a brief note in
FBI records tells us something. On October 7th the FBI laboratory informed the Air Force the soil sample sent to the Bureau's
laboratory for examination showed nothing out of the ordinary
after being subjected to exhaustive tests. The UFOs had managed to elude Hoover once again. He personally signed the
document citing the lab's negative results.l96.
At first military Intelligence tried to grapple with the
possibility that something did indeed occur giving the kids
the benefit of a doubt:
"No astronomical explanation is possible for this
incident. A meteorite would not have descended so
gently, nor would it have risen again.
"It seems incredible that this could have been
an actual physical occurrence, but if it was, it
is doubly unfortunate that no mature observers
were at hand.
If the object did land just a few
feet away, one would think that even children
would have given a more detailed description.
Is it known whether the children had nor~al vision? To one with myopic vision, even a buzzard
or hawk gliding to a landing might appear as a
strange object." 197 .
As we shall soon see, over the months ahead official tolerance
degenerated and many cases in Ai r Force UFO files we re retagged
with hostile and abrupt conclusions. The Hamel incident waslater
treated with this reassessment:
"This apparent bit of fantasy
is hardly worth further consideration." 198. It took awhile
before events brought about such official alienation and in
August positive thoughts concerning the exotic were still in
season.
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When some~hing mys~erious re~urned to excite Godman AFB in
Kentucky in mid·August, authorities were well prepared. Careful ground and air checks, which appeared to have been suffi·
cient, determined the phenomena's cause. The incident was
termed a false alarm:
"There can be no question but that the object
sighted in this incident was Venus. It was just
three weeks past its period of greatest brilliance,
and was separating from the. sun. The close agreement between the observed position of the object
and the actual position of Venus, determined by
others concerned with the incident and rechecked
by this investigator, is convincing."l99.
The August 19th excitement led to a review of the Mantell
tragedy that shook up everyone back in Janua~y. A rough
approximation with the whereabouts of the planet Venus in the
daytime $ky in the January 7th case was deemed unsatisfactory,
so in a document signed by A. B. Deyarmond, Assistant Deputy
for Technical Analysis, for ATIC, on November 10, 1948, it was
stated: "It is apparent, from the data given above (i.e., in
the report), that the object sighted at Godman Air Force Base
on 7 January 1948 was not the planet Venus. Therefore, this
sighting must be considered as unexplained." 200.
We should also take this chance to bring up another UFO case
that may have a bearing on another UFO "classic." The weird
"windows" of the Chiles -l'o"hitted sky "monster," which astronomer I
UFO critic Dr. Donald Mentel attributed to a "veined or fibrous
.stz:ucture of a II!e~eor ' .s . luminous ~ra~n," had an apparent counte r·part in the Summer, 1948 UFO incident. · The observer was none
other than the famous astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer
of the planet Pluto. One SUJIUller evening To:nbaugh was relaxing
in the backyard of his home at Los Cruces, New Mexico. The
usual sights and sounds of the desert that night did nvt give
any indication of what was to happen. Tombaugh was outside
gazing at the hea\"Ems as was his habit during his free moments.
Aircraft, mirages, reflections, and various atmospheric phenomenon were well known to Tombaugh, but about midnight the renowned
scientist noticed something very odd lurking in the skies of
New Mexico. It approached at a low altitude in the clear night
air appearing quite solid, ovoid in shape, and trailing vapor.
The entire object glowed a curious blue color, but the feature
that was the most striking was the six brilliant "windows"
located along the leading edge. As Tombaugh himself expressed
it: "The illuminated rectangles I saw did Maintain an exact
fixed position with respect to each other."201. The sight was
so strange Tombaugh admits to havingbeen "petrified with astonishment."
Odds and ends.
Hints that the UFO problem might erupt anytime outside the
U.S. could be found in news stories from places like Sweden
on August 24th which told of an unexplained "sky octopus" in
the heavens over that country. 202. Also, there was an indication that a small flap was in progress in the region of Saigon
in French Indo-China (Vietnam) during this ?eriod of time. 203.
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In ~he American Northwest, two witnesses, a Mr. A. J. Kaus
and his wife, were motoring along a highway outside of Boise,
Idaho, when a strange sphere of white light cruised in~o view.
Mr. Kaus was convinced that the ball-like object could not have
been more than 2,000 feet high at the most for it was flying
between two cloud layers. The illumination issuing from the
sphere varied. f.lr. Ka us termed the glow "jagged" in appearance. 204.
Elsewhere:
"Mr. Kadel contacted a man up at Indian Lake, Ohio,
29 August 1948, who stated that on that d~te at 5:30 a.m.
he observed a large silver colored sphere which seemed
to arise from behind some woods and continued to f1 y
across his farm. During the flight it seemed to unravel a silver substance which floated earthward.
While still being viewed by this farmer, the sphere
disintegrated in mid-air. This man's name is •••
(deleted) of Maplewood, Ohio. Mr. Kadel further
advised that the farmer concerned was a man approximately 50 some odd years of age and appeared to be
very conscientious and sincere while relating this
incident.
"The subject seemed to have arisen while the two
men were talking and an airplane happened to fly overhead whereas the farmer then related the foregoing
experience." 205.
Official co111111ent on the case went: "There is some chance that
the object could have been a weather balloon in the process.of
disintegration." 206.
October 1, 1948 ~
"Lt. George Gorman had been w"ith his squadron on a
cross-country flight. When the squadron ~eturned at
approximately 2030 hours, Lt. Gorman decided to remain
in the air inasmuch as he wanted to do some " night flying.
He flew west as far as Valley City and returned to Fargo
(North Dakota) to watch the football game fro~ the ai~,
his altitude being approximately 1500 feet at the time.
Circling the football field, he saw about 500 feet
beneath him a Piper Cub. At approximately 2100 hours
he decided to return to the field. He called the
tower to find out if all was clear, and was told that
one other ship was in the air, the aforementioned Piper
Cub, which was flown by Dr. Cann~n of Fargo, Uorth
Dakota.
"As he flew into the pattern preparatory to landing,
what seemed to be the tail light of another airplane
passed him from the right. He called the tower immediately and complained that they had misinformed him,
that there was a third ship in the air. The tower
came back with the information that no other aircraft
was reported out, that they had just checked with all
other air fields in the area. Lt. Gorman, seeing the
tail light run just outside the Piper Cub, pulled up
and out towards the moving light in order to identify
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what he thought to be another aircraft. He saw the Piper
Cub plainly outlined beneath him against the city lights,
but saw no outline of anything around the moving light.
Lt. Gorman then proceeded to move toward the object (he
thinks that he was about l,OOOyards from the object at
this moment), which appeared then to be about 6 to 8
inches in diameter. The light was clear white, completely round without futz at the edges, and was, until
then, blinking on and off. He then proceeded to follow
the light which suddenly became steady and pulled up into
a sharp left bank, making what he thought to be a pass
at the tower. Lt. Gorman dived after the . light, bringing
his manifold pres sure to SO inches and real i z.ing 2, 000 RPt<l,
which increased at the finish of the dive to 3,000. He
was unable to catch up with the object which began to gain
altitude." 207.
The official report goes on to say:
"Lt. Gorman continued to follo w the object, in the
meantime calling the tower and advising them as to what
was going on. The object continued gaining altitude
and again made a left bank. Lt. Gorman then put his
F-Sl into a sharp right turn and tried to cut the object
off in the turn. By that time he was to an altitude of
7,000 feet. The object then made a sharp right turn and
Lt. Gorman turned about and headed straight at the object which had completed its turn and was c oming to~ard
him. At the point where collision seemed imminent,
Lt. Gorman got scared and went into a dive, the object
passing over his canopy at appro~imately SOO feet. At
this time he had 60 inches of manifold pressure and
3,000 RPM. The object again made a left circle appro~ i 
mately 1,000 feet above him and he again gave chase. He
cut aga i n sharply toward the object which was once more
coming at him and, at the time when a collision seemed
imminent again, the object went strai ght into the air
and he started climbing after it until he gained approximately 14,000 feet at which time his P.lane went into a
power stall. The object then turned i n a northwestnorthern heading and disappeared. It was then 2127 hours.
"Lt. Gorman proceeded to return to the field, being
so e~cited that he had to make two passes at the field
before he could properly land. During these entire
maneuvers, Lt. Gorman noticed no deviatio~ on his
instruments. His magnetic compass reacted normally,
there was no interferrence with his radio. He heard
no sounds, not iced no odors, and saw no exhaust t ra i 1 s." 208.
Military investigators set to work checking Gorman's P-Sl for
radioactivity but Geiger counter readings were nil (There were
some suspicions in Intelligence circles that UFOs were using
atomic-powered engines. Evidently it was surm i sed that the UFO
may have left an exhaust trail taintedwith radiation and that
Gorman's aircraft must have cut in and out of such a stream of
vapor a number of times.). ~orman's background was quietly
investigated, a check he pass ed with flying colors. Exhaustive
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questioning continued for some time, after which Gorman still main~
tained a firm conviction about four points:
"1) The object first detected the approach of the
intercepting aircraft at about 500 yards distant.
Z) Maneuvering of the object was indicative of
intelligence control.
3) The object seemed bound by the laws of inertia.
4) The object's flying characteristics far exceeded
that of the P-Sl airplane."209.
The official report on the incident then launched into a long
analysis of Gorman's pursuit of the UFO.
Keep in mind that a windtossed weather balloon was later favored by the anti-UFO people to
explain this case.
Under "Comments'' it states:
"1) The pilot of the P-51 craft first decided to
intercept the object while at 4,000 feet (due SSW of
the field), and the object was at about 1,000 feet
altitude and moving at about 250 MPH (also SSW of the
field).
See chart of flight paths appended hereto as
Exhibit "B." Paths of these initial maneuvers were
horizontal in aspect and should be viewed as though
one is looking down. At point "b,", the subject
clearly saw the object but was unable to state any
exact distance as to proximity, as it began rapid
acceleration, turning from a due west heading to a
due south heading. Gorman pulled into a tight 360
degree turn to the left intend.ing to .cu~ th~ object
·off and ram it since he had clearly seen that the
lighted object appeared no larger than 8 inches in
diameter. He reasoned that the damage to his own
plane would not be too great should he succeed. The
subject's plane at the turn indicated 425 MPH, yet he
saw the object on a wider turn (as indicated by the
symbol 'o' on the chart) circle him twice in the time
it took him to complete his 360 degree turn. Accordingly, he believed tHat the object was traveling at
estimated speeds of 650 to 700 MPH.
Consequently, in
support of his previous statement, Lt. Gorman feels
certain that the object became aware of his approach,
despite his approach from above and behind and in spite
of his prior advantage in flying speed.
"Z) The maneuvers of the object, both evasive and
aggressive not only matched but effectively coped with
the interception tactics performed by the P-Sl pilot.
Thus the subject is convinced that intelligence directed
the movement of his target.
''3) To explain his convictions that the object was
definitely bound by the laws of inertia, Lt. Gorman explained that when he first approached the object it
accelerated very rapidly, but not immediately. Although
it turned 'tighter' than the P-51 and at far greater
speeds, it always followed a natural curve. At no
time did it turn at a right angle. Having tried with-
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out success to turn with the object while trailing it
dead ahead, no wash was felt; however, the subject
blacked out momentarily on a few turns. Consequently,
L~. Gorman feels convinced ~hat few living pilots (if
any) could have turned as sharply and at the speeds
attained by the object.
"4) As to flying characteristics, besides evidence
as to degree of turn, level flying speeds, and maneuverability, subject pilot drew a vertical cross-section
of his final maneuvers (submitted as Exhibit "C") to
show the rate of climb of the object.
"5) Letting down from 12,000 feet. the P- 51 indicated
60 inches of mercury at 3,000 RPM, estimated airspeed
400 MPH, and began a steep climb to cut off the object
as it, in turn, aggressively came flying toward his air·
craft as indicated by 'b'.* The P-51 fell off in a power
stall at 14,500 feet altitude. When asked if he had
lost sight of his target at this point, Lt. Gorman
responded that he had kept his eyes fixed on his target
and had watched it climbing vertically and on a slightly
increasing angle of climb as indicated by 'c' until distance caused it to disappear. When asked why he had
not broken the seal for military power, the subject
replied that he had indicated 60 inches of mercury at
3,000 RPM for IS minutes and he felt further abuse of
the engine would possibly injure it beyond repair. The
subject stated that the object's rate of climb was constant despite the steepness of its ascent." 210.
The words of Gorman about the last part of the chase bears repeating because some critics would dismiss the case on the grounds
that the movements of the UFO were only an 'llusion caused by
Gorman's disorientation as his plane maneuvered in a dark sky with
no reference points, yet he needed no visual markers to tell up
from down. The 1 ieutentant flatly states that the UFO zoomed
upward with him close behind, his plane hanging on its propeller.
Th e object, he said: "
was able to a tta ir: a far steeper climb
and was able to maintain a constant rate of climb far in excess
of m)· aircraft." 211.
In support of Lt. Gorman's claim that he was in pursuit of a
high speed object, is the testimony of a Mr. Jensen, airport traffic
controller (CAA} at Fargo Field. The summary of the interrogation
cites the following:
"t-lr. Jensen was on duty since 1600 hours October 1,
1948, in the traffic control tower as traffic controller.
There was not much traffic during the evening hours on
that day, and with the exception of the P-51, there were
no other airplanes from Fargo Air Field in the air. At
2050 hours, he was advised from a privately owned field
south of Fargo that Piper Cub No. 707, piloted by Dr.
Canno~ had taken off and had asked for permission to land
·~he

reader is referred to the drawing accompanying the text. The
illustration has been reproduced from official Air Force Intelligence
files.
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at Fargo Air Field to attend the ball game. At 2100
hours, Lt. Gorman called the tower, asking if any other
aircraft were in the air and he was given the position
of Piper Cub. Approximately S minutes after that,
Lt. Gorman called again and stated that there was
another aircraft in the air at approximately the same
altitude as the Cub; however, it could not be the Cub
in view of its speed. He was advised that no other
aircraft was in the air from Fargo Air Field and none
other was signalled from other air fields." zn.
Mr. Jensen is further quoted as saying:
"Lt Gorman then called in again and stated that he
Kas going to follow the other aircraft. Mr. Jensen
then stepped to the south window of the tower and at
that moment saw the object, approximately 1,000 feet
from the tower in a northwestern direction, passing
very fast over the field. Mr. Jensen happened to
have, at this particular moment, a pair of binoculars
in his hand, and he watched the object as it passed
over the field. He was, however, unable to distinguish any shape or form other than what appeared to
be the tail light of a very fast moving craft.
Mr. Jensen did not see the maneuvers carried on by
the object nor the P-51 of Lt. Gorman. He saw the
object only once, and then only as it passed in a
straight line over the field.
"~1r. Jensen states that approximately 10 minutes
prior to Lt. Gorman's call, the Weather Station at
Fargo had released a 1i.g hted· 3oleather balloon; . how-.
ever, the balloon was at all times in sight by
~lr. Sanderson of the Weather Station, the balloon
flying slowly in a westerly direction at an altitude
of about 500 feet. Mr. Jensen further states that
the voice of Lt. Gorman became, at times, very
garbled and he had to repeatedly ask him to speak
clearer. He thinks, however, that during the diving
and climbing maneuvers of the P-51, Lt. Gorman's
throat microphone had probably slipped." 213.
In a letter composed by Mr. Jensen he states even more clearly
the critical aspect of the case: "The P-Sl was some distance
behind, and the object was traveling fast enough to increase the
spacing between itself and the fighter." 214. And further on in
the letter he says: "The main identifying characteristic (of the
UFO) ... was the high rate of speed at which it was apparently
t rave 1 ing." 215.
For some reason there exists quite a difference between official Air Force records and an article in a National Guard magazine, the Guardsman, authored by the Public Information Officer
of Gorman's un1t. Lt. Duane Lund, the PIO, evidently interviewed
Gorman and he obtained an account of the last part of the aerial
chase that departs significantly from the composite account compiled by the Air Force Intelligence agents. According to Lt. Lund,
after stalling out at 14,000 feet, Lt. Gorman said he then leveled
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out. The light, meanwhile, had outclimbed Gorman's P-51. If the
light had been a mere balloon (make that a rather fast-climbing
balloon), then it should have kept rising out of sight. The
Guardsman article states that the light did not rise out of
Slght but instead: " .•• the light came back""""t'' Lieutentant
Gorman's altitude. He turned, dropping to 11,000 feet, where
the light made a quick turn and tried another head-on pass.
Then in a final burst of speed, it went straight up and out of
sight."216. The "balloon" in this case dropped some 3,000 feet in
a very short time!
The assistant Airport Traffic Controller, whose name has been
deleted from official files, testified:
''The object in question was first noticed just east
of the airport, and appeared to be on a north heading.
After passing to the east of the airport it seemed to
take up a northwest heading. The object seemed to be
about two thousand feet and appeared to be traveling
at quite an excessive speed compared to a Piper Cub
that was east of the field at the time. No definite
outline could be identified. Both objects were noticed
at the same time." 217.
The pilot of the Piper Cub, a doctor whose name was also deleted
from official files, gave the following account:
"A gentleman and myself took off from Sky Ranch Flying
Field which is five miles south of Keeter Airport, at
eight-forty P.M. to do a little night flying. We were
in a two-way radio connection with the tO\~er at Hector
Airport. I was doing the flying and ·-· (deleted} was
using the phones and while circling the Football Field
at the A.C. at 1600 feet, the Fargo tower advised us
there was a P-51 in the air and a few moments later asked
who the third plane might be. We had noticed the P-51
and when we were over the north side of Hector Field going
west, a light seemingly on a plane flared above and to the
North moving very swiftly toward the west. At first we
thought it was the P-Sl higher and more over the field.
We landed on runway three and taxied into the Add building and went up to the tower and listened to the calls
from the P-51 which seemed to be trying to overtake the
plane or lighted object which went southward and over
the city. The (UFO) plane was moving very swiftly,
much faster than the P- 51.
I tried to get a better
view with a pair of binoculars but couldn't follow it
well enough. The P-51 landed and we took off just
ahead of a northwest plane and landed at Sky Ranch and
registered on the flying sheet at 10:20 P.M. I saw the
light and the P-51 at the same time. The light seemed
to be outside of the circles made by the P- 51." 218.
Latter day examinations of the case produced controversy:
"Dr. James E. McDonald, University of Arizona,
atmospheric physicist, stated in 1970: 'Although the
pilot-balloon light became the official explanation
there are a number of explicit statements in the
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Blue Book file that thoroughly discount that hypothesis.' Menzel (UFO critic and professor of astronomy at Harvard) acknowledged the difficulty by deciding: • that there were two objects responsible for the
illusion•--a balloon and the planet Jupiter. Gorman
was at times seeing a lighted balloon, and at other
times 'very probably a mirage of the planet Jupiter."' 219.
The fear that the military might well be dealing with a high
performance atomic-powered device, an apprehension that intensified over the next few months, is illustrated by the briefing
conducted concerning the Geiger radioactivity check of Gorman's
P-Sl. Captain Robert Sneider and Mr. Loedding, Technical Assistant to MCIAXO, both of Project SIGN, were briefed by a Major
Carl B. Lindstrand, Chief, Electronics Section, and Mr. Lawrence
H. Truettner, Aeronautical Engineer, Chief of the Guided Missile
Branch. Specifically, it was Major Lindstrand who odvised that
positive indications of excessive radioactivity in the subject
airplane would have to be thirty to forty times normal reading s .
It was also suggested that Gorman be given blood tests over a
four week period since exposure to radioactivity affected blood
count. Results, however, were negative. 220.
A careful interrogation revealed that the first assertion to
the effect that Gorman did not perceive the UFO's configura tion
was not justified. Air Force evaluators wrote in a later r eport
that:
"A check with MCIA personnel involved in this case
and Project SIGN disclosed that their concept of the con·
figuration was spherical or 'b~ll-lik~.· Furthermore. it
was officially reported ~nd tecdrded as such. Actually
the configuration is round, but flat or 'disc-like.'
Major Kubabla stated that accord~to the direct ques·
tion and answer interrogation, by Major Jones, NDNG,
Commanding Officer, that the disc-like or round-flat
configuration would have to be accepted in lieu of the
apparently indirect and assumed 'ball-like' shape. This
error on the part of the Intelligence Department could
cause some serious embarrassment and repercussions."Z21.
Contemporary evaluations were reduced to a series of questions,
the last of which was sensational. Under the heading: "Recommen·
dations," it states:
"1) That scientific and technical analysis of known
factors in this and similar cases be continued
so that data may be compiled to prove or disprove the following allegations:
a. Is it or is it not, possible for an :>bject
without appreciable shape or known aeronautical configuration (and which appears
to possess sensing capabilities) to appear
to travel at variable speeds and maneuver
intelligently.
b. From the technical standpoint, to what
degree is it possible to draw upon rumored

present-day attainments (foreign or domestic) in the
fields of equipment, propulsion, fuels, electronics
(radar control), atomic research, and any other
applicable field, to account for the aforestated
flying characteristics attributed this small missile.
c. To what degree does ball lightning phenomena approximate the flying characteristics attributed to this
missile.
d. From the aero-medical viewpoint, to what degree is
it possible for a human being (utilizing pressurized
cabins, flying equipment, etc.,) to accomplish the
reported abrupt turns and extreme degrees of ascent
at terrific speeds described in the foregoing."222.
The final point "e" asked:
"e. Is is plausible to assume possible inter-planetary
visitations?" 223.
Since Lt. Gorman was on active duty with the National Guard,
the Fargo incident would never had made a splash in the newspapers if the Commanding Officer of the air squadron had not taken
it upon himself to release the story to the press; an example of
liberality unthinkable in later years. Lt. Gorman's CO, Major
D. C. Jones, had a subordinate draw up and deliver a statement to
the local newspaper, The Farso Forum. The Foru~ headlined the
UFO "Kamikaze" case and the 1nc1.dent was picked up by the national news services, so when Project SIGN investigators arrived on
the scene, The Fargo Forum headlined the appearance of the military authorities from A1r Force Intelligence. Annoyed, the Air
Force agents clamped a lid on any more dissemination of information to the news media. 224.
"Wild hysteriar"
When Major Jones got into hot water over his liberal handling
of the UFO story, he composed a letter to Wright Field, Dayton,
Ohio, explaining his actions to the high brass there. He wrote
that he was: " ... cognizant of the fact that reports of this
nature are classified material, and the fact that a number of
civilians were aware of the alleged engagement which Lt. Gorman
had with the object, so it was necessary that a press release
be made in order to avoid an exa~erated account being printed
and a consequent wild hysteria." 225.
Out of Dayton, Ohio, came a more "official" comment about the
Fargo incident. Needless to say, the words were more carefully
chosen:
"Today Colonel C. H. Welch, public relations officer
of the Air P.fa teria 1 Command, said he wished the public
to know the Army was investigating such reports, regardless of the place or type of occurrence.
"'That way,• he said, 'the public can be assured
there's nothing going on we don't known about.'
''The Colonel said Wright Field officers were in Fargo,
N.D., Sunday, investigating a report of a National Guard
officer who claimed he chased and did aerial maneuvers
with a lighted disc-like ·object which outran and outmaneuvered him.
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"Asked the results of the investigation, the
Colonel said: 'Nothing to report.'
"Then he explained military intelligence is
charged with investigatir.g any reports regarding ·
such 'flying discs' and that the matter is
purely routine in nature.
"'If one of these things turned out to be
something strange and new--the public will be
informed,' he said. Otherwise, he added,
reports of such investigating teams remains
the property of military intelligence.'' 226.
Ghost Rockets over Japan:
A night fighter of the 68 squadron sped through the darkness
over Japan the evening of October 15, 1948. At the controls
was 1st Lt. Oliver Hemphill. He later reported to his saperiors:
•• ... my radar observer and myself were flying a
routine airborne alert mission approximately 50 miles
out to sea northwest of Fukuoka, Japan. At approximately 2305 we made our first contact with our Airborne Radar Set with a target we assumed to be a P-51.
We attempted a practice interception, but the target
put on a tremendous burst of speed and dived so fast
we were unable to stay with it. At this point the
intercepting aircraft was traveling at approximately 300 mph and descending at 3500 feet per
minute. This was a head-on interception. When
the target passed under us we executed a chandelle
back to our original altitude of approximately
6,000 feet. Our second target was immediately
picked up on the scope, and a stern interceptio~
was attempted, but the aircraft immediately outdistanced us. At this time we were puzzled by the
tremendous bursts of speed exhibited by the supposed P-Sls. The third target was spotted visually
by myself. I had an excellent silhouette of the
target thro'm against a very reflective undercast
by a full moon. I realized at this time that it
did not look like any type of aircraft I was familiar with, so J immediately contacted my Ground
Control Station and asked for information r e garding any aircraft flying in the area. I informed
them of what I had seen and was in contact with
them from then on.
"The fourth target passed directly over m~·
ship from stern to bow at a speed of roughly
twice that of my aircraft, ZOO mph. I caught
just a fleeting glance of the aircraft; just
enough to know he had passed me. The fifth
and sixth targets were attempted radar interceptions, but their high rate of speed put them
immediately out of range.
"The only aircraft I can compare our targets
to is the German ME-262. It was not a ME-26 2
or similar jet."Z27.
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The other member of the two-man crew was Barton Halter, 2nd ·
Lt., the night fighter•s radar operator. He declared:
"On October 15, 1948, my pilot and I started out on
a routine mission off the northwest coast of Kyushu.
When at 2305 we were approximately SO miles at 330
degrees from Fukuoka, I picked up an airborne target.
It showed up at a range of five miles, dead ahead
and slightly below us.
We increased our speed to
approximately 220 mph and obtained an advantage of
20 mph.
The target showed no evasive action at
first, and we thought that it was probably one
of the fighter aircraft from our home field.
As
we closed in, I noticed a slight change in azimuth
and a rapid closure between us. Shortly thereafter,
a matter of seconds, the target gave the indication
of diving beneath us.
We dived in an attempt to
f ollow, it had passed beneath us and was gone.
I
was notified by my pilot that we were diving at a
rate of 3SOO feet a minute at 300 mph.
I had intended
to ask the pilot to peel off after it split 'S', but
it was gone too fast.
"The next, or second, interception was from the
rear of the target as was the first; however, the
target added a burst of speed dead ahead and outdistanced us immediately. On the third intercep·
tion, my pilot called a visual at 60 degrees ~ port 
side.
By the time I made the pickup it was at
4S degrees port 3,000 feet and S degrees below.
My .pilot made a rap~d starboard turn in an attempt
to head off the target.
By the time we got astern
of it, it was off again in a burst of speed and disappeared between nine and ten miles.
"On the fourth interception, the pilot called to
me that we had been passed from above from the rear
by our target.
I picked up the target as it went
off my scope from five to ten miles dead ahead and
slightly above. On the fifth and sixth interceptions, the target appeared at 9 miles doing approximately 200 mph.
We had an advantage of 20 mph making
our lAS approximately ZOO mph, a safe high speed
cruise for F-61 aircraft. We closed in to 12,000
feet; then, with a burst of speed the target pulled
away to the outer limit of my set which is 10 miles
for airborne targets.
This took approximately IS
to ZO seconds.
"In my opinion, we were shown a new type aircraft by some agency unkno":n to us." 228.
When all the facts were in on this case the experts were a bit
baffled by the lack of ground radar coverage:
"Interceptor aircraft visible to ground radar only
periodically as it flew in and out of permanent ground
return area in which search was conducted. Time of
pickup of interceptor by ground radar not logged
since pickup was identiifed each time as friendly
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and log on friends are not kept.
Radar return in
each instance was clear enough to establish if
recognition, and was clear for each pickup out of
the ground return area.
It is firmly established
that the only object detected at any time by ground
radar at site one was the F~61.
There were no jet
aircraft of this Command airborne at the time of
the sighting." 229.
UFO expert Edward Ruppelt stated that this case was one of
the first to attain ~he distinction of being rated a good radar
return report,230.but it is obvious complex radar questions
arise if the incident is to be considered a true unknown.
As Air Material Command later put it: "There is no apparent
explanation. One discrepancy seems to be that the target
was never seen by ground radar, which was operating and had
the F-61 in sight throughout the period of the sighting." 231.
Until 1980, at which time the Pentagon announced the develop ment of a method of making aircraft invisible to radar (the
STEALTH program), the ability to mask one's ship from radar
seemed pure fantasy.
In 1948 the possibility was unsettling
to the Air Force experts. They could only ask:
" .•. was it
(the UFO) running into normal. skip • null' zones affecting
appea ranees on the scopes of all aircraft?" 232.
The reply to that read:
"The pilot and the observer feel
that it was the high rate of speed of the ~bject which enabled
it to disappear so rapidly." 233.
As for the ground radar stations, perhaps the UFO used some
sort of STEALTH type of absorbent material in its makeup.
One
notes the visual description of the UFO given by witnesses
states that the object in question appeared dull or trans~
lucent. Granted that this was so, however, the system used
was selective in its ability to fend off electromagnetic waves
because:
"The return on the airborne radar scope was the same
as that from a conventional aircraft." 234.
The experts pondered the possibility that a sophisticated
flying device had been encountered: "The object seemed cognizant of the whereabouts of the F-61 at all times which might
indicate that it carried radar warning equipment." 235.
While we are on the subject of radar, it should be noted that
a number of strange radar blips were tracked at Goose Bay,
Labrador, at the end of October 1948, and author Donald Keyhoe
indicates in his writings that the incidents were worth con·
sideration yet a check of the Air Force's documents on the
cases show that the supposed targets were not seen by the
naked eye, were recorded very near the radar site, moved slow,
and were only tracked a short distance. All told, some sort
of equipment malfunction was probably responsible. 236.
Strange doings in the U.S. Southwest.
A narrative summary:
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"On 24th Oct. --- (deleted) noticed a very strange
star or fireball in the Eastern sky.
It was green
and she thought at first that it was a plane.
It
moved very slowly south. then slightly north as if
it were uncertain as to which way to go.
It slowly
changed its co~rse to Northwest.
It took at least
7 5 minutes for the object to cross over Phoenix
(Arizo~a).
It seemed to be drawn to other stars.
and when it came close to them it would become
very bright.
Everytime the star would light up
and leave the other star it would be dimmer.
Finally she could hardly see . it.
~hen she thought
it had completely disappeared it suddenly became
very bright and fell apart."237.
Official evaluators made some obvious comments but they did
not dismiss the report outright because of other "green sky
objects" that would visit the region:
"This incident as described is not amenable to any
astronomical explanation. The object took 75 minutes
to cross the sky.
The wi~ness apparently is not a
very critical observer since there could be no possible physical connection between the object's brightness and its apparent distance from a star. The object could have b~en a lighted balloon; speed and
maneuvers check." 238.
"A definite clue?"
A member of the Fortean Society named Molesworth. as ear ly

as 1948. divined that UFO activity occurred in yearly cycles.

iiis !T'using went:
"One is terr;pted to examine further the files
around July-August being certain to find ... such objects interpreted in term~ of 'brilliant meteors. '"239. ~lolesworth had
crept nearer to official conjecture than he could suspect.
Accordi~g to a document in the files of the FBI certain highranking ~ilitary authori~ies were warned by the Air Force on
November 1, 1948, tha~ str2nge aerial phenom e na was occurring
per!cdically in the Southwest and another such flurry ~as
imminent. A search of Air Force files confirms this.
A teletype report dated simply "OCT. 48" reads:
"STATISTICAL DATA FOR PROJECT SIGN IS SUBJECT
PO THIS HQ REVEALS THAT GROUPS OF SIGHTINGS OCCUR
AT PERIODIC INTERVALS PO BEGINNING OF INTERVAL
IMt>HNENT PO REQUEST ALL UNITS CMA AGENCIES AND DEPT
OF AF CMA NAVY AS WELL AS PERTINENT CIVIL AGENCIES
BE ALERTED TO SIGHTINGS OF UNIDENTIFiED AERIAL OBJECTS PD REPLY DIRECT TO MCIAXD DASH THREE AMC PD
REQUEST ALL AFFECTED AGENCIES TAKE VIGOROUS ACTION
TO INITIATE SPEEDY REPORTING SYSTEM PO WHERE POSSIBLE INITIATE INVESTIGATIVE ACTION WITH SPECIAL
H1FHASlS PLACED ON ACCm.IULATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
EVIDENCE OF REPORTED SIGHTINGS PO REQUEST THAT THIS
HQ INFORMED OF ACTION TAKEN AND NATURE OF RESPONSE
PD." 240.
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As early as May 1948, the magazine Po~ular Science had as a
cover story the full details on ProjectKYHOOK, the huge 206,000
cubic foot balloons sent aloft by the Aeronautical Research
Laboratories of General Mills.
Annexed to th~ essay were a
few comments that suggested that hitherto secret balloons
might account for some saucer sightings. The real secret
behind the plastic giants exploring the roof of the airways
however was not the balloon but the spy cameras attached for
snooping on regions behind the Iron Curtain.
The true purpos e
of the Skyhooks remained cloaked from unauthorized persons for
some time. This is illustrated by a November 3, 1948, entry
in Air Force UFO files.
It seems that there had been a determined pursuit of a "giant intestine" wafting through the thin
air over 40,000 feet by two Mustang fighters.
The weird thing
was identified as a "cosmic ray equipment carrier (a Skyhook)"
by a Coast Guard officer stationed at an installation just outside Salem, Mass., who managed to trace th e balloon's origin
to the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo g y.
The Strategic
Air Command tried to convince the Air Defense Comilland th e thing
was just a "heavenly body" misidentified, but when the rationa l
answer surfaced, the Skyhook theory. Air Force Intelligence
sought to downgrade the report's classification , but to the
Strategic Air Command experts this was unsat i sfa ctory and
they made a request that the" ... original messages be dest rayed. •· 241.
The Gorman-UFO aerial dogfight of October had a very sobering effect on military Intelligence.
If one accepted these
aerial objects as real then it ~as painfully apparent the
military's best machines were outclassed. This point was made
again on November 18th;
"At approximately 2200 hours Lt. Henry G. Combs
sighted an object flying on a 360 degree course from
west to east over Andrews AF Base. The object had
on e continuous glowing white light.
Combs thought
it ~as an aircraft with the wi ng navigation lights
turned off or burned out.
He then illade a pass to
check. The object then took evasive action.
First
contact established at 1700 feet over Andrews AFB.
When the object started taking evasive action,
Combs switched wing and tail navigation lights off.
Maneuvering his ship so that his exhaust flame would
not be noticed in an effort to get the object on
his left he proceeded to close in but the object
quickly flew up and over his aircraft. Then Combs
attempted to maneuver the object between his ship
and the light of the moon.
This was done by making
a very tight 360 degree turn ~ith flaps down while
making ~ steady climb. The object was able to turn
inside of Comb's aircraft even under th i s condition.
Another amazing feature was the quick variation of
airspeed from SO MPH to SOD to 600 1'-IPH. Combs remained in contact with the object for some 10 minutes
with the object between the l i ghts of Washington, D.C.
and his aircraft.
He could only see an oblong ball
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wi th one light and no wings and no exhaust flame.
Trying to close in again he remained in sight of
it up to 6,00Q feet, then down to 3,500 feet to
4,000 feet but it always easily evad~d him. Then
Combs climbed up underneath the object within
300 to 400 feet.
He then turned his landing
lights on it.
It had a very dull gray glow
to it and was oblong in shape as mentioned before.
The object then performed a very tight
curve and headed for the East coast at 500 to
600 P.!PH." 242.
Two lieutenants watched the aerial encounter from a point on
the ground near Andrews AFB, a K.W. Jackson and a G. L. Stalker.
They corroborated what Lt. Combs said about his sky duel. 243.
Here is the statement of a witness on the ground, a 2nd Lt.
Kenwood W. Jackson:
"It was flying from northeast to southwest
across Andrews Field at 1700 feet.
Plane then
descended from 4,000 feet to same altitude as
object which was then coming back across Andrews
Field from the southwest on a northeast heading.
Object and plane then flew in circles, object
an outer circle.
Plane followed it to 7,000
feet.
While climbing plane made 3 to 4 passes
at the object to identify it.
As plane desc~nded
at approximately 240 MPH object would then climb
vertically, drop below plane from behind and continue·c:l circling the fie.Id.
In a last effort the
plane switched on a landing 11ght and the object
momentarily gave off a dull glow.
It appeared
oval with no wings and no tail surfaces. After
the object was sighted in the landing light, it
headed to the northeast climbing rapidly.
Plane
lost sight of object at 8,000 feet; the time was
then 22:03.
Weather at the time:
CAVU--no clouds,
haze, or smoke. 244.
S/Sgt. John J. Kushner's account is on record in this matter:
"Sgt. Kushner was on ground duty when he heard
a noise.
Turning his head in the direction of the
sound he saw a shining object coming across the
sky.
It made a sound similar to a P-47 only twice
as loud.
It s~emed to him to be coming from the
direction of the 2238th Engineering Hanger across
the field toward Hanger lfl.
It wasn't very high.
It couldn't have been a P-47 and witness did not
see an exhaust. Shortly afterwards, he heard the
same noise only higher up over the field.
He
stated the object did not resemble an aircraft." 245.
Official comment went:
"That the object described was a synoptic balloon.
Dr. Fitt's report shows that it is very
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difficult for the observer to separate target
motion and his own motion even in daylight,
and practically impossible to do so at ni ght.
This fact has been substantiated by the writer,
who in controlled experiments attacked ordinary
balloons with a T-6.
In daylight, and with
knowledge of what the object was and what it
did, all the above described maneuvers were
duplicated in appearance. 246.
The reader can examine the witnesses' statements and then
ponder the AMC opinion before making up his own mind.
The only
thing that is really clear is that one should refrain from
making a snap judgment either pro or con in regards to the
balloon theory.
Before leaving this case it is interesting
to note that military evaluators mused a possible correlation wi t h Blue Book case number 172, the Gorman incident of
October 1st. The military experts wrote:
"The similarity of the incident to 11172 is
str i king, and it suggests a common origin for
the objects. The two incidents were separated
by a month and a half and by half a continent.
The hours of observation were about the same.
It
may be significant that ground observers in each
incident did not report the evasive tactics described by air obs e rvers, and it is tempJing to
hazard the guess that such tactics were largely
the result of relative motion.
It should be
investigated whether a lighted balloon caught
in the prop wash could give the appearance of a
rapidly-maneuvering aircraft.
In fact,this
investigator believes that it would be an
in~eresting experiment to have a typical lighted
balloon engaged by aircraft at night. with a
competent observer along to record apparent
relative tactics of the balloon.
It is not
clear whether the two observers in this incident who reported evasive tactics were in the
same plane, or not. but it is presumed that
they were." 247.
That the Pentagon still harbored feelings Canadian reports
were of potential importance was illustrated by the slapping of
a SECRET label on a UFO file originating from the province of
Alberta dated November 17th. The "thing" was reported by a
military aircrew:
"The crew was flying at 7, 000 feet t-fSL on
top of an overcast when the object was sighted.
Altitude was judged as approximately 18,000 feet
and the object appeared in a shallow d~ve. There
was no sound. The object (shaped like an egg with
a flaming ta i 1) •.. was on a southwest hea.ding at
an unknown speed. As it passed it momentarily
illuminated the sky behind it."248.
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Just when the Russian idea appeared unlikely, a report like
the above created doubts that continued to linger .
The same day as the Lt. Combs--UFO incident, November 18th,
Brigadier General Putt, USAF, Director of Research and Development, contacted a "Mr. Collbohm," of the RAND corporation, a
civilian expert of an unnamed specialty, in the hope he could
be some assistance in solving the saucer problem.249. Apparently
this move was in compliance with ''Air Force Letter No. 80-10,"
which was dated July Zl, 1948 and which authorized a contractual
hiring of scientists to:
" ..• evaluate the remote possibility
that some of the observed objects may be space ships or satel1 i te vehicles. •• 250.
On November 24th the same "Mr. Collbohm" replied to General
Putt. We know only a portion of what the letter contained and
that portion was an agreement to evaluate the possible "performance" and "design" of envisioned craft capable of travel
in space.2Sl. Apparently these secret exchanges dealt with the
Air Force's insistence in pursuing the extraterrestrial hypothesis in spite of General Vandenburg's put down of the idea,
but it could as well have been an attempt to establish guidelines for proof that could meet with the General's objections.
Needless to say, the efofrt to obtain physical evidence continued to be a high priority activity.
On December 3, 1948, a mysterious "wheel of fire" spun out
of the sky and landed on the lawn in front of the home of a
Bellefontaine, Ohio citizen by the name of W. C. Donahue. The
smoldering mass burned with an intense light and gave off considerable smoke. Several people ~itnesse~ the . objec~'s earthward pl~nge, amohg ~hem · a W. H. Reynolds, who described the
visitor from the sky as being the size of an automobile tire
and that:
".,. it went past his house and then fell." Bellefontaine police investigated but could find only ashes \~here
the fiery thing had alighted, except for what appeared to be:
" ... a 1 ight meta 1 ring \.;hich dis integra ted when touched." 252 .
Police Chief A. D. Paden phoned Air Force Intelligence headquarters at Wright-Patterson in the hope the military experts
could identify the remains of the "flaming wheel." Colonel
C. H. Welch answered the call and expressed considerable interest, saying thatthe Air Force was anxious to examine any remains.
Headquarters, USAF, Office of Intelligence Requirements
(AFOIF), Washington, D.C. requested an immediate analysis of
the Bellefontaine materia1.2S3. Small fragments were put into an
envelope and ~ailed to Wright-Patterson.254. A teletype message
dated December 7th from Wright-Patterson to Washington, D.C.
referred to the "flaming wheel•' of Bellefontaine as "probably"
a:::omrr._on pistol flare after_ preliminary il).oui ries ,an assumption
that proved true after lab tests.ZSS. Before leaving this topic
of strange sky_debris,we should take note of some testimony
more interesting than the Bellefontaine case.
Death of a Disc?
Moonless and clear, only the tiny diamonds of the Milky Way
provided a feeble illumination of an otherwise carbon-black
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night.
R. J. Strong, a professional engineer, and his missus,
were returning from a writer's conference at Northwestern
University, motoring home on a road several miles southwest
of Evanston, Illinois.
No other cars were in sight.
The
clock on the dashboard crept close to 12:00 p.m., the hour of
goblins, ghosts, and. things that go bump in the night.
A "green star" detached itself from the heavenly vault and
slipped downward in a gentle descent.
It eased to a halt about
80 yards from the Strong's auto.
Both he and his wife were fascinated and stopped to observe.
Floating 250 feet above them
and off to the right was a disc-shaped thing four feet in di·
ameter and some 20 inches thick. Mr. Strong noticed that the
bottom was a parabolic bulge and seemed to be burning with a
brilliant green light, not in the normal sense, but like intens e
radioactivity. What looked to be "corona rays .. extended out
from the undersurface an inch and a half.
The top surface,
just visible, since it was viewed at a 45 degree angle, emitted
a dull reddish glow like hot iron.
No corona could be detected
on that portion so Strong assumed the greenish-lit area on th e
bottom produced a propulsion force of some sort because of the
apparent greater emission of radiant energy.
After what may have been ten minutes, the emissicnof green
rays dimmed at one place near the edge of the disc which evidently led to structural weakening at the spot because a red
glowing chunk broke free and fell to the ground.
The equilibrium of the hovering object disturbed, i% fluttered a bit.
The waning of the green spread and more jagged fragments fell
away, each some three to four inches in size, creating a steady
cascade of glowing embers.
Soft thuds of the charcoal crimson
lumps striking the earth were the only sounds to be heard during the eerie fireworks.
In 40 seconds the circular shape
was no more, leaving ~he heavens an inky emptiness aside from
the familar stars.
The sigh~ excited wonder in the Strongs. Mr. Strong turned
th e headlights of the car on and pointed the vehicl e at the
field where the embers had carne down.
A high fence blocked
their vision and discouraged a personal investigation of the disc
remains so the couple marked the roadside and drove on to Chicago.
Pressing business engagements prevented a return to the site.
Aside from the writer's conference, Strong could not think of
any clue to the date of the forementioned occurrence other than
that it took place a few years prior to 1952. 256.
More eerie fireworks.
The U.S. Southwest loomed large in the swelling UFO mystery
in 1948.
Intelligence agents took extra care to document suspect occurrences in the sensitive high security region of atomic
laboratories and rocket testing installations.
Besides the
curious repeat falling objects sighted by a Colonel Hayes, an
outbreak of another mysterious series of sky events took place.
Late in 1948 these strange occurrences became so common they
drew attention at an increasing rate. On December Sth, at
9:30 p.m. Air Force Flight 9921, a C-47 piloted by a Captain
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Goade , was cruising 10 miles east of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
when he saw something odd and radioed Kirtland AFB. He told
Kirtland tower he had seen a strange flare-like object soaring
skyward, launching itself from a site somewhere among the slopes
of the Sandia ~fountain range.
Captain Goade also related the
fact that he had witnessed something similar a half hour before
in the air west of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
In fact, a dozen
other persons reported flare-like objects between the times of
7:30 to 11:15 p.m. The sky phenomena was spotted from vantage
points in Albuquerque. Onava, Lucy, and Levy, all cities in the
state of New Mexico. 257.
It so happened that there were some more pilot-witnesses
on December Sth which were the pilot and co-pilot of the airliner Pioneer Flight W63.
Interrogated at Pioneer Airline
Operations at Kirtland Field, the two pilots stated that, as
they approahced Las Vegas, New Mexico, at 9,000 feet, a bright
white-colored flash occurred above and ahead of their C-47.
Attracted to the flash the flyers quickly sighted a whitishorange object that appeared to be on a collision course with
their plane but the "1 igh t" sudden 1 y arched do,•nwa rd and vanished at the last second.258.
The fact that things were astir in the heavens over New
Mexico on December 5th grew more interesting when another
report came in from a location to the north. The report read:
" On S December 1948 while traveling on U.S. Highway 160, in the
vicinity of Jlanca, Colorado (This was a civilian observer), a
fireball was observed. Moving horizontally and westerly at a
very fast rate of speed, it appeared to be a bright green."
This witness claimed he ~ad seen a simi~ar sky object earlier
o n September 1 Zth which:
" ..• did not fal f but 'went out in
midair. •" 259. One fireball over Blanca was interesting but t....-o
seemed very odd indeed.
The next night, December 6th, a security guard at Sandia Base
watched a strange sight after he had pulled up to a stop sign at
an intersection. A "greenish flare" one·third the size of the
full Moon streaked by in a slight arc. 260.
Military Intelligence contacted civilian and governmental
aviation and research facilities in the New Mexico region to
determine an "applicable explanation" but discovered nothing
to explain the reported phenomenon. 261.
On December 8th the "flare" problem became very real for two
of the OSI agents. They witnessed one first hand. Their names
are deleted from the official report but it is known from other
files that they were agents Neef and Stahl. The report states:
" .•. (Nee£ and Stahl) both rated pilots took
off from Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, in s T-7 type aircraft. At 1833 while
flying at an indicated altitude of 11,500 feet,
mean sea level, approximately 5,000 feet above the
terrain, a strange phenomenon was observed. The
exact position of the aircraft at the time of the
observation was 35 degrees 31' North--104 degrees
51' West, approximately twenty miles east of the
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Las Vegas, New Mexico, radio range station. At
the time of the observation the aircraft was
flying on a compass course of 90 degrees, the
indicated air-speed was one hundred ninety
miles per hour. --- (deleted) was flying as
pilot anri seated on the left side of the cockpit.
--- (deleted) was flying as co-pilot and was seated
on the right side of the cockpit.
--- (deleted)
first observed the phenomenon and a split second
later --- (deleted) saw it.
At an estimated altitude of 2,000 feet higher than the airplane or
13,500 feet above mean sea level a brilliant
green light was observed coming toward the airplane at a rapid rate of speed from approximately
30 degrees to the left of course, from 60 degrees
ENE, to 240 degrees WSW.
The object was similar
in appearance to a burning green flare of common
use in the Air Forces. However. the light was much
more intense and the object appeared to be considerably larger than a normal flare.
No estimate
can be made of the distance or the size of the
object since no other object was visible upon which
to base a comparison. The object was definitely larger
and more brilliant than a shooting star, meteor, or
flare. The trajectory of the object when first
sighted was almost flat and parallel to the earth.
The phenomenon lasted approximately two~seconds at
the end of which the object seemed to burn out.
The trajectory then dropped off rapidly and a trail
of glowing fragments reddish orange in color was
observed falling toward the ground. The fragments
~ere visible for less than a second before disappearing. The phenomenon was of such intensity
as to be visible from the very moment it ignited
and was observed a split second later.
It was not
possible for the phenomenon to have been visible
for longer than a split second before observation
.•. after the occurrence the aircraft remained in the
same vicinity for approximately one and one-half
hours but no further phenomena were observed."262.
The following day Special Agent Stahl againtook to the air,
this time in the afternoon (4:35), and conducted an aerial
search of the terrain where the strange sky phenomenon of the
previous evening had seemingly fragmented in midair.
Nothing
unusual was detected in the area.
Extensive investigations were launched. State and city police
were questioned but only a patrolman Noland Ut~ of San Miguel
County had knowledge of anything and it only amounted to the
overhearing of a conversation between several lawmen concerning
"aerial flares" in the neighborhood of Las Vegas.
Beyond that
patrolman Utz could not offer additional information or identify
the lawmen involved. A Las Vegas civilian flying service was
checked with negative results.
OSI agents then talked with
CAA officials stationed at the Las Vegas Municipal Airport
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about any recent, or previously reported, sky phenomenon. Again
nothing of consequence was learned.
Four of the CAA Aircraft
Communicators were briefed as to any future reports of "flare
activity.N Air Force records include the following interesting
sentence:
NAil of these four men agreed to maintain this information on a discret basis and to handle the information as being
highly tlassified ."263. Likewise, when the situation was discussed with two officials of Pioneer Airlines at the company's
Las Vegas office, one of the officials remarked: " ... he did
not feel like confiding in his two assistants, since they were
very youthful and would undoubtedly disclose information regarding this investigation." 264.This official added that he would
brief another Pioneer executive at present out of town as to:
" .•. the confidential classification of this investigation. ·• 265.
The head of the Santa Fe National Forest Service was contacted,
a Mr. William Brainard, who said that nothing of the described
nature of mysterious "flares" had come to his attention since
his assignment to the Santa Fe post in February 1948.266.
Dr. Lincoln La Paz,• who had been consulted back in March,
1948, by the Air Force concerning meteor activity, naturally
found himself embroiled in the New Mexico "flare problem."
On the afternoon of December 9th, Special Agent Melvin E. Nee£
had a conference with Dr. La Paz. The professor agreed that the
reported phenomenon was indeed of an unusual nature, therefore,
Dr. La Paz made plans for a systematic observation of the Gemini
meteor shower. His reasoning went:
"I felt certain that the observed phenomena somehow must be connected with the Gemi·ni meteors which
reach their maximum acti vi t .y be.tween Dec.emlJer lOth
and 12th, but are frequently seen in considerable
numbers as early as December 3-4." 267.
Dr. Lincoln La Paz later received a letter from a student enrolled at the University of Nex Mexico relevant to an observation on December Sth, a date of special interest in regards to
the appear<:!nce of the "flares." The letter's contents are
summarized below:
•or. Lincoln La Paz was Director of the Institute of Meteoritics
and Head of the Department of Mathematics and Astronomy at the
University of New Mexico.
He was Research Mathematican at the
New Mexico Proving Grounds under an OSRD appointment in 1943
and 1944, and Director of the Operations Analysis Section,
Headquarters, Second Air Force, 1944-45.
In 1948, Dr. La Paz
served on a voluntary basis as consultant for the District in
connection with the "green fireball" investigations.
He was also closely associated in an official capacity with
Dr. H. S. Landsberg, Executive Director, Committee on Geophysics
and Geography, Research and Development Board, Pentagon, Washington, ·
D.C. In connection with this capacity he had a secret and top
secret clearance by the Air Material Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
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"At about 2000 hours, 5 December 1948, while
walking along the west side of Varsity Village, a
University housing area, --- (deleted) saw a bright
green 'meteor.' The color was a brilliant green,
as in a traffic signal or a neon tube. There was
a definite area to the object; i.e., it was not
merely a point of light. The size was very hard
to determine, but was estimated at one third that
of Venus when that planet is visible in the daytime.
--- (deleted) discounted any claim of
accuracy as to the size, however, saying that
he could not definitely say. The object appeared
in the western sky, vertically to about five
degrees. There was a definite corona or halo
effect, but no sparks or trail were produced.
The sky was hazy and there was some cloud cover
at the time of ' the sighting, but --- (deleted)
did not recall the extent of the cloudiness. No
stars were visible in the part of the sky where
the • meteor • was observed. ~68.
On December 9th Air Force Special Agents John J. Stahl, Jr.,
Herman N. Munroe, and Melvin E. Nee£, summoned Colonel William
P. Hays, Infantry, Civilian Component Affairs Officer, New
Mexico Military District, for an interview at Building T-25
on Kirtland Air Force Base. Colonel Hays was quizzed about
his reports of repeated sightings of strange fireballs in the
vicinity of Vaughn, New Mexico, a curious ca~e of repetition
not to be ignored if true. He said he did not check the terrain after the sightings so he did not know if any fragments
of the fireball were in the area:
"Colonel Hays first observed an unusual aerial
phenomena during the latter part of 1947. This
occurred in the vicinity of Vaughn, N.M. The
phenomena appeared approximately 400 - 500 feet
above the ground when first observed and was
descending slowly and steadily in a vertical
manner toward the earth.
I~ appeared slightly
larger than a basketball, bright white in color
like a miniature sun. At a point approximately
ZOO feet above the surface of the earth, the object appeared to explode although no noise was
apparent.
By this time the Colonel had stopped
his automobile and had gotten out to watch the
object. The explosion or disintegration appeared
to be taking place some 40 to 60 yards distant and
still no noise was noticed. At this time the fragments assumed a fiery red color and descended toward the
earth like numerous sparks being extinguished before
touching the ground. At this time Colonel Hays was
on Highway 60. near a railroad and separated from the
vicinity where the fragments were landing by a fence.
He did not cross the fence or investigate further." 269.
It should be noted, a year later this same Colonel reported
another such occurrence right after the official paper about
"periodicity" was filed. The file reads:
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"On 3 or 4 Nov 48 at approximately 2130 hours
he observed a ball of light, reddish-white in color,
one foot in diameter, falling vertically. The ball
burst 100 - 200 feet from the ground in a spray of
reddish color which extinguished before reaching
the ground--this occurred about 400 yards north of
the road on which he was driving--10 minutes east
of Vaughn, N.M.--Highway 60."270.
Official comment on the repeated phenomenon at Vaughn, New
Mexico, read:
"It is difficult to ascertain whether the objects
described in this incident belong to the general group
of 'New Mexico green flashes,' or not. The description here is sufficiently different from the majority
to indicate that they do not:
the characteristic
green color is not mentioned.
"It is improbable, however, that the three separate sightings, all occurring at approximately 2200
hours and in the same locality, can be explained as
astronomical phenomena.
Furthermore, the stated
altitude and distance are entirely out of keeping;
this fact might be discounted as an illusion, common
in the observation of fireballs, if the instanc~s
were isolated. The weight of the evidence, however,
inclines to the conclusion that the objects were
man-made devices and part of some scientific experiments, so common in that sectiorr of the country. 271.
Special .Agent Melv.in Nee£ had a . chat with Dr. La Paz on
December 9th in the professor's office at the University of New
Mexico. Air Force records tell us:
"Dr. La Paz explained the beh:\Vior
of meteors and
stated that these phenomena being investigated could not
be explained or be considered as meteors. He advised
in view of the unexplained Memphis, Tennessee incident,
the occurrence at Los Alamos, New Mexico, and the proclaimed meteoric fall in Russia,• that the present
phenomena should be investigated and an attempt be
made to identify t.hem."272.
After conferring with Captain Neff of the O.S.I. about the
strange "fireballs" on December 9th, Lincoln La Paz typed a
letter to Lt. Col. Doyle Rees, Commanding Officer of the District
No. 17 Office of Special Investigations, detailing a review of
the reports received up to that time and making certain recommendations for more thorough investigations of the phenomena
in question.
Excerpts of interest from this missive include
the following:
•This is probably in reference to the 1909 Tungus explosion. The
reader is urged to check the book: The Fire Came By, by John
Raxter & Thomas Atkins, Warner Books, New York, NT 1967.
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"On ~he basis of all available observational
evidence, it can be stated that an extraordinarily
large number of fireballs has been reported recently,
not only to the agencies that I direct but to other
groups carrying out meteori~ic studies.
In spi~e
of well organized and persistent field searches
conducted, not only by the Institute of Meteoritics but also by o~her organizations, there
has been only one case in which the actual recovery
of fallen meteorites served ~o confirm the supposed
meteoritic origin of an observed 'fireball.'
"In addition to the evidence set forth in the
preceding paragraph, the undersigned has on several
occasions been requested by agencies, both mili~ary
and otherwise, to express an opinion upon, or to
actively investigate the occurrence of luminous
phenomena, supposedly of meteoritic nature, but
of such remarkable character that this explanation
cannot be accpeted without confirmation. In this
connection, I should like to call attention to
Colonel W. R. Clingerman's letters to me under the
date of 23 June and 20 July 1948 and Dr. H. E.
Landsberg's letter to me under the date of 30 March
1948, copies of which are enclosed herewith.
"The incidents referred to in the above paragraphs, considered in connection with the special
inquiry .of the Office of Special Investigations
under the date of 10 December 1948, are of such a
puzzling nature, and may conceivably be of such
serious import that I should like to make certain
recommendations for a systematic study of all such
incidents." 273.
At this point in La Paz's letter the professor urged that all
military personnel be ordered to report any luminous phenomena
and to seek help from the security guards at Sandia Base, Kirt·
land Air Base, Los Alamos:
the Nex Mexico Wing of the Civil
Air Patrol; Forest Rangers; and night guards at the New Mexico
Proving Ground. The possibility ~hat the general public might
be tapped for information touched on a sensitive issue.
Dr. La Paz wrote:
"··· it is recommended that the Institute of
Meteoritics be given official authorization to make
public in newspapers and over radio-networks requests
for observations of 'fireballs.' Such authorizations
would seem to be necessary since requests of the
nature alluded to, transmitted through Dr. Ward
Fenley, Director of the University of New Nexico
News Bureau to newspapers throughout New Nexico,
in connection with the Las Vegas incident of 1020PN,
on the night of S December 1948, were not published,
apparently because of pressure from other agencies
also investigating this occurrence." 274.
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Dr. La Paz then expressed confidence that the mystery could
be unraveled, although he allowed for the unexpected and underlined such sentiments in the last part of his letter:
" ••. it is recommended finally that where sufficient observations have been obtained to permit a
determination of the probable area of fall, under
the su osition that the incident under invest1 ation
1s actually meteor1t1c 1n nature, a t oroug -go1ng
f1eld search be conducted 1n this area in the hope
of recovering fallen meteorite~ and of thus establishing once and for all the true nature of the
incident.
In this connection, some provision should
be made for putting into the area of fall radio-equipped
vehicles, planes and ground searchers. Our experience,
even in the difficult Four Corners area• is that with
these groups cooperating, an exhaustive search of an
area of large size can be speedily completed." 275.
LOOK!
LOOK!
LOOK!
LOOK!
Dr. La Paz was in the company of his military sponsors on
December 12th, motoring down a street on Kirtland AFB when he
happened to witness something first hand.
In the auto that
afternoon besides Dr. La Paz were a Lt. A. Clark, Kirtland
AFB Intelligence Officer, a Major C. L. Phillips, Liaison
Officer for the Kirtland installation, and two Atomic Energy
Commission security agents from Los Alamos. Dr. La Paz just
happened to glance at the sky that afternoon. Something caught
his eye, and four times he yelled:
"LOOK!" The auto's driver,
Lt. Clark, slamme~ on the brakes. . The passengers jumped out
in time to see a green ball of fire traversing the sky horizontally until it reached a point near the end of its flight
where it soundlessly broke into four fragments. Other personnel in the area noticed the sky object and Dr. La Paz
collected a number of observations to calculate the object's
flight path as was his usual practice. His computations
indicated an object 8 - 10 miles high, travelling 8 - 12
miles per second, and visible to witnesses along a course
of some 25 miles. His data, furthermore, showed something
else which he took care to cite as of possible significance.
He noted that if the track of the object was drawn on a map
it would show that the thing, flare, meteor, or whatever:
" .•. passed almost centrally across the Los Alamos reservation."276. One can well imagine how the eyebrows of the Atomic
Energy Commission security agents lifted after hearing that!
By the evening of December 12th, Dr. La Paz had felt he had
completed his analysis of his observations. He had seen a number of meteors the nights of December 9th, lOth, 11th, and the
12th. including the strange "flare" that afternoon. Gemini
meteors had never been very brilliant and after checking meteor
files of his personal observations that went back as far as 1915,
~This

may be a clue that La Paz was a member of the team that
visited the Weafer's homestead back in August.
See page 106.
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which listed some 414 meteor sightings, none were green or
even of a greenish tint.
La Paz then made the notation:
"Subject to discovery that a new (non-Gemini)
meteoric radiant emitting numerous very bright
fireballs of a vivid green color (deeper and richer
than the green of the beacon at the New Municipal
Airport south of Santa Fe, Nex Mexico) has sud·
denly become active during the first half of
December, I am now convicned the various 'green
flare' incidents reported to the O.S.I. are not
meteoric in nature." 277.
"Less conspicuous."
The remarkably green "meteors" that emitted a vivid color of
the wavelength of approximately 5218 Angstroms, showed what La
Paz determined to be a "curious association" which was explained
thusly:
"The three groups of anomalous greenish luminous
phenomena show a curious association with well known
meteor showers, although none of these meteor showers
normally produce extremely bright green fireballs
such as those recently observed. For example, the
observation mentioned by Mr. Monnig (Incident 231)
appeared near the maximum of the Quadrantid shower
of early January. Mr. --- (deleted) obs~rvation of
August was near the time of the Persid shower (Incident 230) and the December observations (Z23, l23a,
224, 226, 227) all fell in the interval covered by
the Gemini shower. This relationship might indicate
an attempt to render the green firebal~ss conspicuous
by causing them to appear only when there is considerable
meteoric activity. "278.
Authorities lost no time initiating an investigation. Project
SIGN personnel entered the picture and quickly circulated a request to all Commands in the Southwest on December 17th reminding
them of its authorization to demand access to information pertinent to its investigative mission. On this occasion Project
SIGN agents asked for data on:
" .•. any flights which may have
been by the Flight Test Section with ram jets "or other experi ·
mental types of propulsion emitting long pulses of flame, during
the darkness hours .•• " 279. 280. 281.
The Base Commander of Kirtland Air Force Base advised Special
Agent Melvin E. Neef that no aerial maneuvers were in progress
to account for the green lights in the sky, and likewise the
4th Army Liaison Intelligence Office at Sandia Base denied that
any experiments involving rockets or flares were responsible
since no activity of that sort was known to his office. 282 . 283.
A routine request by O.S.I. Agent Edgar J. Bethart on December 17,
asking the Base Commander of Holloman Air Force Base, Colonel
Paul F. Helmick, about possible rP.search work involving specia l
lighting devices or flares, revealed the fact that J. Edgar
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Hoover's boys were once again interested in the UFO mystery.
It seems that Colonel Helmick advised the O.S.I. that Holloman
AFB was doing nothing that could account for the odd "flares"
being reported and just happened to add: " .•. that he had been
contacted by agents cf the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
relation to the same matter in their pursuance of the same
investigation." 284.
Analyzing the data accumulated on the "green flares" reported
between December S - 13th, La Paz pronounced them not of a
meteoric nature. He put forward the follo\ting reasons to support his opinion:
1) The horizontal nature of the objects• paths.
2) The very low altitude of the objects.
3) The low velocity of the objects.
4) No sound heard.
S) The objects maintained a constant brightness.
6) An inordinate tendency to approach from the north.
7) A strange correlation in time with known meteor
showers although there was no apparent relationship.
8) A remarkable vivid green color.
9) Duration of visibility stayed within a narrow range.
10) No spark trains or dust clouds accompanied the objects.28S.
However, the thing that would mystify him most profoundly would
be the inexplicable lack of recoverable debris, the utter fruitlessness of searching for particles after one of the stran ~ e sky
objects exploded. 286.
··
The military evaluation of a December 20th green flash episode
went: .
"Dr. La Paz, who has ir;l.terviewed the various
observers of this incident, has stated that the
object seen was not a falling meteorite. He had
access to more detailed information than is contained in the typed r~ports offered here, and he
is an expert in these matters.
"It should be noted, however, that the reports
available to this investigator show many contradictions concerning the color and trajectory of the
object: One observer gives the angle of fall as
45 degrees, another states that the trajectory was
horizontal. !-lost observers indica ted a bluish-whit~
light; only one mentions the color green, which is
so predominant in the New Mexico 'green fl&shcs.'
"It is not at all certain that the object observed
here belongs to the 'green flash' family of incidents."ZR7.
One of the Atomic Energy Security Service Inspectors that witnessed a December 20th "flare" added some recommendations to his
report on his observations.
In part, he wrcte:
"Certainly some attempts should be used to observe
and find out about this ting from the air.
It appears
in the air.
ft disappears in the air.
It might
damage some of our AtoMic Installations eventually
if it is not a natur&l thing and man-controlled.
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Also at~empts should be made by our own personnel
to observe this thing.
Patrol 405 of the Reconnaissance section could be at this Point Eagle
about the expec~ed time of appearance each night.
It might even be important enough to place other
patrols at points of observations until this thing
is understood and known about. Also in future
attempts to observe this thing. radio silence
should be observed under all conditions by participating personnel until the thing is sighted.
However, it might be better if nothing is said
over the radio in the future about it. Radio
conversation, if this thing is man controlled,
may give a clue to those controlling it that
attempts are being made to observe it and may
make difficult a discovery or an understanding
of its nature. The use of radar may also aid in
its discovery." 288.
Special Agent Jack L. Boling submitted a status report concerning the recent rash of unexplained aerial phenomen a on
December 22nd for local consumption, i.e., Kirtland Air Forc e
Base and the regional O.S.I. Headquarters. He stated that the
status of the special inquiry ~~;as "pending," however in the
synopsis he asserted:
"Additional sightings of unexplained celestial
phenomena were reported in this period (13 - 20
December). Accurate transit bearings were obtained
where possible. Actual flight path plotted from
north to south, with minor deviation. General data
for all sightings appears to coincide.
No known
meteoric phenomena would give data coincident with
that reported from observations." 289.
Dr. La Paz spent December 22nd, 23rd, and the 24th, trying to
plot the course of a mysterious "green flare" reported over New
Mexico, by questioning persons in cities south of Las Vegas and
Albuquerque.
He journeyed to Belen, Scholle, Abo, Mountain a ir,
Willard, Encino, Vaughn, Pastura, Santa Rosa, Dilia, and Palma.
His inquiries drew a blank. 290.
Little green men (make tha~ meteors) from Mars?
A big hubbub over .. anomalous luminous phenomena" erupted as
the haunting of the skies of New Mexico intensified. Observations were more than casual as indicated by official documents:
" .•. a description was given of the real path
through the atmosphere of green fireball of 1948,
December 12, 9h 2m (plus or minus 30s). On the
basis of corresponding observations made from one
station near Starvation Peak, New Mexico, and a
second station near Los Alamos, New Mexico, this
fireball was found to have appeared near a point
with coordina~es:
latitude 35 degrees SO' N, longi·
tude 106 degrees, 40' W, traversing an almost hori~ontal path, at a velocity of approximately 10 miles
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per second.
(The minimum path length consistent
· With the observations was found to be about 11
miles, the corresponding velocity then falling
between 3 and 6 per second, depending on the duration adopted.)" 291.
Another case, this time a vertical fall:
''At approximately 0431, this date (December 28,
1948), while looking east from Station 108 toward
Station 101, I noticed high in the sky what appeared
to be a falling star, white in color, descending in
a vertical path. My attention remained with the
object when I noticed the rate of descent seemed
slower than that of a falling star. After watching
it lose altitude for several seconds, I saw it suddenly disappear with a greenish-tinged flash which
momentarily illuminated a small cloud between the
object and myself." 292.
"Observers Whose Reliabilities are not Questioned."
The observers of the "green fireballs/flashes" included various
scientists, Special Agents of the Office of Special Investigations
(IG) USAF, airline pilots, military pilots, Los Alamos Security
Inspectors, military personnel of all ranks, and many others
with technical backgrounds, which the Pentagon representatives
characterized as "observers whose reliabilities are not questioned," therefore the following actions were initiated:
"In a liaison meeting with other military
(other than the Air Force) and government Intelligence and · investigative agencies in December 1948,
it was determined that the frequency of unexplained
aerial phenomena in the New Mexico area was such
that an organized plan of reporting these observations should be undertaken.
The organization
and physical location of units of this District
were most suitable for collecting these data ..• "293.
From deep space?
One of the most fascinating green "meteor" accounts is related
below. The critical section is capitalized:
"It is found that the fireball doubly observed
by --- (deleted) and --- (deleted) appeared at a
height of at least 10 miles and descended at an
angle of about 4S degrees to the vertical (according to Truett's estimate) to a point C at an elevation of only 2.3 miles about the horizontal plane
through the point from which Strang and Skipper
observed. As the fireball approached the point C,
its PATH LEVELLED OFF AND FROM C TO ITS POINT OF
DISAPPEARANCE, E, THE FIREBALL FOLLOWED A NEARLY
HORIZONTAL PATH APPROXIMATELY 7.S MILES LONG MOVING
WITH A VELOCITY OF BETWEEN 3.75 AND 7.5 MILES PER
SECOND,• depending on the duration estimate adopted.
*Author's emphasis.
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The coordinates of the projection of E are 35 degrees
Si' N, 106 degrees 23' w. The forward extension
of the fireball's trace on the Earth, as determined
by the above projections, passes some six miles to the
nor'th of 'the town of Los Alamos." 294.
Dr. La Paz received support from a fellow scientist, an approval that was made part of the official file on the "green flash"
cases:
"In his letter of December 29, 1948, to Lieutenant
Colonel Rees of the OSI, my colleague Dr. Lincoln
La Paz has summarized thoroughly the nature of
those incidents and particularly has noted the
reasons why the objects concerned cannot be dismissed as ordinary meteoric phenomena. Dr. La Paz
is an extremely able man in the field of meteoritics
and an enthusiastic, almost to the point of extravagance, investigator and worker. On the basis of
the description at hand, I concur in his conclusions.
Dr. La Paz, who is 'on location• and has observed
at leas't one of these objects at first hand, should
be fully supported in a continued investigation.
Apart from the unusual appearance of the objects,
the pattern of incidents is particularly striking.
It would be exceedingly unlikely that so many meteors
would appear in that small sector of the Southwest
and nowhere else; if they did, they would not have
consistently horizontal paths and head in a consistent direction. These points are sufficient to dismiss the meteoric hypothesis.
It is entirely possible
that,among the many incidents reported, one or two of
the objects may have been fireballs, thus serving to
confuse the issue, but a blanket explanation of that
sort is improbable.
"It would suggest that Dr. Jack Workman, Director
of the New Mexico School of Mines, be contacted. He
is conducting highly classified experiments in very
high velocity projectiles and may be in a position
to offer a worthwhile opinion. High velocity experiments, probably in connection with preliminary trials
in the production of artificial meteors or artificial
satellites. may prove to be the explanation of these
incidents. Such experiments would not be conducted
at any of the recognized air bases so far contacted.
"Note:
It has come to my attention since the
writing of the above that Dr. La Paz in the March
issue of Popular Astronomy (LVII, 3, p. 136) refers
to 'the spectacular meteoric display of 1948 December S'
in northeastern New Mexico.
It would seem an unusual
coincidence that the sightings reported in this incident occurred on the same evening and yet were entirely
apart from it. The apparent contradiction is puzzling."29S.
Meanwhile, back at Air Force Intelligence Headquarters, Wright
Field, where work on Project SIGN was being conducted, a disagreement arose.
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,Speculations about the spectacular:
Speculations about a spectacular answer to the UFO mystery
came under fire on December 7th.
C. A. Griffith, Chief of the
Tech Intelligence Division, Operation Section, reviewed commentary by military evaluators of the "sky monster" case of July
24th. He submitted the following criticism:
"It does not appear logical to bring in a conclusion regarding space ships when it was not discussed in the body of the report. This is not a
conclusion that is based on this report so it does
not belong in 'Conclusions.'" 296.
Griffith's unhappiness was with a "point 4" under "Conclusions"
of a Technical Intelligence "Air Intelligence Information Report"
which stated in an evaluation of the Chiles-Whit ted ''sky monster"
sighting that:
"It has been established by a Project Rand investigation that world resources, technical attainments and
existing materials are adequate to permit construction
of a space ship.
It is now aerodynamically feasible
for subject configuration to fly.
An aircraft of the
configuration described could support itself by aerodynamic means." 297.
Air Force records show the document edited by circling the
offending paragraph and scribbling of the remark: "Place this
in comments." Z9t!.
Having satisfied oneself that such travel was not a fantasy,
it is an . easy step to other relate~ musings. Air Force evaluators,
with the spectacular Chi les.-Whi tted case in mind, added an addit ional note to the ••r i tten assessment of the "wingless craft"
spotted over The Hague, Holland, the 20th of July 1948:
"In passing, it is interesting to note that this
incident occurred just four days before the famous
'Alabama space ship.' Maybe our visitors from Mars
were cruising around." 299.
Such "wild remarks" could have caused havoc if they gained
circulation outside official channels. Obviously something
would have to be done. Heightening the danger of "wild thinking"
was the assuming of an investigative interest in UFO activity
by those not under military discipline or only sub~ct to limited
security restrictions.
Fascination with the "green fireball'' activity was so great
at Los Alamos various engineers and scientists banded together
to discuss the phenomenon; the group calling itself "The Los
Alamos Astrophysical Association." In spite of its informal
nature. the members did receive some official cooperation; i.e.,
access to classified Project SIGN files. Only one name is known,
a Dr. Leon Davidson, who was employed at the Los Alamos Laboratory.
Not only did this group agree with Dr. La Paz's opinions as
to the inexplicable quality of the strange sky fireworks, it
even dared to propose a startling theory, suggesting that the
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shor1:-lived "fireballs" were some sort of mysterious test missile
being catapulted into the Earth's atmosphere. 300.
Deeply concerned.
Dr. H. E. Landsberg, executive director of the RDB committee
on geophysics and geography, received a letter from Dr. Lincoln
La Paz on December 28th:
"Since December Sth I have been working almost continuously day and night on certain anomalous fireball
phenomena of which a detailed account is given in the
accompanying confidential enclosures.
No doubt you
are familiar with these incidents since I brought
your name into the picture in my first report to
the OSI of the U. S. Air Force.
''These incidents are not in the same category
as the rather fantastic ones described by Norman
G. Markham and certain inhabitants of Norton County,
Kansas. Authorities here are deeply concerned.
Perhaps you have knowledge of defensive training
maneuvers that would explain the observed concentration of incidents in certain highly important
areas.
"Additional observations by 6 more AEC Security
Service Guards made incidents referred to look very
serious. Please give this matter careful attention.
I am sure the two best observed incidents are not
meteoric." 301.
"Beryllium Copper and guided missiles."
The Fourth Army issued a summation of the weird happenings in
the skies of New Mexico on December 29th.
It read:
"1. Since the initial report of unidentified
objects, described as flares or moving lights, in
the vicinity of Las Vegas, New Mexico, on S December
1948, there have been 23 reports from observers up
to and including ZS December 1948. Of these reports
21 have been in New Mexico, 1 in Arizona and 1 in
Oregon.
"Z. The 21 observations in New Mexico have, in
general, been in the vicinity of an area bounded in
the east by the city of Las Vegas and in the north
by Los Alamos. Two observations were made in the
vicinity of Albuquerque.
"3. The appearance of the lights are of a definite pattern. All have been of an intense white or
greenish white. The trajectory or path of flight
has been north to east, north to west or west to
east. Altitude has been reported from 3000 to
20,000 feet above the terrain, which in this area
is SOOO to 7200 feet above sea level. Speed has
been undertermined except that it seems to be above
the supersonic range.
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''4. This off ice, the FBI and the intelligence
agencies of Sandia Base and Kirtland Field have been
unable to evaluate or determine the significance or
origin of the phenomena. We therefore have agreed
that the 17th District, Office of Special Investi- .
gation (OSI) of the Air Force be the gathering and
reporting agency in that they have a direct reporting channel to Washington, have access to aircraft
and observation facilities and are in coordination
with the Geophysics Laboratory of the Air Material
Command, USAF.
"S. The OSI has obtained the cooperation t:lf Dr.
Lincoln La Paz of the University of New Mexico. Dr.
La Paz is one of the top ranking meteorologists in the
United States. He is qualified to identify the sighted
objects as natural meteoric phenomena or otherwise.
Dr. La Paz has, from descriptions of observations
furnished him and, BY PERSONAL OBSERVATION, (Air
Force emphasis) determined that the objects sighted
are NOT (again Air Force emphasis) natural meteoric
phenomena. Dr. La Paz is in consultation with other
scientists in an effort to solve the problem but up
to this time have arrived at theories only. Theories
advanced to date have fallen into CATEGORY III possibilities (what these possibilities may be are not
given in Air Force Blue Book records that are available). Experimental tests have been made at the
university to determine what material would give
off the whitish-greenish glow under extreme heat.
The only . material which they have discovered giving
off this color is Beryllium Copper, a metal used in the
construction of guided missiles.
It is the unsubstantiated opinion of Dr. La Paz that the presently
unidentified objects are man made missiles constructed
to be self disintegrating. hence the whitish-greenish
color given off at the time of observation.
"6.
It is of interest to note that at least two
of the objects have been sighted directly over the Los
Alamos AEC project. One person who observed one of
the objects at Los Alamos has stated that it looked
exactly the same as V2 rockets he had seen over England
during the war.
"7.
In view of the continuation of these objects
being sighted over this area. it is suggested that
Fourth Army coordinate with the Air Force and the
Air Material Command to conduct a scientific study
of ordinary intelligence agencies, who can only report
occurrence and cannot evaluate the probabilities or
possibilities." 302.
The idea of "self disintegration" proposed by La Paz brings
to mind the "Ne\" Explosive Theory" suggested by the Swedish
Defense Staff to explain the mysterious exploding "missiles"
that lit up the skies of northern Europe in 1946 and for awhile
in 1947 and 1948. No fragments of the "missiles" were discovered
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so ~he military experts surmised that rockets .• utilizing a new
kind of explosive, ~ere ranging in the nations in the Baltic
region with Russia being the prime suspect. As it so happens,
a military documen~ touching on this subject appears in Air
Force records at this point.
The "Special Section of the Swedish Defense Staff," or:
whateYer happened ~o the Ghost Rockets?
Mysterious objects flashing over Sweden and other countries in
the region back in 1946, a ~ave of unexplained flying objects
that ~as a precursor to the flying saucer wave in the U. S. in
1947, was dismissed by the Swedish mili~ary at the time as
"astronomical phenomena" although there seemed to be something
very odd in the Swedish atmosphere.
A resurgence of sightings
occurred in early 194 8 and according to a dispatch from the U.S.
Air Force Air Attache in s~eden, the Swedish Defense Staff again
endorsed the "astronomical phenomena" solution.
The date of this
information report is December 29, 1948. The document lists four
points plus a comment:
..1. The Swedish Defense Staff has no proof that
any unidentified fly i ng objects, missiles or
vehicles have passed over or near Sweden to
date.
"2. All reports of sightings in Sweden during the
past year, irrespective of to whom they were
submitted, have been funneled t~ a special
section of the Defense Staff, where the sightings were plot~ed.
In each case an exhaustive
interrogation of the sighter followed, somewhat
along the lines of the EEI for Project SIGN.
All evidence obtained of sightings was explicable in terms of astronomical phenomena.
"3.
In addition, three ground radar stations and
two radar equipped destroyers cooperated in
maintaining watch.
The radar equipment wa s
Swedish modified British sets of fairly short
range and ~ere not operated on a 24 hour basis;
ho~ever, no unexplained sightings were made
with this equipment.
"4. Conclusion: Although the possibility exists
that objects have traversed Sweden and its
adjacent waters, no proof has been obtained
to confirm such flights in any instance.
"5. Comment: The cooperation of the Defense
Staff in securing this information was
undoubtedly given in an effort to emphasize their need for additional U. S. radar
equipment. The Swedish Air Board had previously negotiated ~ith the Bendix Corporation for ZO THS--sets but had been refused
an export license by our State Department.
The members of the Defense Staff, to whom I
talked, were eager to point out the good use
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to which such equipment could be put for
both ourselves and the Swedes as instanced by
our mutual interest in unidentifiable flying
objects.
However, I am convinced that our
refusal to grant an export license for such
equipment will do more good in implementing
our national policy, as expressed in the
National Security Council document NSC
28/1, then would the information we might
receive from the use of such equipment here."
/s/ Donald L. Hardy
Colonel, USAF
Air Attache 303.
Were the Swedish "ghost rockets" just .,astronomical phenomena?"
Could it be that the "green flares" seen o .v er New Mexico were also
due to "astronomical phenomena?" How many "flying saucer" sighting s were caused by "astronomical phenomen a ?"
"Anomalous sounds:"
Guards in New Mexico walked their posts with greatly increased
vigilance. No one dared guess what to expect. The only thing
that seemed certain was that something lurked in the sky as yet
unexplained.
Before the year 1948 passed into history, on December 30th to
be exact, mysterious roars from the night sky startled security
personnel at the top secret atomic installation of Los Alamos.
All guard stations were immediately notified, a blackout ordered,
and a "sky bogey ·alert" sounded. The noises did not cont.inue for
any great length of time, 2 - 3 minutes at most, and the interpretation of them caused some debate with most of those hearing
the sounds assuming that it was a small motor laboring heavily
but that did not mean anyone would endorse an aircraft theory.
All agreed, however, that the source of the latest mystery was
the sky, a fact that prompted the filing of the anomalous so und
reports with UFO records.
The authorities seemed a bit spooked
by the aerial business and things were not eased a~ all by a
disturbing developmen~ during a rou~ine security inves~igation
of a UFO witness. One person, who had related some interesting
UFO sightings to the military and had been very active in discussing the incidents with experts at various New Mexico scientific and military facilities, underwent the usual background
check by G-2 Army Intelligence.
Such checks had been so fruitless at the outset of the UFO mystery in 1947 the FBI begged
to be released from the time consuming chore. This latest
check, however, produced some alarming results.
The person in
question was a security risk of such a high order that the report
on the ind i v idua 1 termed him:
"dangerous." 304.
Meanwhile, on or about December 16th, a Mr. Collbohm handdelivered copies of certain papers to a Colonel H. ~f. Me Coy,
Chief of the Intelligence Department, Wright-Patterson Air Forc e
Base. The papers were for an important briefing of Project SIGN
personnel scheduled within the following 72 hours.
The briefing
~as to be given by highly important scientific and ~ilitary experts. 30 5.
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THE BIG CHANGE:
By December, 1948, detailed interrogations had been completed
dealing with the more important cases of the previous Fall. An
analysis was done and a report drawn up. These newest results
were submitted by Captain Robert R. Sneider, Project SIGN officer, Special Projects Branch. Technical Intelligence Division,
Intelligence Department, USAF.
Giving their approval after a
perusal, was R. A. Llewellyn, Major, USAF, Acting Chief, Operations Section, Technical Intelligence Division, Intelligence
Department.
In the case of the Chiles-Whitted "sky monster" incident it
was stated: "The analysis was undertaken as only one of 219
reported incidents with an objective of arriving towards a
definite pattern or trend in order to determine whether the
objects reported were of domestic or alien origin, or a natural
phenomena." 306.
In mid-December the briefing previously mentioned took pla ce .
One paper presented at the gathering is known in some detail.
It was an essay authored by Dr. J. E. Lipp, an expert with the
FAND organization. The gist of Dr. Lipp's thoughts are contained
in the following paragraphs:
1) He recognized the theory that the Earth may
have been visited by aliens from outer space
at various times in the distant past.
2) He posed this question:
Why has there been
no overt contact by the helmsmen of the UFOs
if they had come from the stars? It seemed
to be a great waste of time and effort otherwise.
3) He suggested that any space traveling aliens,
if they were responsible for the flying saucers,
might have been attracted to the planet Earth
by mankind's experiments with atomic bombs.
4) He discussed what was known about the environmental conditions on Mars and Venus, and also
the enormous difficulty of detecting the existence of the planet Earth among all the stars
of the galaxy.
S) He stated that the most powerful and efficient
spaceship engine conceivable to science would
be a nuclear-hydrogen rocket, which still left
much to be desired in terms of interstellar
travel.
6) He doubted that any actual spaceship visiting
the Earth would maneuver frivolously.
7) He thought it conceivable that a larger number
of smaller craft specifically made for the ex·ploration of the Earth's surface might be
launched by a much larger interplanetary ship
in orbit around our planet. 307.
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While Dr. Lipp concluded that a visit by extraterrestrial
beings could not be ruled out entirely, in view of what was
known about the problems of space travel, the UFOs could not
be of alien origin. 308.
Nothing is known of the reaction of the others· at the briefing
to Dr. Lipp's paper; whether there was debate or submissive silence.
One aspect that ~roubled Dr. Lipp, if one assumed the alien
visitation theory, "'as the "apparent lack of purpose" of UFO
behavior. He postulated a benign testing of the Earth's air
defenses, but if that was so. he went on, why should such maneuvers be cant inued so long? 309.
At this mom~nt the "powers-that-be" made some changes. Suppositively the code na~e SIGN had been compromised providing an excuse
to change the UFO investigative effort designation to: "Project
GRUDGE" (E. J. Ruppelt asserts that the real reason ran much
deeper.). 310.
Under project GRUDGE standard evaluation procedures suddenly
became· biased as all UFO reports were examined on the premise
that sightings of any unusual ph~nomenon could not possibly be
~ue to any mysterious cause.
Official orders were cut to change
ir.vestigative personnel working on the project as well. Ahead
lay months of the "Dark Ages" of offic ia 1 UFO logy. 311.
The GRUDGE name-change was ordered December 16, 1948, and was
to be made effective February 11, 1949. Dr. J. Allen Hynek,
under Air Force contract 33 (038)-1118, was activated to do
some re-evaluatio~ of UFO cases on file ~hich numbered some
243 reports that . had found their way to Air Force Intelligence
through military channel~ (~hich accounts for the low number
since those from ~ivilian sources, i.e., newspaper accounts,
were not reccrded officially). Even stretching things a bit,
Dr. Hynek could only attribute a third of the case s on file to
astronomical explanations. This did not, however, bother the
professor at the time since he considered UFO sightings simply
a fad, but as the years passed Dr. Hynek would grow more and
more uncomfortable because of the puzzling persistence of the
phenomenon. 312.
Acting as a one-man crusade to solve the saucer mystery,
faffiou s saucer sighter Kenneth Arnold got in touch with Lt.
George Gorman in order to pursue the riddle of the "Fargo dogfight." Gorman put off making any comment unt i1 finally on
December 18, 1948, he replied to Arnold"s repeated requests
writing a letter to the man that "had started it all" to apolo·
gi ze for his silence, exp:aining that he was under orders not
to discuss the subject and that the Air Material Command considered such matters as under a secret classification. Lt. Gorman
stated that he and his Commanding Officer were under the threat
of Court Marshal for having already released what information
that had appeared in the press, but General Edwards had intervened in time to halt any punitive proceedings. An outfit calli ng itself the "Counter Intelligence Corps" reserved all pertinent UFO data for itself, according to Gorman. 313.
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"Serious complications? ..
As it so happened, the Fargo incident had been singled out on
December 23rd. A review of Lt. Gorman's UFO chase produced this
remark by A. r.. Loedding, Technical Intelligence Division, of the
Intelligence Department, Wright Field:
"The positive statement that the aerial object
sighted by Lt. Gorman was a piloted aircraft is
unjustified and may lead to serious complications.
Although the object apparently performed in a
superior manner and as though human thought
was involved, nothing was reported to indicate
or permit assumption that the object was an
aircraft, as the term is accepted today.'' 314.
Just prior to New Year's Day, the Secretary of Defense, James
Forrestal, announced that the initial steps had been taken in
an "Earth Satellite Vehicle Program. •• The eventual development
of space-travelling ships and space stations we re now officiall y
envisioned with this seminal allocation of funds to the military
services. 315. The military application of such research was
evidently directed at the Soviet Union, but were there more
exotic implications? Exotic suspicions would not lack for
proponents. ~1o.
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Additional data for the second edition:
More complete information regarding the analysis mentioned on page 91
(which rlealth primarly with the July 24, 1948 Oliles·\"hitted "sky monster" case) \vas contained in an Air Intelligence Information Report rlatcd:
20 December 48 which was obtained for public inspection after considerable
effort by UFO researcher Robert Todd in 1985. Extracts of interest state:
"1) The only incident which possesses absolute intelligence significance is Incident 1. (Chi 1es-\\'hi ttcd)
It is obvious r! 1that this
object was not a meteor.
There has been no evidence to support any
findings of unreliabi 1ity, nor have there been any major inaccuracies on the part of the witnesses.
"2) \~cather reports establish areasof visibility as stated in the
observers' reports.
•
''3) .1\vailable information from Ordnance, Army, Navy and AF Weather
Bureaus, Research Organizations and others, failed to reveal any evidence of testing devices to which this incident could be attributed." 1.
~loreover:"Tf this type of unidentified at.•rial object has extremely long
range, it is probable that the method of propulsion is one which is far in
adavancc of presently known engines." 2.

The conclusion stated:
"1) The flying anamaly observed remains unidentified as to origin,
construction arid power source.
"2) A definite trend of flight headings has evolved as generally
south in bearing.
"3) Supporting evidence fran separate reliahle sources ~stahlish existence or this configuration.
"4) /In aircraft of the configuration described could support itself
in flight by aerodynamic means." 3.

1. "Huge File Released by Air Force Intelligence." Just Cause. ed. :Barry
Greemo~ood. P. 0. Box 218, CoventT)', Conn. 96238, 'tl.\:iinller"""'il,'June 1985. p.

2.
2. Ibid. p.7..

3. Ibid.
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"The Ghost '?f'
Researcher Robert Todd made an even bigger contribution to the study of
the UFO mystery by obtaining a previously Top Secret dorunent by utilizing
the Freedan of lnfonnation k.t. The document in question was drawn up on
December 10, 1948 and was only declassified on t.furch 5, 1985. Titled:
"1) lysis of _Dying Object Incidents in the U.S., the doa.nncnt was made avail·
e to UFO researcnerSlJy TOdd.
UFO expe'rtDr. Bruce Maccabee, after a
close scrutiny. suggested that the document is a "ghost" of the f amous "Es t imate of Situlation" authored by the Air Force earlier in the year. The
"Estimate" proposed interplanetary visitations but was rejected by General
Vandenberg.
Maccabee suggested that the "believers" who authored the "Est imate," drew up a second document on December lOth which was a "last 1~rasp" of
the Air Force evaluators.
Not being able to push the alien concept, the
"believers" chose to try ·and make a case for conventional flying objects.
Parts of the "ghost" document that are of interest are reproduced here.
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ANALYSIS OF FLYING OBJECT INCTOEJ:I.'TS IN TilE U. S.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
PROBLEM
1. TO EXAMINE pattern of tacHes of "Flying Saucers" (hereinafter referred lo as flyl.ng objects}
and to develop conclusions as to lhe posslbUity o! existence.

·.

FACTS AND DISCUSSION

2. A DETAILED discussion of lnformallon bea.rl.cg on the problem as set forth above ls attached
as Appendix "A". The main pobts established thereln a .r e summarized below.
3. THE l-'REQUENCY of reported Incidents. lhe slmtla.rlty tn l:'lany of the cha racteristics attributed
to the observed objects and the quality of observers considered as a whole, ~UJ?.QOrt the_g,l)~e.IJP.O.t\
that some type of flying object lia:Slieen observed. Approximately 210 l.r.cidents have been reported.
Among the observers reporting on such lncldents are traL'led <>.nd expe_rJ.!tl!£~d__{,I.,S_, _}'/~~r_Bw::e<!-U
~rso~el. USAF rat~ o.ffi-:=ers, ~~S?~Ijel_!ced civlpan plio_£; , ~E;.£hnlcl~ -~soe la ~ wlt~l.o_~.~!;_ re:
f!C~ch_ pro)~s~teaiilfcl.ans employed by commercial airlines.

4. THE POSSIBILITY that reported observallons of flying objects over the U.S. were Influenced by
previous slghti..ogs of unldentlfied phenome na ln Eur~. particularly over Scandinavia L-1 HJ·16, <~.nd
that the observers reporting such incidents mayh-;-ve bee n inte res ted ln q_l;>t ~ln1 sg per..~9n."ll publlcl!_y
have been considered as possible explanations. However. these possibllltle s s e em. to be tm.probab!.!l
when certa\D selected reports such as the one Iron U.S. \1leatnel:" B1u-eau at Richmond are examined.
Dilrlng obse::vatloDS of weather balloons at the Richmond Bureau, one well trabed observ~r h:ls ~
lghted strange metallic disks on lhree occasions and another observer has s ighted a similar object
n one occasion. The last observation of unld enlliled objects was In Apr!~. 1917. 0:1 all four cec atons the weather balloon and the unidentlfled objects were ln view through the theodolite. These
bservatlons at the Richmond Bureau occurred several months before publicity on the flying sauce r
ppeared in a U.S. newspaper.

D

5. DESCRIPTIONS OF the flying ob)ects fall Into three con!iguratlon categories: (1) disk-shaped
(2) rough c~ar-shaped (3) balls of fire. Varyir..g co:1dit:or.s o! visibility and dliferenccs ln ar.gles

at which the objects may have been viewed introduces a possibility that a

sl~le

type object m.'\y

have been observed rather than three di.fferent types. Thls p?Sslbility ls further s ubstantiated by
the fact that ln the areas whe re such ob}ects have baen o!:>se:-vcd the ratio of th e three g e neral

configltratior>.s ls approximately the same.

6. !!!§~FOR~~-~P_L~s th~.LS£~o_!lj~£L~s_b_;!~~~.n.; t:o·.vever, the \dam!Jlc~tiv:l of that
object cannof'l)Ei readilY. accompllsh<!d on the basis of Information reported on e:...ch lnctdent. It
ls possible that the object. or objects, may have b<?en dol':lesliczlly launched devices s uch as weather
balloons, rockets. eXperimental flying wing alrcrait, or ce!esti:d phenomena. It Is necess<try to
obtatn Information on such do:-!lcs tic ac tivity to cor.:irm or <!'!!:17 this poss ibility. Depend ing upon
the degree with which this may be accomplished, foreign <'e·1lces mu:.;t then be consid~red as a
possibUlty.
slghtl.~s ls deflnablf!.
S~~hH!:il:S ~ave been most Intense througho:.~t the st<ttes
bordering the Atlantic and Paclflc coa::;t lin•!s, a."\d the ccn~ral statt-:; of Ohio a~.d Kcn~cck"J. A map
r.l1owing lo.:ation of l'-ll?;htlngs i:.; nttach-~d as Ar?~:i>l!J< .,B..

?. THE PATTEnN of

- 1 -
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8. TilE ORIGIN of the devices Is not ascertainable. There arc two reasonable pos::;lbllilics:
(1) The obJects are <lorneSTIC<lcv!C'Cs,-an-d-IT-so, -tlleir Identification or origin can be established
by a survey of all launchinr;s of airborne objects. Oomcstlc flying wing type aircraft observed
in var-ious aspects of flicht might be responsible for some of the reported flying objects. p:nllcularly those described as disks and rough cl~ar shapes. (Sec AppC: ndiccs "C" and "D" .) Amor~g
those which have been operational ln recent years arc the XF!iU-1 ("Flying f'lapjack") developed
by Chance-VauBhl, the Northrup B-35, and the turbo-jet powered Northrup YD-49. 'l'he present
existence of any privately developed flying-wing trpe aircraft bas not been determined but one
such aircraft, the Arup tailless monoplane, was ope1·at1onal at South Bend, Indiana, prior to Hl3S.
(2) Objects are forelcn, and U so, it would seem most logical to consider that they are from a
Soviet source. The Soviets possess lnlormatlon on a number o! German flyil16-wlng type aircraft
such as the GoUu P60A, }Ullkers EF 130 long-:range, hlgh-S!'eed jet bomber and the l!ortcn 22~
twin-jet fighter, which particularly resembles some of the description of unld.;m.tl!led flyl.ng objects
(See AppendL'< "D"). As early as 1924 Tsclleranowsky developed a "Parabola" aircraft, an all
wing design, which was the outcome of considerable Soviet experimentation with gliders of the
same general form. Soviet aircraft based on such designs might have speeds approaching trnn:;sonic speeds attributed to some !lytng objects or greater over-:dl perforn1ance assuming the
successful development of some unusual propulsion device such as atomic energy engine.

a <.:u.r rent Interest in flying-wing type aircraft Is suggested by their
utilization or Dr. Guenther Dock who, at the end of World War n, was in charge o.f the Hyinewing program 1n Germany (See Appendlx .,A", paragX"aph 3, page 4 ). AchJevements satlsfactory
to the U.S.S.R. are lndLrectly Indicated by the personal recognition he Is reported to be receiving
in the U.S.S.R. Recently It has been reported ~hat the U.S.S.R. Is planning to butld a fleet of
1,800 Horten flying-wing aircraft. Informatlon of low evaluat\on has been received statl"Jg that a
regiment of jet night fighters, Model Horten XIII, Is at KuzmLitha, an air base two ml:es southwest of Irkutsk. Kuzmlkha ls Identified as one of a nwnber of airfields for the protection of an
atomlc energy plant at Irkutsk. The Horten XUl as developed by Germ~ny was a gilder.
9. THA'l' THE Soviets have

10. ASSUliiUNG THAT the objects might eventually be l.dentlfled as foreign or foreign-sponsored
devices, the possible :reason for their appearance over the U.S. requires conslderatlon. Several
possible explanations appear noteworthy, vlz:
a. To negate U.S. confidence in the atom bomb as the most advanced a.nd decisive weapon
1n warfare.
b.

To perform photographic recon:u.issance missions.

c. To test U. S. alr de!enses.
d.

To conduct famlllarlzatlon flights over U.S. territory.
CONCLUSIONS

the Air Force Is :responsible for control of the alr In the <lcfense of the U.S., n ls
that all other agencies cooperate In cor.tl:-:ning or :!e~::;L-tit tho\! p<:lSSibi!Uy th!lt thesa
objects h::t.ve a do;n.:!stlc origin. Otherwise, li It is ii.-mly l:1dic:1t~d t~mt there Is no domestic
explanation, the objects arc a threat and wa1·rar.t more active c!fOX"lS of identi.flcaUon and Interception.
11.

SL~CE

t:r.;:~erative

12. IT MUST be accepted that some type of flyil'\6 obj~cts have been o~:;"'n:ed, ~lt.'lough their
identification and origin are not discerna'ble. In the interest or natlor.<-.1 cc~cnse It would be
unwise to overlook the possibility that some of these objects may be of foreiF;n origin.

-
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APPENDf;( .. A ..

ANALYSIS OF FLYING 03JE:C1' INCIDENTS IN THE U. S.
AND HYPOTHETICAL !AC'riCS E;\-!PLOYED

L INTRODUCTION. To !ormulat<? the possible t?.c:tlcs o! fly!r:~ objects reported over the U. S.
from the outse t that firm conclusions h;:.·,e been reac~ed on both the existence and origin
of the reported flying objects . The current stati!S o! in!ormaUon on sue!\ lnclder.ts and over~all
analysis does not allow substantiation for such cc:-:cluslons. Eowever, the lack o! such firm conclusions points to the n ec .;!sslty for an immec!ate a.~d sound statistical analysis of cv-i:!ry a."'i?!!cl of
the situation and does not p reclude a concurrent exar:tlnation of the r<?ported Incidents to develop
cxplanatlor.s of the ir possibl e tac tics. The l?.tt~:- ·.o:l\1 be ~~ s~!·~1 at s ome future d:o.l e should th ~
existence c-.nd odg in of th e flying objects b e d <:i!::!~ely established. •rhere(orc , th~ tollowlne an::tlysls of available information ls advance d tn order to pres~ r,t evidence on the actual existence of
some type flying object and to relat e same to tac~i::alpur po~s for· whlch .th~ obJects are- poss ibly
dcsigned ~- -The-followlng discussion must be cons!dercd a pro·J!slonal analysts. pending a further
detailed analysls of all aspects of the problem.
a~sumes

2. SOME ASPECTS REGARDING FLYING OB)3CT JNCIDEl:'<TS. A cursory cxamlnatlon of evidence
on reportea incidents has been maae a.'ld it lS posstole to cne certain generalities which 1t appears
may be borne out when detailed analyses have been comple ted.
Among the l.ncldents reported the re are rn;:u:y statements by reliable and exp~rlenced persons
which tend to confirm that flyin~ objects have b ee!'! seen. The d escription of such ob)ects see:ns
to !all roughly into three categories: (1) Silver ci5ks or ba.Ds. approx lrnaUng a Harte n wing type
alrcralt; (2) Balls of fire of various colors and b~ensllies; (3) Cigar or penc il-shaped objects
slmllar In appearance to V -2 type rocke ts in hor!z.onlal fligt:t. The numberz of con!tguratlo;-:s
mi~;ht be further reduced wlth the following cons!-::<!ra.llons II"! r.1lnd:
Silve r dis ks or ball!> h.ave ,
for the greater part. been observed in daylight a.; d a number unde r cle ar weather condllton s wlt.h
vlsibl!lty unlimited. In most Instances, balls of Ere have beea observed at ntght. Cigar, or
pencil-shaped objects have been sighted in fewe r numbers bet with about equal dtstr\butlon in
daylight and at oight. A few accounts tell of the disks lu!.vlr.g a rough cit;ar-sha ?e when vle w.:-d
while maneuvering. Some of the disks are d~sc:-:!Jed as having luminos ity In d ;tylight. It th e r e fore ts possible that a single type of object may be in·.rolved i::t all slghtlngs , and dillere nc e s ln
description may result from viewing the objects a~ various ~!;l es a nd und~r di!fe ring conditions
of vlslbillty.
The abov-=: tends to indicate lh:lt somP. t::-?~ o":lj~ct has 't~~n seen ~d t!le possl~tlity exlsts
th:tt th-? obj~ct or objects s~e:t are CO!'\V ~~t!'l~ ?-1 O::~~~st!c ~~ e·:!::~s. s1..:ch a.:; ...=l~:tth~r b~Hoor.s, t ~~_;t
rockets, or jet-equipped aircraft with pancake o.:- flylr.g wing conflgurallons.

1'he possibHity exists that the r i?porting c :" !:yini: o~jects m'ly l1ave h~~n Influe nced by earll'.!r
reports on similar incident s ln Scandinavia and C'-'::tral El::-D;:o~. The publicatiC!! in rwws pa;:'er of
d<!tail!; on such incidents, b oth Corc if:n and d·x~~s::c, F.la ~· h a·: ~ lnd•Jccd some o: the dcs c rlpti o:1
provided in reported dome stic Incide nts. How-:,·,~.:-, one of the e arlie st r <!;;orte d slghli.J~gs ln t he
U.S. was the one observed by u.s. W~ather Bt:r~a·J ;>~rsonn~!
Ap!"ll -1!':1,'1 ; at Rlchniond; Vlrf.i"nic. ,
:iiio' on the basis of this one r e port it ap;>ears t::at the dis!!.::; arP. not bnllo o!!s. It woulcl s eem lh.~ r
this sighting was not influenced by th~ r e port::; cf foreit;n l::cid~nts, the ncwsp:1.p~ r accounts of
d?rnFJstic incide nts, nor by mbid~nt l! icat ion o! a C:C!Wcntil)::"l~ c';)j ect.

in
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Incide nt::; arc wic.lel)• :;calt'" r ed throuj1houl the U.S ., fn.~1uency of
ddl~ablc pattern.
Then~ 1:. a large concenlr<ttlon or sightlngs along th(! Ea:; lern Seaboa1·d; anothe r l<tq:~ concentratlcm lhrot.O~ho:>ut th~
We~;t ,;,rn C oa s t states , ::..ml a few si~!·ttin~~s In lh~ Mldo.llc V:cs l.
Oi~tributl o n o! Incide nt:> by conHr,uration of object <utd descriptio>~ or mancuvc nlbllily l:.> approximately cqual · la each o! Ut•.::s c
art!as and this ts l>~lleved to (tu-tlter subs tanltate the po!isiLlllty that one type of obje<:l mtght hav~
b~en observed in dWe renl aspect::;· o! fllght.
l·cporled

dome~tic

s i1;hling and nurnbP.r of o!.>::;ervc rs pe l· sighting ass uuv::s a

I! sightlr.gs ou-e Induced by rumor, 1t seems unus ual that more Incide nts have not be en r e ported
from "tn e ·are ai wlth- h!gh conccii(fallo: \oCpop•ilaUon:- Reports uom sucnarea·s-·woulu: il:so-navc
greater facility In· chaililelU:ig-eltliaTl.o- newEi~aii.iror of:flclal reporting age ncl~~- For the most p1rt,
si~htl-!gs have bee n made ln fairly open cow1try where there ;u·e le1111 re:>-trlctlons to vlslbll\ly, which
may Indicate that obstructed vision has l"i:duced sit:hlbgs In buUl-up area.::;.

It therefore seems that some type of fly~ object has been observed; the ldentl!tcatton o.r
its origin requlres the compctlon of other analyses.
3. POSSI8LE ORIGIN OP UNUSUAL FLYING OBp.::CTS. Prcvlded, upon the completlo>~ of atl<"'llyses,
It Is bdicated that some or all ot the r c ;>orted 11~ objects ov~r the U.S. are o! for.~l(:n origin,
the objects could !rom a lo&lcal vlew;>oL'lt, be con~icer.:.-<1 Sovte t. It Is ev!d~nt' from th::! perform3nce: charactc rl ::>lics ;,ttribute d to U1~ U..'Jiden~liied objt!"ClS a~ t ills U r~e tha t lf l hr:y ar e i or e iz n, th~y
ln-.tolve cf!lcl!!r.cles of f*-rf<lrmaoce whlch have r:ol 1><-.::en r caHz•::d l.n any operatlon:Ll alroorne <l.wlc3;
In this cowtlry. lt would, therefore, be a mlsfake -to a.~ly-Z:e f!'le-t:~ h.."llcal as?ectso! the s\tu":lli~n
withln the limits of our own knowledge of practical developments. It Is more c -::slrable to coru;id<!r
then the[outer"Hrr~ltS(gf possible Soviet developments and objecUves in au~~mptin"' to formulate soP.:
Idea o( the tactics wlllch might be Involved.

First of all, lhe sclentliic objectives of the U.S.S.R. h..·we b e en stated. many times and lndlcate?d
in rn::my forms. The mos t clearcul state ment o.f this objec ll·.te is probably the one CO!:!la\n<2d in the
preamble to the Fou.rU1 Five -year Plan (HHG-1950} which s~;;.~es t hat the cbjed!ve of Soviet scier.ce
1::> to ov"=:.rta.'<e and s urp:.ss the ~~ckr!ti::!c and t c chnlca.l dP.vo.:!C;l:T.enls of the capita lis t rL:tllons. It
~ppal·.:mtly would b~ an imposs ible task !or lhc Sovlel Union to ;.cco!:Dpllsh such an objective by proc e eding step-by-step alo~ the same lines of development alre ady achieved ln the capitalist nations.
This w::>uld mean that lt would be Jlccessary to rapidly proceed through each phase o! a~ro!1aut1cal
de velopment that has already been accompllshed ln this country, a.n d this proba!Jiy w ou.ld nev e r lt:lV¢
any prospects of accelerating Soviet development beyond any point reached by the U.S. •rho o bvious
answer to accomplish thelr objecllve of not only overt.a.klng, but surpa ssl.r!l the cap italis t countries
would b'! a scientific shortcut. Thts possibility is not so remote whe n exa r:-tined oo the b:.sl r; of
our ~owledge of lhe current ::;ituation lo U1e U.S.S.R. Provide d Sovl'.!t emphasis was given to the
most promlsill6 and advanced Ideas acquired .from Germany b 1945 and the wo::-k aided by Ge rman
s c lentbts, the pos::>ibUlty of catchln6 u;> and possibly surpassill6 other nations l:i. technical d ev e lo;>ments becomes more realistic. It becomes even mo:e reallst1c li the Soviets have shown a tench:mcy
to concentrate on certaln developments which have still not received a maximum of priority in our
own programs.
It is known that the U.S.S.H. has since 1915 cnUstt~d the se.:-vlce~s of Dr. Guenther Bock, P.
he:<C i!d a!l d:~ve lv;Hn-:::lt c: !;:,w •• <> :>~ct l"OltlO (tlyl:-:~ :·; 1 :1~) t}-7=' ?.;:T<il:t b G '! r~H.:!y.
beli-:!vro to be t.'le top Germar. scientlst ln charge at 7 SAG! aiid 'fS!.-".N! which ar~
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Alr Materiel Command" type orr::t.r!l<:ations tn the U.S.S.R. Fl:rther, lt is bell-::v<!d th;,.t D:-. B ock
h:ts m ade available all German plans for flylng wing t;--pe aircraft to the Soviet::>. Among the desi~ro..s considered by lhe Germans and possibly exploited by th ;! U.S.S.R., are jet-prop<~lled, flyinff
wing typP. alrcralt whose conflgur;).lion would be ~: imilar to c ~script ions ot c<:-rtat., obj<!!Ct$ r~port ;;d
fl1ing over the U.S. The estlr..,atcd s;:.eeds of such aircrart z:::-e '"-".il.h!£\...!:..~g_o:__t;:L!!~ low~ r lh:n It,_;;
o( __:;p :;_?.$1_.n~ trJb.l&.\•~. JoJJyJ06 object::> _ovcr lh!l Y--~~ It ls not ir.-~;J;:,s::;ib!e that emph~sls on stu-p::~s sln(;
Jo r~~ f. n devclopr!Jo?n~s has l e d to wtusual pro~ t·css in !ud s :m:i p:-o;:~ulston b7 the U.S.S. R . tn conne cti.J:1 ·.vlth p,ls::>iblc advancement!,; L-l the tleld of fu e ls a::d p:-o?u!slo:--~, lt should be ohs-ervcd th:~t
a~:-~a,-, w!lo
0:-. boc~ is

!
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\he Rus sl:l.n oU sltuatlon (regardle ss · or estimated otl rese rves} Is quite dliferc nt !rom that ln the
U.S. For c~~:ample, U.S. oU industry ls prepa red to turn out tremendous quant\ttcs of hl~hly fractionated petroleum products, whlle the U.S.S.R. car-'lol reasonably approach such capab!Htles. This
consideration dictates dl!.ferent soluttons on fuels for propulsion In the two countries ::tnd In turn,
dictates the direction ta](en ln dcvelopmenl of je t t:lOlors or the use of ot her propuls ive devi ces.
We must therefore, arrive at the . conclusion that aoy Soviet device whkh · may have made Its
.
appearance over the U.S. as described, would possess unusllll perfarm01nce characterlstlcs which,
In aU probablllty, would include unusual range . The posslblllty that they could have b een l aunched
at fairly close range should not be discarded.

4. POSSIBLE REASONS OR TACTICS FOR TUE USE OF SOVIET UNCONVENTIONAL AlHCRAFT
OVER 'l'HE U.s. Predlcatea Oil an the fore~o~r.c; a s SU!:lpbons, Soviet unconvenllonal a.trc ra.J l may .•
have been flown over the U .S. for one , all, or a ccmbin..~tlon o( the followir.g reasons:
a. TO NEGATE U.S. CONFIDENCE IN ATOM BOMB AS THE MOST ADVANC E D AND DEC ISrV E
WEAPON. li the objects have been used rn a prop.aganda :ser..s~. ll woUlu be reas onable to a.SSW TH!
that the Sovi-ets would choose flrst to frighten · pro-American natlons ln Europe w\lh the appea rance
of a radically new weapoo to counteract the abUity of the U.S. to obta.ln full propaganda eUt-cllve ness with the atom bomb. It wlll be remembered that stram;e objects fi_rst ap.v..eat:~_QY.e.t:_Jhe
[Scandinavian couotrles In 1946. The objects observed the re hod unusual rarote and ul·tusual pe rL formance characteristics . As this demonstratio n ova r th e Scancl L'lavlan c ountrie s occurred the
U.S. was rr. a.'<.lr.g a vigo r ous camj)al~n for the eco:-:omlc <J..nd !Y.Jtitic ;Jl ·a lli:n.tncnt of the se n<ttl ons
with other pro-American We stern European nz tioas. Whe n th ese Incident s_ s ubsided, st.ral'~e fly1J1g
( objects began to be obse rved at an incre asing rate over the U.S. The c onclusion on thls po int Is
that flying objects may have been us ed to frlghl e o both EurO?;?M rt:!tlo:-~!> a nd the U.S. by the appearance of a new device, and that failure to ldentiiy su;:h a Soviet object would give Lie m lnva lu.'l.ble
Indication that U.S. developm ent Is fa r behind lh 2.t of the Soviets. E xce pt for this tndlcatlon, It is
believed that the use of the objects to promote f!!ar has ~en worthles s in t hat the U.S . public h<:t s {I
tend~d lo charactcdz.e these incidents enttrcly as hallucir.atlons by " c rack pats .. , mtsldentlfic atlon ....
of conventional objects, or that they represent a s~ret American proj ~.>ct wh\ch should not be pub licized. Any fear that rnl;;,ht res ult from Sovie t U S<! will c om e only b y a c \scovc rr lhat the object s
have been Soviet aircr aft and that the y involve r <!oical o eve lo;J:m:nls 1.11h ic h are In adva:1ce of ou;own accomplishments.
b. FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE.

It ls

posslb!~

that the Soviets have employed th 9

flying objeds for the collcd1on of photographic ln~elli{;er..cc or the ma pping of certa ln are:ts ln the

U.S. The evasive action employed by all objects sighted indicates not so much an atte mpt to avoid
bdng sighted, as an attempt to prew•nt disclos·.1re of th'S! exact type of flyL~.g craft and Its mlss to:-~.
'fhe sighting of objects ove r the U.S. has b ee n most intense b Eas tern a.nd Wc.st om C oastal St a te s .
L'l addition, slght~s of flying objects have be en r:uc!e C:!!J.r Oak H.ld:;e , Tenn., L<:s Cruc<2s, N. M.,
and In the f:"Emeral area of the Hanford Works in Oregon. Generally, slghti.c-.gs ha ve not be en m~d~
over what we consider strategic Industria l areas. The r e ason for th\s mil;:ht be e\th,;r that the .
flying objects have been observed only enroute to or from missions over t~ese more concentrated
strategic areas. or that the Soviets obtaine d su!iicl!!:-~t lnformatton durtng the ir World War n ltalson
with U.S. lndustry to satisfy their intelligence re<iuireme nts a..'1d have a m ore a c tive r equirement
for lniormatlon on Industries a!"!d are as which we!"~ r.ot avalh ble to the m during World War IT contacts. This Is of inte r e st ln co'-n<!Ction with t he s !~htlnf:s n~3.::- Oa..'< Ridge, Ln:; C ruces, :.H•d in tr.e
g'.!nera.l are:l. of the H:mfo::-d Wo:-ks since Utes~ ') 5~ 3.\>H:;l-.mt~~ts wer e :10t, ?.:1d arc ;tot, acc,>s;:;iole to
Soviet collectors o! photographic intellige nce.

r

c. TEST OF U. S. DEFENSES. It ls possible t~at the use of Soviet flyL'1g objects over the U.S.
Is lntendea only to dete rmine l he ability of the U.S. defen::;es to sp~t fore:ign aircraft. This would
be of crtre::::tc Importance to th~ U.S.S.R. ln the ..-·:~nt th~t a o:-se~way all-out att;tck of Sov\et strategic bomb'.!:-5 Is planned.. Ability to operate ov~r t:.e U.S. ~Lr~1:biled a t a tl::"lc when th<? U. S. ts
supposedly r c -arml.ng ::tnd putt ::\!~ r.rcat s tress on defense s "'.-cu1d provid~? valuable iniorm~Hon on
which to b;~se c!;tim::~tc:::; !or probability of succ ess !n bomb!r.{; str.J.t•?g ic obj~llve!; In the U . S.
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d. FAMILIAIUZATION FLlGliTS OVEI1 U.S. TEH.RlTORY. This pOS!>ilole reason Is perhaps the
most lmpr·obable. h Is nssum<:!d tktL, should Hils pu.rpose b!) Involved, othe r _puq,loscs arc probabl:,' also accompllshed ln Its cxecutlon. Provided .the U.S.S.H. has unusually high performance
aircraft they mlghl find H advanta~eous to !amlliarlze the m s elves with the topography or the U.S.
1n antlclpa.llon of future combat missions lo strategl~ targets •

..

5. CONCLUSION. 'l'he conclusion th~t som~~~ ~..!~Y.~~(L_£l~i ~U1.~~~:} _obse rv•~'<l o veLJ.hf:. U.S.
see m s to hi! SU£>stantlated. lt Is not known at this tlme whethe r these observations arc mtsident!fl.
ca"tio"ns dcimestlcaliy'iaunched device s, natural phe nomena, or foreign unconventional aircralt. It
Is, therefore, Impossible to make any reliable explanation !or their ap;>eara.nce over the U.S. or the
tactics which they may employ 1! the objects observed lnclud~ any foreign developments In aeronautical !lclds. 1t Js llkewlse impossible at thls time to contaln discusstons of pos siblE: p~rform~
ance characteristics or tactics within llmlts of practical reason, If for no vther r e ason ~n the
fact that P~22L<!L~U~S!~~e-~_!'-_ fo~~ deve12e_~ent of ~~~_! }]?..::.__ ~<:_u.!d r!e~ssarH)!_lntrodl.!ce
consld~rattons of naw prlnclpals and ~:neans not yet. considered practical possibUltles In our own
rc searcha nddevelopmeo C - - - - - - · - -·- ····· - --·- - --- - - ---- - - -- - - -- - - - -
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uGiant ice cream cone.''
Nine months after the Mantell case a certain UFO report was made
to OSI agents of the Fourth Army Branch Intelligence Office, New
Orleans, Louisiana. The reader is urged to compare the following
testimony and accompanying sketch with details given in accounts
of the sky object over Godman Field in January 19~8.
The report in question reads:
" •.• (deleted) stated that on the morning of 1 October
1948 he was squirrel hunting on his property, and that he
had gotten up very early in the morning and was standing
on a little ridge facing south. This ridge was located in
a clearing which had been cut for telephone lines. The
clearing is approximately twenty feet wide and runs from
the highway north to the swamps. At this particular ~ime
it was too dark to go into the woods hunting, but was light
enough to see what time it was by his watch, and at 0540
hours ••. (deleted) was looking to the south at the sky and
saw the aerial object which he described as follows.
'It
looked like an ice cream cone traveling toward the east
with the larger end in front.
At the front it looked as
if it were white hot (like the mantels in a gasoline lantern), and toward the rear it got gradually darker red.
There was no visible metal or other material and no projections of any kind, only fire.
The object made absolutely no npise and left no trail of any kind.
It was
traveling in a straight line from west to east and did
not gain or lose altitude. There was no visibl~ means of
propulsion. It appeared to be about three-quarters of a
mile away and at an elevation of approximately tt-Tenty-five
hundred feet.
I was looking up at an angle of about thirty
degrees elevation relative to the ground, and I watched
this object for approximately ten seconds before it was
obscured by some trees.
It appeared to be about the size
of the average airliner and was traveling at approximately
three hundred miles per hour. The larger end of the cone
appeared to be thicker than the average airliner is through
the fuselage, but it was about the same length. The object
displayed no lights other than it appeared to be encased
in flame, and it did not light up the area. There was no
visible means of support and no control surfaces. There
were no clouds that day, and the wind was fairly calm .• ,
The incident took place in AscensionParish Township, 10 South
Range 4 East SO miles from New Orleans, La. The official ev~lua
tion is: Astro (meteor). The Blue Book File number is 17~.

lOS.

"Has a 'Flying Pan' visited O!ina '!'
Olina was not :immtme.
In the Qingdo ~unic ipal i ty, Shandono Province
in the ftutumn of 1948, (the exact date was not remerrdered), a ~trange
ing object came into view, rising and mov i ng in a western direction. The
time was about 9:30 in the morning.
The witness. a man named t-ia Wenyuan,
told the local newspaper the strange object looked like a plate and appeared to he slightly smaller than the moon.
The thing seemed to have a
fain~ luminosity and.also seemed to b e rotating rapidly.
It took about
2~ mmutcs f or the obJect to move out of sight, leaving the sky empty except for a f ew small clouds.
There were breezes but they wer e of a light
nature.

fly-

Nenyuan, who was interviewed about his experience in the 1980s by a
Western lrr:n. investigator, claimed that his report origi nally appeared as
a. 200-word account on page one of a Fall issue of the ~1inyan l'~ewspaper of
Q1ngdoo. 111e story Nas capt1oned:'Tlying Pan Discovered in the Sky of
TI1is fvfunicipa l ity Yesterday." *

*Dong, Paul and Wendell C. Stevens. UFOs r.ver Modern China (Privatelv
Published by the UFO Photo Archives P.O. BoX17206, Thcson, Arizona,'
1983) p.36.

"Keep your mouths shut."
RAF radio operator Sgt. Jones was a crewmember ahoard a York transport
on a training mis s ion late in the month of Hay, 1948.
I t was nearly noon
(11 :40 a.m.) when the transport, accanpanied by a half-dozen t-feteor jet f i ghters, encountered a UFO while r e turning from a firing exerc i se over the North
Sea.
Hyi ng at 10,000 feet, the British aircraft were r egistered on ground
radar as they neared t he c i ty of" Ricest e r.
It t"as in that area when t he UFO
was encountered.
A s ilve r d isc was spotted at an altitude of about 25, 000
feet in a s t ationary position. The sight aroused curiosity among the airmen
below(Two of the pilots were veterans of the "Battle of Britain'') and t hey
exchanged op i nions over i nter- fl ight radio channels. /1. pair of the l~cteors
zoomed at the s tranger to investigate. At t hat time the di~c took off at a
speed the j e t s could not hope to match.
Ground radi\r, whid1 had the w:o on
its screens, calulated that the weird obj ect fled the area at 1 , 500 mph. TI1e
eyewitness to it's departwre, Sgt. Jones watchin~ thnugh 6x30 power b i noculars, claimed the object t ook o H "from a s t and in~ start."
When the aircraft landed at their destination, Acklinr,t on RAF aerodane in
Northum})erland, the aviators (12 in number) made \« i t t en r eport s on the incident
for representatives of the J\ir tunistry. l'<1len finished, t~1e Air ~-~inistry offic ials advi sed the men to "keen thei r mouths s hut" ahout the case . Che of the
pi lots was an IIPlerican, Robins 0ld s , \"ho was Married to Hollywood actress Ella
Raines.*

*Randles, Jenny. "Land h'i thout Freedom." t-tJFOl'! liFO Journa 1. f.:d. : nenn is
Stacy. 11223, Novemher 1986. p.12.
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"Retrievals of the Third Kind?"
A very strange nunor f irst achieved wide- spread not ice on CCtobcr 12, 1949,
in, of all pl aces, the showbusiness newspaper Variety.
In a t:wo-coltii'Ul feature by the humorist Frank Scully, who wanted to be take n serious l y for a
chru1ge, there was detailed the "crash of a flying saucer" i l l 1948 in the state
of New Hexico, near the town of Az.tec.
The inf omation was related to Scully
by a mysteri rus "Dr. Gee." 1.
TI1e canplete story ·Of Scully and "Dr. Gee" is bette r t old in booklets
coveri ng the years 1949 aJld 1950, so f or now we will just address a single
question:"Did sanething strange 'crash' in New Mexico in 1948?"
It was only in the 1970s that serious efforts were made to verify the
so-c alled "saucer crash."
. Tile publisher of ~he Aztec. N~w J.1exico. Aztec [ndel?e ndent- Revie w, a Mr.
Dw1ght Payton, questloned long-t1.1Tle local res1.dents s1.nce, according to
story, the flying saucer crashed i n Hart Cru1yon some four miles north of
t01m.
Since the New HexicaJl ccmmmity ru.unber only 400 souls in Fe bnJary
1948 when the supposed. i ncident took place, finding sa!le one who coul d r e 'I11e sheriff o f 1\z.tec gave ass i stan ce ,
member anythi ng proved difficult.
sending de puties door to door in t.own asking questions.
The one f amily
that lived in Hart CaJlyon, and had done so for 40 years, cruld recall no
search parties, he liocopters. etc. 2. 3.
The only lead that turned up was sane remarks by an old fellow named
Martin Pacheco. who lived in "Rlanco," a small cluste r of houses j us t south
of 1-lart canyon. The man said he remembered that a large "met eor" had
swooped over t.he area in February, 1948.
Pacheco c la:iJlt<..>d that the sight
was so startling it caused terror among the fanners. so much s o, the local
priest. Father Albert Baeger. held reigious services to calm fears among
his parishioners abrut the "end of the world."
Pacheco regarded the
"meteor" as sanething extraordinary because. in his words, the thing did
not f rill straight down but.:" ... took a cruved jump and then d i sappe ar(;.'<l ." 4.
Crit ics felt the elderly gentleman may have got t e n confus ed over the
date and was really refe rring to a spectacular falling star that \vas see n
in the 1920s, however the same critics shruld have known about the i mpres s i ve "Norton. Kansas, met em· of Fe bruary 18. 1948," an event so strikin)~ it
l'tade the national news wires (The reader is refe rre d to page 15 of t h i s booklet).
Yet, while the date matches, the Norton event i s ge ographically a
bit off the mark. Cruld there have been a better candidate for the "supposed crash?'!
I t so happens there is ,one which is called :"The Four Corners Meteor of October 30, 1947."
H.H. Nininger. owne r of a me t eori te
mus eum near Winslow, Arizona, did sane work on the fall.
Ne il C1ar k . a
journalist, wrote of the incident stating that Nininger:" ... got e nough
evidence to indicate that the meteorite must have fallen close to the Four
Con1ers, south and slightly west of that remote spot. Nothing has bee n
f ound ye t." S.
The last sentence did not mean that a g rotmd S\..reep o f
any importance had been conducted, or ever \..tOU ld be. since Nininger had
limited resources.
If Ni ninger' s calulations were correct, the ''meteor" in question impacted
60 miles west of Aztec which wruld make it understandable none of the citi- zens of that town wruld know of it, assuming that the "meteor" Nas not a
partic ularly bright object.
l11at no one in ftzt ec knew of, or recalled
the " f-our Corners" phenanenon , is be lievah l e s i nee on 1y ~·1r . l'ac hcco remembe red t .h e huge Norton mete o r . The latte r lef t a girult (39"xl8" ) mctcori te in a crater near Norton, Kansas. and which was recove red by Dr. Lincoln
La Paz. 6,
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Granted that something fell in the Four Corners area, is there any clue
it was unusual and had attracted official interest? There seems to be some
evidence of that but as a preamhle we should understand what is ·meant by a
"transit team"
Although Dr. La Paz was interested in meteors for purely · sc.; _entific reasons,
he 1·!orked closely with the military because there was a connection between
meteor studies and missile research. In an article on the Norton fall, nr. La
Paz wrote:
" ••. the search for meteoritics is in many respects analogous to those
those encountered in ai r search and rescue work, and resemble even more
closely those that may aris e, if our nation has occasion to defend itself
against attack by rocket and other guided missiles.
"Because of the notorious inability of the untrained obsenrer to acrurately estimate the elevation and bearing of a position in the sky -for
example, the point of appearance of a meteor -it is axiomatic that where
ever possible, transit obsenrations should be made by a trained operator
at the exact spot from whence the observation was made." 7.
According to a newspaper account, on Octoher 30, 1947 , a huge smokey
"sanething" shot through the sky over the remote Four Comers area of the
Navajo Resenration in the lJ.S. Southwest(TI\e Four Comers area is where New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Colorado, have state boundary lines that meet
at 90 degree angles) .
A Hr. and Hrs. C. Weafer occupi ed a lonely farmhoose in that tract less, rocky desert C01.D1try and not owning a radio, or
having access to newspapers, the couple p l aced no great importance on the
sighting of the "fiery ball" that had traced a line o£. vapor dividing the
heavens, the wind twisting the smoke trail i nto a big zigzag.,but in the
course of time the two mentioned what they had seen to others living outside the reservation. Eventually word reached authorities about the Weafer's
front row seat to the 'meteor's' passage. In August, 1948, a group of
people paid a vis it to the Weafer home and set up measuring equipment in
the front yard whi l e questioning the pair about the path of the sky object.
t-1r. Weaf er later related. to a Texas newspaper:
"lntemationally knmm expe rts who were present that day at our
hane, approached me and told me that it was no meteoritie, but a
guided object, probably from the mi litary establishr'lent of a foreign
power.
Titere seemed considerable agreement among the scientists and
military men on this point." 8.
At the present ~ime that is all that is known about the Four Corners business and all we can do is think Of questions.
What \o{ere the names and titles
of the mi litary men and the "international experts" on the transit team. Di d
the presence of these people mean that there might be some tTllth to the Scul l y
story? 1\'hat agency has the records of the transit team's results?
Do such
records still exist and are they classified? Finally, what c onnection, if any ,
was there be tween the CX:tober 30, 194 7, "meteor'' event and the strange "meteor"
event that occurred two wee ks earlier on October 12, 1947, in the Zanalayuca
Mountains in Mexico?
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Is It?-Fiits In Combat. :

._· ~wf~h·~figh't~i Pi~ot~High~L~vel Devil.
.

. -

.

.

Fa.rgo. N: D~ .Oct. ~<AP)-A
1
Nation&! Guard fighter pilot today
: told a story of a 30-minute eo·
counter ,..ilb a mysterloue fiylDg
object over this City lD the dark·
, neas-and . bia account ,..u au~
· ported by two control-tower oper.
• · ators and another filer. •
•
In a sJgned statement · for · Air
r Force Intelligence, the pllot, Lt.
George Gorman7 of the 178th
• Fighter Squadron. North Dakota
e Air National Guard, aald he chued
"" Lnd dld aerl&l maneJJvers la.at night
With a Ughted, disk-like oblect
·which outran and outmaneuvered
s blm.
Watching bJm and the object
' with binocula.ra were Lloyd .Jensen
! a.nd H. E . .Johnson, both or Fargo.
1 control operators at Hector Airport
· here. Botb said In statements today that no other a.lrcr&ft bad re~ ported to the tower bea~de Gor·
' ma.n's F-61 tighter and a Cub, whose
pilot. Dr. A. E. Cannon of Fa.rgo,
; also reported wa.tehlng Gorman
· and the object do~lgbt around
: Farco.
:
SPEEDS UP TO ~~rma.a aa.ld be flrat caught sight
of tbe lighted object between hia
· ship and the city's llgbta at about
4,:100 feeL The F ..:51 pilot asid he
attempted to Intercept the object.

~:mak~~~~~u.:::_~:t

- 1

that

l
I

outturned·&Dd o~tran blm Jor near•t;
ly half an hour before he loat U at l
17,000 feeL ~r:m&n said his speed 1!
·.
'
at ,arioua time throua-hout the engagement.. ranged from Z70 to (()()
mJles an hour.
.
.
All four men ' ldenU!led the object l
as, a roand 'light. perfectly formed, :
with no raya leavlq Its body and
tra.v ellng at a speed considerably :
fa.ster than the F~l.
•
"'''ve never seen anything like ··
lt." Gorman said. ~rr anyone else
bad reported such a ~hlng I would ·
have thought be waa crazy ."
1
Maj. D. C. Jones, comma.ndlng
o!tlcer ot the North Da.kota 178th
Fighter Squadron, said be would
send Lieutenant __ Gorman's state·
m en ta to Air Force Intelligence but
refused to com.ment further.
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I

I

1
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By'ALBERT RILEY
pilots o! the East· I· lan!a, lbe two pilots saw L"'e , had ae"cr seen an:;thing ui!Core
~=-n Air Lines have bal!.led the stran ~ e ob iect whu: past them in : that e\"en fain:.ly rescroo\ed the
. :·.r:•J!l w1.t h a bizaM'e story ot a a southwesterly direction, toward · mystery cra.!t, and t,.hey had no
: ::::je, ·.•.-:.ngless, !lam.-shooUn~, Mobile and ~ew Orleans.
idea wbat i\ cou.!d ha ve been.
; ~.~::?ie-Cecked .a~::a!~ t!le~ said! Both pilot:~. who served as A."lnJI Neithe.r Army nor CAA oCCicl3ls
; <• lsn!d past t.he1r DC·3 1!ll'llner fliers. dwin': the .w:m said ' th~y\ could throw any U~bt on tile 0'1:/:;.

Two

A:lant~

I

1at 2:t5 a. m., :;eslerday momln"
, ~t)'l'Jt ZO mile.s southwest ot ~1?nt~

i :;-::-:.e~.1.

Ala.

, ':'he ~.,.·o fliers, Ca))t. Cluenct
· :;:-: !;~e C~lu and hls co·pilot, John
3. '.'o'l':itted are puzzled thems~lves
i\~ ·.•:hat they saw 5.000 feet ..bver
;\!:>..~a=na.

"H yo•.: loo:C at one ot those
!.1 :1:astic F:ash Gordoo rocke~ ships
:n c:-.e h.:nny papers. you'v" JOI a
;>:t::::.:re ot wha~ we saw," nld

Wn:tted.

~:early tour time.s Ju,er than a
3·:!'1, i : r!Semb!ed a B-29 !welase
w::h ~e .wi!lg.s ot!, Chiles- sa.id,

a:\:i names were shootinJ out ot
·::~

tail 35 to 40 teet.
7 : anllnz ~t a ,peed they tJt1·
rr ;~:ed at between SOO and 700
mys~riou.s air·
:· ·: -:vu 'br:U!antl7 lighted 1111th
.. •) -i~d:J .,: :vinrlows. U nder·
! ~J :.:. !'n .t!:e belly of the ship,
.- ~·.· s;ud t o ere was a sort ot blur
-1 ·:- ' ·~.sc'!or ( low.
3 " ::::~~a nonhust,..rl:o> cnune on

-:-::.'!.s an hour. the

>;

t .. .

cbeduted.·mcht' trom.~·; ~~~~~~~~~~
•2<C .

vi·a : "'1a--- '""-"- .. - -

.. .

•

!

lc~y. and 3:1 .\ir Force S?•>kc~m;;n
wa~hm~ton said that •'oov::>u ~

at

ly'' t.1is country has no plant rea doubie-<ltc!H•-:1, i tt·
p:opeiled.
wingles..,
trC~r.sport

sembli~

$hootiJ:; a -10·loot. Ua:ne out ol
it.s bacl: end. •
·
The p1!ots said t!:crt >.VU3 :o
passen~er.; aboard their ;.!ant, c:>~: ..
aU were <~ sleep except or.e man,
C. L. . :'·lt K'!lne, o( o.l :!:Jne!ton
P!J(e, Columbus, Ohio. :.~t.::,~Jvie,
~aid Chiles; tnid the pi:o:s t ~ ~E
he ai.>o saw lhe- m.;;ster:r 31.:-crJ!:.
"It w:~s ;'I mniJnlit n i ~~t with
some d o•:ds.'' Chil'!s B id, •·;~nd
we w e, e tly;r. :t alon~ on tn e tP.g'.l· ,
lar airway, whea we , .. w ane;~d .
and sli~htl.7 abo\'e and to IJ•J r •
rliht wi::lt Jpp~ared' \1) h~ a tr~ 1
mendotu Jet o:: ilaroe.
"We asked each other, 'Wlut If\
the ~orld i ~ this?'
"It t!a;hed down :tnd ·.v~: 't'•t:~rt 1
to lb-. lett an d it veered to ::, I
le.ft, and p:.~ed u, aboul 101) !eet
to our ri;hl ;u1d :~bout i Oil f~t .

I

I

~bov~ U$.

•
~s

I

if the pilot h a:l &c~n I
\LI and wanted to avoid t:S, :t
pulled up .,.;th a. tr~endou3 bu:rt1
. o! flilDltt .out c!lis: nar ;:md. :m!!l':

"Then,

I

_..,~·-·"'·'• ! 7.oomt!d uo·. into : \be cloudS. . lt:rl

• ~J!·Y:cuh or ~l!t.":"7~. r~.!ted

o•Jl'Jl

